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Arc routing problems are an important class of network optimization problems.
In this dissertation, we develop an open source library with solvers that can be
applied to several uncapacitated arc routing problems. The library has a flexible
architecture and the ability to visualize real-world street networks. We also develop
a software tool that allows users to generate arc routing instances directly from an
open source map database. Our tool has a visualization capability that can produce
images of routes overlaid on a specific instance.
We model and solve two variants of the standard arc routing problem: (1) the
windy rural postman problem with zigzag time windows and (2) the min-max K
windy rural postman problem. In the first variant, we allow servicing of both sides
of some streets in a network, that is, a vehicle can service a street by zigzagging. We
combine insertion and local search techniques to produce high-quality solutions to
a set of test instances. In the second variant, we design a cluster-first, route-second
heuristic that compares favorably to an existing heuristic and produces routes that
are intuitively appealing. Finally, we show how to partition a street network into
routes that are compact, balanced, and visually appealing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Businesses and organizations that conduct logistics operations or provide ser-
vices often must schedule and plan deliveries to customers. This involves coordinat-
ing a fleet of vehicles traversing street networks to reach those customers. Problems
like this arise in a variety of domains including industry, government, and military
applications. For example, FedEx, UPS, and Amazon must determine which cus-
tomers will be served by which distribution center, and provide each delivery vehicle
with an ordering of the residences and businesses that receive packages each day.
Municipalities must determine which streets should be plowed first in the event of
significant snowfall, and then plan how to assign the streets to vehicles for plowing.
The military must decide how to conduct patrols that provide sufficient coverage of
an area while avoiding predictable repetition of routes in order to mitigate the risk of
an attack. Although these examples have different goals (minimize monetary cost,
time, or predictability), they all involve the solution of a combinatorial optimization
problem on a network.
Arc Routing Problems (ARPs) involve constructing a set of paths in a network
that minimize cost, where cost can incorporate time, money, customer satisfaction,
and many other real-world features. Historically, the first ARP was the Bridges
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of Königsberg problem formulated by Euler in 1741 [1]. Modern study of ARPs
began with the Chinese postman problem (CPP) posed by Guan in 1962 [2]. The
CPP models a mail carrier who delivers mail to customers with locations along the
streets of a neighborhood. In this problem, each street has a known traversal cost.
The objective is to create a single route that traverses every street in the network
and begins and ends at a starting location (depot). For networks that contain
only one-way streets, or only two-way streets, this problem can be solved quickly.
However, for networks that contain both, or that incorporate complicating factors
(e.g., customer time windows, turn penalties, asymmetric travel costs), the problem
is provably intractable.
In this dissertation, we develop two software tools designed to help the re-
search community test and solve ARPs more quickly and effectively. We also create
heuristics for several arc routing variants and discuss alternative metrics to assess
the quality of routes including one metric that we develop.
The first contribution of this dissertation is the creation of an open source arc
routing library (OAR Lib). OAR Lib contains Java implementations of solvers and
heuristics for many of the standard arc routing problems found in the literature.
More complex variants can be formulated by including problem features such as
multiple vehicles and alternative modes of service. Heuristics for the more complex
variants often include solving the standard problems as subproblems during the
algorithm. OAR Lib allows researchers to use the solvers directly. An application
programming interface can be used to integrate the solvers into other software.
OAR Lib is freely available to the research community at https://github.com/
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Olibear/ArcRoutingLibrary. We discuss the contents of the library and validate
our implementation using data found in the literature.
Second, we develop an open source arc routing benchmark instance generator
(OAR Bench). When researchers develop a new problem formulation, optimal pro-
cedure, or heuristic, they usually perform computational tests on a set of instances.
The computational results demonstrate the performance of the algorithm in terms
of run time, scalability, and solution quality. Ideally, these instances should reflect
the real-world street networks encountered in practice. OAR Bench is a geographic
information system that allows users to generate test instances for ARPs using real-
world street data. These data include the geographic position of streets, information
about whether a street is a main thoroughfare, speed limit, and types of buildings
along the street. OAR Bench is freely available to the research community and the
source code is open at https://github.com/Olibear/ArcRoutingBenchmark.
Third, we develop a heuristic for the Windy Rural Postman Problem with
Time Dependent Zigzag Service (WRPPZTW). In the WRPPZTW, the graph has
asymmetric travel costs (windy) and a subset of the streets that require service (ru-
ral). It is possible to perform zigzag service on a subset of the required streets to
service customers on both sides of the street simultaneously. Furthermore, there
are time restrictions on when the zigzag operation can be performed. We focus on
instances of the WRPPZTW where zigzagging can be done from the beginning of
the planning period until some known time T . This models the situation where
light traffic volume in the early morning allows vehicles to perform zigzag service.
We develop a heuristic that uses an insertion procedure to solve for the early part
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of the route (until approximately time T ), and the solves an integer program (IP)
to complete the route. The IP is a new formulation for the Windy Rural Post-
man Problem with Zigzag Service (WRPPZ). We present computational results and
compare performance with an existing solver for the WRPPZTW.
Fourth, we create a cluster-first, route-second heuristic for the Min-Max K
Windy Rural Postman Problem (MMKWRPP). We introduce a new route metric
that measures the degree to which a set of routes is non-overlapping. In the MMK-
WRPP, the task is to route a fleet of K homogeneous vehicles to service a set of
customers in a windy network. The cost of the routes is equal to the length of the
longest route. This objective function incorporates route balance and route length
considerations. For ARPs that involve a fleet of vehicles, practitioners may want
routes to be compact and non-overlapping. Our heuristic partitions the graph into
areas of coverage for each vehicle in the fleet. We present computational results and
compare performance with an existing heuristic for the MMKWRPP. Our heuristic
produces comparable results with respect to the min-max objective, and performs
favorably with respect to metrics that measure compactness and route overlap. We
introduce a new metric (hull overlap) to evaluate the aesthetic quality of routes.
We incorporate two aesthetic measures into the integer programming formulation of
the MMKWRPP. We produce Pareto fronts for small instances to understand the
tradeoff between the min-max objective and the aesthetic metrics.
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the Chinese
Postman Problem and the Rural Postman Problem and discuss our implementation
of solution techniques and heuristics that are included in OAR Lib. In Chapter 3, we
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describe the process of benchmarking solution procedures and introduce OAR Bench
to generate realistic test instances for arc routing problems. Chapters 4 through 6
present heuristics for two arc routing problems. In Chapter 4, we describe the
WRPPZTW and develop a heuristic that produces solutions that compare favorably
to those produced by an existing solution procedure. In Chapter 5, we introduce
the MMKWRPP and survey the literature on aesthetic route quality metrics. We
develop a cluster-first, route-second heuristic and compare the solutions it produces
to an existing heuristic for the MMKWRPP with respect to cost and three aesthetic
measures. In Chapter 6, we investigate incorporating two aesthetic metrics into the
mathematical formulation of the MMKWRPP in a multiobjective setting. Chapter
7 briefly reviews our contributions and presents our conclusions.
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Chapter 2: OAR Lib: An Open Source Arc Routing Library
2.1 Introduction
In vehicle routing, problem complexity (e.g., costs, constraints such as time
windows, etc.) is associated with the nodes and the edges of the underlying street
network. Problem variants where vehicles service customers at the nodes are referred
to as node routing problems. These include the traveling salesman problem and the
vehicle routing problem. Variants where customers lie on the edges are referred to
as arc routing problems. In both cases, the goal is to minimize an objective function
that reflects the total cost of the routes.
Nearly all routing problems have been shown to be NP-Hard, so it is unlikely
that they can be solved to optimality in a computationally tractable manner [3].
Heuristics avoid this intractability by finding very good solutions that are nearly
optimal. Heuristics are evaluated based on efficiency and accuracy.
Different implementations of the same algorithm can lead to different results,
but this variability is difficult to control. For example, differences in data structures
and how memory is managed can drastically affect the runtime required to solve
a particular instance. The effect of these differences is more apparent when these
heuristics are used as subroutines. For example, suppose there are two competing
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metaheuristics A and B. Both solve a shortest paths problem during their respective
initialization procedures. Since the researcher responsible for A uses a more efficient
shortest paths algorithm, significantly faster runtimes are reported. However, if this
difference were eliminated, A would be slower than B. One would reasonably, but
erroneously, conclude that metaheuristic A is superior. Therefore, it is important
to standardize solvers so that fair comparisons can be made and the merits of an
algorithm can be attributed solely to its design.
We develop an open source code library that provides a set of standard solvers
for arc routing problems. The library contains solvers for the following problems: the
Chinese Postman Problem on a directed graph (DCPP), the CPP on an undirected
graph with symmetric traversal costs (UCPP), the CPP on a mixed graph (MCPP),
the CPP on an undirected graph with directionally asymmetric costs (WPP for
Windy Postman Problem), and the Rural Postman Problem (RPP) on directed
(DRPP) and windy graphs (WRPP) where not all arcs are required to be traversed
in the solution. For each problem, if it is not possible to efficiently solve it to opti-
mality, we implement a well-known heuristic in our library. If the problem is solvable
in polynomial time, we implement the exact algorithm in our library. For the details
of each specific algorithm, consult references for the DCPP, UCPP, MCPP, WPP,
DRPP, and WRPP [4–11]. In Table 2.1, we summarize the problems that are ad-
dressed in the library. In Table 2.2, we summarize the performance of the heuristics
contained in the library. We point out that the paper by Groër et al. [12] comple-










All 1 0 [5]
Undirected Chinese
Postman Problem
All 1 0 [5]
Mixed Chinese
Postman Problem
All 0 2 [6, 7]
Windy Postman
Problem
All 0 2 [8, 11]
Directed Rural
Postman Problem
Subset 0 1 [10]
Windy Rural
Postman Problem
Subset 0 1 [11]
Table 2.1: A summary of the problems addressed in the library. The required links
column shows whether all links in the graph require traversal, or only a subset
require traversal. The exact solver column shows the problems that can be solved
exactly in the library. The heuristics column shows the number of heuristics in the
library for each problem. The references column provides the original source of the
algorithms.
2.2 Definitions
A graph G = (V, L) where V is a set of vertices (also referred to here as nodes)
and L is a set of links. Vertices are defined by vi and links are represented as ordered
pairs eij = (i, j) where both vi and vj are members of the vertex set. A link l = (i, j)
also has a traversal cost cij. A link is an edge if it is undirected (it can be traversed
from i to j and from j to i). A link is an arc if it is directed (it can only be traversed
from i to j). In the case of arcs, the first element of the ordered pair is referred to
as the tail, while the second is referred to as the head. In an undirected graph, all








































Table 2.2: A computational summary of the heuristics in the library. Deviations
are percentages from lower bounds presented in the cited reference. The benchmark
instance column lists Note that the references in this table are to the papers which
provide the computational results listed here. For the references which introduce
the heuristics, consult Table 2.1.
graph, all members of the link set are arcs, and the graph is denoted by (V,A). A
mixed graph has both types of links and is denoted by (V,E,A). A windy graph is
undirected with asymmetric traversal costs (the cost of going from vertex i to vertex
j may not be the same as the cost of going from vertex j to vertex i).
A windy graph can model an undirected graph, a directed graph, and a mixed
graph. For an undirected graph, set cij = cji ∀i, j; for a directed graph, set cij = ca
and cji = N ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A where N is a very large value, much greater than∑
a∈A ca; for a mixed graph, it follows directly from the previous two graph types.
Thus, any solution method that can be applied to a problem on a windy graph can
also be applied to the same problem on the three types of graphs.
A graph is strongly connected if it is possible to reach any vertex from any
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other vertex. For any pair of vertices i and j, it is possible to construct an ordered
list of links (i0, j0), (j0, j1), (j1, j2), ..., (jk−1, jk) where i0 = i and jk = j. An ordered
list of this form is called a path. A path with minimal traversal cost in the graph
is known as a shortest path. We denote the cost of a shortest path between vertex
i and vertex j as spij.
A circuit is defined as a path that begins and ends at the same vertex. A graph
is Eulerian if and only if there exists an Eulerian circuit, (a circuit that traverses
every link in the graph exactly once). The following is a list of well-known conditions
for a graph to be Eulerian.
• Undirected : An undirected graph is Eulerian if and only if every node has even
degree (a property known as evenness).
• Directed : A directed graph is Eulerian if and only if the in-degree equals the
out-degree for every node (a property known as symmetry).
• Mixed : A mixed graph is Eulerian if and only if every node has even degree
and the graph is balanced. For any subset S of V , |number of arcs from S to
V \ S - number of arcs from V \ S to S| ≤ number of edges from S to V \ S.
A sufficient condition is that every node has even degree, and the in-degree
equals the out-degree.
A graph G2 = (V2, L2) is an augmentation of the graph G1 = (V1, L1) if
V1 ⊆ V2, L1 ⊆ L2, and ∀l2ij ∈ L2, (∃ l1ij ∈ L1 and cost(l2ij) = cost(l1ij)). Every link
in the original graph appears in the augmentation. The augmentation only includes
copies of links in the original graph.
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In an undirected graph, the degree of a vertex is simply the number of edges
incident to the vertex. In a directed graph, the in-degree of a vertex v is the number
of arcs a ∈ A for which v is the head, and the out-degree of a vertex v is the number
of arcs for which v is the tail. For a mixed graph, our definition of in-degree and
out-degree remain the same. The two properties only take into account arcs in the
graph, while our definition of degree only includes edges as though the arcs were
deleted from the graph.
The problems we consider fall under the following two categories.
• Chinese Postman Problem: Given a graph G (either directed, undirected,
mixed, or windy) and a cost function cij (associated with traversing the link
(i, j)), find a circuit that traverses each link (edge or arc) at least once and
minimizes the total traversal cost.
• Rural Postman Problem: Given a graph G (either directed or windy), a set
of required links LR ⊆ L, a depot location (one of the vertices), and cost
function cij (associated with traversing the link (i, j)), find a circuit beginning
and ending at the depot that traverses each required arc at least once and
minimizes the total traversal cost.
In both the CPP and the RPP, the problem is solved in two steps. First, find
an Eulerian augmentation of the original graph. Second, find the Eulerian circuit
in the augmented graph. The second step can be performed easily and efficiently in
linear time using Hierholzer’s algorithm [13].
We use the following common notation.
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• δ(v) = in-degree minus the out-degree,
• D+ and D− are the set of vertices with δ(v) > 0 and δ(v) < 0,
• Z0+ is the set of non-negative integers (N).
2.3 Features of the Library
We now describe some of the features in our library.
In order to depict networks and the corresponding vehicle routes, we use Gephi
[14]. Gephi is an open source visualization utility with an application programming
interface (API) that enables quick integration. Gephi allows several layout routines
that attempt to minmize visual clutter while preserving distance relationships.
The library contains the ability to manually specify vertex coordinates. We
use these subroutines to export any graph created within the library to a portable
document format (pdf) file.
To allow the quick, dynamic generation of new test instances, we have lever-
aged the queryable Open Street Maps (OSM) [15] database to allow a user with an
Internet connection to specify a geographic bounding box and retrieve the associated
street network. The largest contiguous subgraph is returned so that connectivity is
ensured. Figure 2.1 gives a street network returned by OSM sampling a portion of
the street network in Helsinki, Finland.
We have decoupled seven graph algorithms that are used in multiple solvers to
allow for them to be used in contexts not originally coded by the authors, including
inside more sophisticated solvers.
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Figure 2.1: A graph obtained using OSM by querying the street network of Helsinki,
Finland and exported through the Gephi integration.
• Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest paths algorithm [16]
• Dijkstra’s single-source shortest paths algorithm with priority queues [17]
• Successive shortest paths min cost flow algorithm [18]
• Blossom V min cost matching algorithm [19]
• Hierholzer’s algorithm [13]
• Minimum spanning tree algorithm [20]
• Strongly connected components algorithm [21]
2.4 Architecture
We discuss the structure of the library and outline how the core architecture
can be extended to implement various solvers.
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The library’s core package contains the abstractions upon which the rest of
the library is based. The graph, link, and vertex abstractions maintain a unique
(per type) global identifier (ID). This ID may be used to compare elements that may
otherwise appear similar (e.g., when manipulating multiple graphs, both depots may
be referred to as v1 but the global ID property will distinguish between the two). In
addition, links and vertices have a local ID. The local ID is based on the graph that
the node or link is assigned to. Therefore, the first vertex assigned to each graph
will have a local ID of one. Finally, links and vertices may keep track of a match
ID. The match ID may be set to allow the correspondence between elements in a
graph. For example, the solution of a flow problem on an auxiliary graph can be
used to construct an augmentation of the original graph. In this case, the match ID
of edges in the original graph can be set to the local IDs of edges in the auxiliary
graph to allow a user to keep track of the correspondence.
Graph objects maintain additional state information. The shortest path ma-
trix is available on demand, and storage is implemented according to a lazy design
pattern (the memory is not allocated until it is first needed, and only recomputed
if the state of the graph changes). The (local) ID of the depot and the element
sets (V and E) are maintained by the graph. Functions for standardized creation of
vertices and links, as well as getters (methods which allow other objects to retrieve
a specific vertex or edge) are provided. Finally, a method for providing deep copy
(a distinct copy as opposed to a reference to the existing object) is specified by all
graphs.
The problem and solver abstractions are included in the core package. Prob-
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lem instances contain the underlying network, objective function, and any problem
features such as time windows and additional service costs. We can restrict the
ability to restrict the applicability of the solver to only those networks with certain
structure via the checkGraphRequirements method. This feature enables a solver to
specify the conditions for a feasible solution (e.g., strong connectedness for solving
the DCPP).
Improvement procedures are also implemented as an abstract class that allows
for composition of improvement frameworks, as well as single moves. This creates an
opportunity for both individual procedures (e.g., the arc routing analog of a 2opt)
and frameworks (i.e., an ordered set of procedures with termination criteria) to be
modular when tuning a heuristic.
The mover object simplifies the accounting associated with writing improve-
ment procedures. It performs swaps for arc routing problems by manipulating routes
as ordered lists of required links (with shortest paths assumed in between), and in-
terchanging positions of the links in the lists. This compact representation of a
route was first proposed by Benavent et al. in [11]. It allows for many improvement
procedures from node routing to be used in an arc routing setting.
Wherever possible, we use fast and memory efficient data structures to orga-
nize elements of the graph. For example, we use Trove [22] which provides memory-
optimized variants of several native Java data structures to store vertices and edges.
Elements are usually referenced via their local ID. Alternative sparse matrix repre-
sentations of the graph structure can have increased storage requirements, and are




Algorithm for the DCPP [4] (Exact)
Solve a min cost flow problem. Symmetry is achieved by adding arcs according
to the solution to the flow problem.
Edmonds’s Algorithm for the UCPP [5]
(Exact)
Solve a min cost matching problem. Evenness is achieved by adding edges
according to the solution.
Frederickson’s Heuristic for the MCPP
[6]
Use Edmonds’s algorithms for the UCPP and DCPP separately to achieve each
property. Repair the augmentation by eliminating special circuits in the graph.
Yaoyuenyong et al.’s Heuristic for the
MCPP [7]
Apply augmentation procedures from Frederickson’s heuristic. Apply improve-
ment procedures that search for opportunities to replace added links with short-
est paths.
Win’s Heuristic for the WPP [8] Create an auxiliary undirected graph with cauxij = .5 ∗ (cij + cji). Solve the
UCPP on the auxiliary graph. Augment the original graph according to the
UCPP solution on the auxiliary graph. Solve a min cost flow problem on the
augmented original graph to produce the Euler circuit.
Benavent et al.’s Heuristic for the WPP
[11]
As a preprocessor to Win’s heuristic, identify a set of edges for which |cij−cji|
is large relative to most other edges in the graph. Solve a min cost flow problem,
assuming that these edges will be traversed in the cheaper direction. Then,
proceed as in Win’s heuristic.
Christofides’s Heuristic for the DRPP
[10]
Solve a min cost spanning arborescence on an auxiliary graph where each
required connected component from the original graph is collapsed into a single
node. Mark arcs in the arborescence as required, and then solve the DCPP on
the resulting graph. Repeat the process, rooting the arborescence in different
required connected components while keeping track of the best solution.
Benavent et al.’s Heuristic for the
WRPP [11]
Solve a min cost spanning tree on an auxiliary graph where each required
connected component from the original graph is collapsed into a single node.
Make each edge in the spanning tree solution required, and apply Benavent et
al.’s WPP heuristic.
Table 2.3: A summary of the solvers in the library. Solution quality is given as
average deviation from optimality presented in the cited references. An asterisk (*)
denotes that no computational results were given in the reference.
for the augment-route approach for solving an arc routing problem.
2.5 Problem Setting and Algorithms
In this section, we describe the problems and respective solvers that are im-
plemented in the library. In general, the algorithms proceed by augmenting the
underlying network to satisfy the requirements for the existence of an Eulerian cir-
cuit (i.e., the augmented graph is Eulerian) in a way that minimizes the aggregate
cost of the added elements. An overview of the solution strategies is given in Table
2.3.
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Figure 2.2: An instance of the DCPP. The number inside a node is a vertex id, while
the number adjacent to each arc denotes the cost of traversing the corresponding
arc. Since this is a directed graph, the arcs in the graph can only be traversed in
one direction, from the arrow tail to the arrow head.
2.5.1 Directed Chinese Postman Problem







xij = −δ(i),∀i ∈ D− (2.2)
∑
i∈D−
xij = δ(j),∀j ∈ D+ (2.3)
xij ∈ Z0+ (2.4)
The variable xij is the number of times a shortest path is added from node i to
node j in the augmented graph. cij is the cost of the shortest path from node i
to node j. The objective function (2.1) is the total additional cost incurred by the
augmentation. Constraints (2.2) and (2.3) ensure that, after we have added these
shortest paths, the graph is symmetric.
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Figure 2.3: The optimal solution to the DCPP in Figure 2.2. Node 5 belongs to D+
and node 2 belongs to D− in the initial phase of the algorithm. Arcs added as part
of the min cost flow solution are shown as dotted arcs. The optimal Euler circuit is
1− 2− 5− 3− 4− 5− 3− 1− 2− 3− 1. The cost of the solution is the sum of the
arc costs (2(2) + 2(1) + 1 + 2 + 2(1) + 1 + 3 = 15).
2.5.1.1 Exact Algorithm for the Directed Chinese Postman Problem
We solve a min cost flow problem on the underlying directed graph (see Thim-
bleby [4]) where the supply of vertex i is given by δ(vi). A vertex with a negative
δ(vi) indicates demand. For each unit of flow along an arc in the solution to the
resulting flow problem, we add a copy of the arc to the graph. In this way, every
vertex in the augmented graph will have δ(v) = 0, ensuring that each time a vertex
is visited, it is possible to leave it along an arc that has not yet been traversed. It
is also possible to show that this a least-cost symmetric augmentation. Figures 2.2
and 2.3 show a small graph and the augmentation produced by the algorithm. The
graph in Figure 2.3 is symmetric and, therefore, has an Euler circuit. Pseudocode
for this algorithm is given in Table 2.4.
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Algorithm 1 DCPP Exact Solver
1: procedure DirectedEuler(g)
2: for vertex v ∈ V do
3: δ(v)← in-degree − out-degree
4: supply(v)← δ(v)
5: end for
6: Solve a min cost flow over G
7: for i = 1 : |E| do
8: for j = 1 : flow(ei) do




Table 2.4: Outline of Edmonds and Johnson’s [4] exact algorithm for the DCPP.
2.5.2 Undirected Chinese Postman Problem







(xij + 1) ≡ 0 mod 2,∀v ∈ V (2.6)
xij ∈ Z0+ (2.7)
In this formulation, xij is the number of additional copies of edge (i, j) in our
augmented graph. We minimize the added cost, while ensuring every vertex has
even degree in the augmented graph (constraints (2.5) and (2.6) achieve this).
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Figure 2.4: An instance of the UCPP. The number inside a node is a vertex id, while
the number adjacent to each edge denotes the cost of traversing the edge.
2.5.2.1 Exact Algorithm for the Undirected Chinese Postman Prob-
lem
We begin by solving a min cost matching over the odd degree nodes in the
original graph where costs are given by shortest path distances. We then add a
copy of each edge in the shortest paths between matched vertices. All vertices in
this augmentation are even, thereby guaranteeing an Euler circuit. Edmonds and
Johnson prove [5] that this is the least-cost way of achieving evenness. In Figures
2.4 and 2.5, we show this process. Pseudocode for this algorithm is given in Table
2.5.
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Figure 2.5: The optimal solution to the UCPP in Figure 2.4. Nodes with dotted
borders (1 and 2, in this case) are identified as odd degree nodes in the initial phase
of the algorithm. Edges that were added as part of the matching solution are shown
as dotted lines.
Algorithm 2 UCPP Exact Solver
1: procedure UndirectedEuler(g)
2: Vmatching ← Vodd
3: Ematching ← ∅
4: for vertex i ∈ Vodd do
5: for vertex j ∈ Vodd do
6: Add eij to Ematching with cij = spij
7: end for
8: end for
9: Let Gmatching = (Vmatching, Ematching)
10: Solve a min cost matching over Gmatching
11: for eij ∈ matching do




Table 2.5: Outline of Edmonds and Johnson’s [5] exact algorithm for the UCPP
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2.5.3 Mixed Chinese Postman Problem








ẽ ≥ 1,∀e ∈ E (2.9)
xs = y
′





xs = 0, ∀v ∈ V (2.11)
y′a = 1, ∀a ∈ A (2.12)
y′e ∈ {0, 1}, ∀e ∈ Ê ∪ Ĕ (2.13)
ys ∈ Z0+ (2.14)
The objective function given by (2.8) is the cost of the tour. y′s is 1 if link s is
traversed, and 0 if it is not traversed. ys is the number of additional times link
s is traversed. The set Ê contains edges that are traversed from i to j in the
solution, while the set Ě contains edges that are traversed from j to i. Similarly,
the subscripts e and ẽ correspond to traversing edge e forward (from i to j) and
backward (from j to i), respectively. δ+v and δ
−
v denote the set of edges and arcs
which start at, or end at, vertex v respectively. Therefore, xs is the total number of
times link s is traversed. Constraint (2.9) ensures that each edge is traversed at least
once. Constraint (2.10) defines xs. Constraint (2.11) ensures symmetry. Constraint
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Figure 2.6: An instance of the MCPP. The number inside the node is a vertex id,
while the number adjacent to each link denotes the cost of traversing the corre-
sponding link. Arrows denote arcs that can only be traversed from tail to head,
while lines without arrows denote edges.
(2.12) ensures that arcs are traversed at least once. Constraint (2.13) is the binary
constraint for y′s. Constraint (2.14) is the integrality constraint for the ys.
2.5.3.1 The Even-Symmetric-Even Heuristic
We augment the graph to produce an Eulerian graph in the hope of finding
an Eulerian circuit. Recall that in order for a mixed graph to be Eulerian, it must
be balanced (i.e., for each subset of nodes S, |{eij ∈ E : i ∈ V and j ∈ V \ S}| ≥
(|{aij ∈ A : i ∈ V and j ∈ V \ S}| − |{aij ∈ A : i ∈ V \ S and j ∈ V }|). Intuitively,
this condition ensures that there are enough (undirected) edges to account for the
difference between the number of one-way streets in and out of a portion of the
graph.
Checking whether a mixed graph is balanced is computationally intractable
because the number of subsets |S| is exponential in the number of vertices |V |.
Therefore, the heuristic relies on the fact that it is sufficient but not necessary for a
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balanced graph to be even and symmetric (see Frederickson [6]).
The Even-Symmetric-Even heuristic has three phrases. In the first phase, it
achieves evenness by carrying out a min cost matching among the odd-vertices. In
the second phase, it achieves symmetry by using a min cost flow algorithm on the
asymmetric nodes. In the third phase, it restores evenness by looking for circuits
that may be eliminated while preserving the symmetry achieved in the second phase.
This process is shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. Pseudocode for this heuristic is given
in Table 2.4.
1. Phase I, Even. Solve the UCPP on the original graph by treating all arcs as
edges. This produces an augmented graph GE.
2. Phase II, Symmetric. Solve a min cost flow problem on GE by treating each
edge (u, v) as four arcs (the first two (u, v) and (v, u) with cost equal to the
original edge cost and infinite flow capacity, and two (u, v) and (v, u) with
zero cost, and flow capacity of 1). In the flow solution, if arc (u, v) is traversed
only once, or arc (v, u) is traversed only once, then we orient the edge in that
direction; otherwise edge (u, v) remains as an edge in our output graph GS.
3. Phase III, Even: Using a greedy procedure, search for circuits that have paths
between any odd-degree nodes left in GS. If there are none, Phase III is
skipped. These paths must alternate between using arcs or oriented edges
added in Phase II, and using edges left undirected by Phase II. For example,
if there were four odd-degree nodes remaining (v1, v2, v3, v4), an eligible circuit
would be a path from v1 to v2 of added arcs, a path from v2 to v3 of unoriented
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Figure 2.7: A solution to the MCPP instance in Figure 2.6 procduced by Frederick-
son’s algorithm [6]. The dotted arc (2, 5) is added in the initial Even phase, while all
other dotted arcs are added in the Symmetric phase. The double arrows (3,4) and
(3,2) indicate that the edges in the original graph were oriented in the corresponding
direction.
Algorithm 3 MCPP Heuristic Solver
1: procedure MixedFrederickson(g)
2: Geven ← EvenDegree(G)
3: Gsymm ← Symmetric(Geven)
4: Gfinal ← EvenParity(Gsymm)
5: Return Hierholzers(Gfinal)
6: end procedure
Table 2.6: Outline of Frederickson’s heuristic [6] for the MCPP
edges, a path from v3 to v4 of added arcs, and a path from v4 to v1 of unoriented
edges. This ensures that only the parity of the odd-degree nodes is changed,
while assigning a direction to all remaining undirected edges. After we find one
of these alternating paths, we orient it (either direction will be equivalent) and
duplicate arcs and oriented edges along the path that follow the orientation,
while deleting arcs that are in the opposite direction. For the segments of
the circuit that have edges, we orient them in the direction we have chosen to
orient the circuit.
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2.5.3.2 Shortest Additional Path Heuristic
The initial step of the Shortest Additional Path Heuristic (SAPH, [7]) is iden-
tical to the second phase of the Even-Symmetric-Even heuristic where the graph is
transformed into a symmetric one. After this phase is completed, links in the graph
are characterized as belonging to one of six categories shown in Figure 2.8. These
categories are based on how many copies of a given link have been added in the
augmentation in the first phase, and, in the case of an edge, which direction it has
been assigned. The remaining phases of the algorithm attempt to delete some of
these added links by adding and subtracting paths in the graph.
This second phase begins by exploiting two ideas. First, suppose that an edge
or arc was added to the original graph, and oriented from node A to node B. If the
shortest path cost from node A to B is less than the cost of traversing this added
link, then we replace the link with the shortest path from A to B (see Figure 2.9).
We call this shortest path replacement. Pseudocode for this procedure is given in
Table 2.7. Second, if an edge was oriented from node A to B, and the two shortest
paths have costs that sum less than zero, then it is advantageous to traverse the
shortest path from A to B, service the edge in the opposite direction (from B to
A), and then traverse the second shortest path from A to B. Although this second
case may seem unusual because the shortest path costs will generally be positive,
it arises when we consider deleting added arcs and incurring savings equal to its
cost. This is also the reason why the two shortest paths may not be the same. For
example, in Figure 2.10, two paths from v1 to v2 are added. One of these paths
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Figure 2.8: Edges and arcs in G must end up in one of the following configurations
in G∗. If an edge remains undirected, it is type a. If an edge gets directed, but not
copied, it is type b. If an edge gets directed and copied, but all copies are in the
same direction, then it is type c. If an edge gets copied once, and oriented in the
opposite direction as the original, it is type d. If an arc is not copied, it is type e. If
an arc is copied, it is type f . The ellipses (...) in the diagrams for type c and type
f indicate that there may be many copies.
costs -7. Suppose that an arc of cost 9 from v4 to v3 was added in the first phase of
the heuristic and that c13 = c42 = 1. Then, the path v1 − v3 − v4 − v2 would have
cost 1− 9 + 1 = −7. We call this procedure reversal. Pseudocode for this procedure
is given in Table 2.8.
SAPH is described below.
1. Given a mixed graph G, generate a graph G∗ = (N,M,U) and a set of added
arcs M∗ by solving Phase II of Even-Symmetric-Even on G. Generate a graph
GM = (N,E + EM , A + AM) by solving Phase I of Even-Symmetric-Even on
G, where EM and AM are the sets of edges and arcs added from the matching.
2. Choose a random edge or arc in G∗ of type a, c, d or f .




Figure 2.9: Illustration of shortest path replacement where we replace an added arc
with a cheaper shortest path. The node with the ellipsis (...) denotes the shortest
path from vertex 1 to vertex 2. Originally (in the before panel), we have added a
copy of the arc from vertex 1 to vertex 2 in an earlier phase of the algorithm. It is
replaced in the after panel by a shortest path from vertex 1 to vertex 2, which costs
5 instead of 10, producing a savings of 5.
Figure 2.10: Illustration of reversal where we reverse the orientation of an edge and
add two paths from node i to j which sum to a negative cost. Originally (in the
before panel), an edge between vertex 1 and vertex 2 was oriented from vertex 1 to
vertex 2 in an earlier phase of the algorithm. The assigned orientation is reversed
(from vertex 2 to vertex 1) and the two shortest paths from vertex 1 to vertex 2 are
added. In this case, their distances sum to -2, producing a savings of 2. Intuitively,
when a postman arrives at vertex 1, the postman would previously proceed to vertex
2. Now, in the after panel, the postman traverses the first shortest path to vertex 2,
returns to vertex 1 via the edge, and then traverses the second shortest path, ending
at vertex 2.
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4. Perform Cost modification 1 on G1ij.
5. Perform Cost modification 2 on G1ij and G
2
ij.
6. Apply the first shortest paths idea to the selected edge or arc.
7. Repeat all steps until there are no more edges of type a, c, d or f .
8. Select a random edge of type b.
9. Apply the second shortest paths idea to the selected edge or arc.
10. Go back to Step 8 until there are no more edges of type b.
11. If we applied the second shortest paths idea to make any improvements, go
back to Step 1.
12. If there are any edges (i, j) of type a left in G∗, orient them from i to j, and
add a copy (j, i) oriented in the opposite direction.
We now specify the cost modification procedures.
Cost modification 1 : This procedure tries to force our shortest paths algorithm to
traverse links from the matching solution.
1. Given Gij, GM , and a nonpositive number K, find all edges (f, g) in Gij that
are also in EM . In Gij, set their costs cfg = cgf = K.
2. Locate in Gij all arcs from AM . If the arc is type f in G
∗, then set the costs
cfg = cgf = K. If the arc is type e, then set cfg = 0, cgf =∞.
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Algorithm 4 SAPH Concept 1
1: procedure Cost Modification 1(An added arc aij ∈ G)
2: cij ←∞
3: Cost modify G
4: Calculate shortest path from i to j, with length spij
5: if spij < c
orig
ij then
6: Delete a copy of aij in G
7: Add a copy of spij to G
8: end if
9: end procedure
Table 2.7: Outline of the shortest path replacement improvement procedure.
Algorithm 5 SAPH Concept 2
1: procedure Cost Modification 2(A oriented edge eij ∈ G)
2: cij ←∞
3: Cost modify G
4: Calculate two shortest paths from i to j, with lengths sp1ij and sp
2
ij
5: if sp1ij + sp
2
ij < cij then
6: Change the orientation of eij in G





Table 2.8: Outline of the reversal improvement procedure.
Cost modification 2 : This procedure tries to force our shortest paths algorithm to
traverse links that will benefit from our two improvement procedures at the same
time as we examine our selected link which may get deleted as part of a shortest
path from i to j.
1. Given graphs Gij and G
∗, find all edges (f, g) in G∗ that are type a or d. Let
c∗fg denote the cost of link (f, g) in the original graph G. Then, set the costs
cfg and cgf in Gij to be −c∗fg and −c∗gf .
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2. In G∗, find all links (f, g) of type c or f . Set the cost cgf in Gij to −c∗fg.
3. At whatever point in the process this procedure is being called, set the cost of
the selected link in Gij to ∞ in both directions, that is, cfg = cgf =∞.
2.5.4 Windy Postman Problem













xe− = 0, ∀v ∈ V (2.16)
xe+ + xe− ≥ 1,∀e ∈ E (2.17)
xe+ , xe− ∈ Z0+,∀e ∈ E (2.18)
The formulation of the CPP on a windy graph is similar to the formulation of the
CPP on an undirected graph. In this formulation, xe+ and xe− are the number
of times an edge e is traversed in the forward and reverse direction, respectively.
Constraint (2.16) enforces symmetry for each vertex, while constraints (2.17) and
(2.18) are the traversal and integrality requirements.
2.5.4.1 Win’s Algorithm
With the WPP, the solution strategy is different from the strategies for the
UCPP, DCPP, and MCPP. Previously, we could calculate the cost of an augmen-
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Figure 2.11: An instance of the WPP. Each edge has two costs denoted by cij and
cji where cij is the cost of traversing the edge from i to j where i < j and cji is the
cost of traversing the edge from j to i.
tation ahead of time. We cannot do this for the WPP because we do not know
which direction the postman will traverse the edges in the circuit. The exact cost
of adding an edge is more difficult to calculate.
Win’s algorithm [8] addresses this difficulty by considering average costs. It
solves the UCPP on the graph GĒ with costs c̄ij = min (spij + spji) (see Figures 2.11
and 2.12). This produces an Eulerian augmentation to the original graph. We then
use a polynomial time algorithm that generates the optimal tour on this augmented
graph. The full procedure is given in Table 2.9.
1. Given the Eulerian graph G, form the directed graph DG = (V,A) where the
vertex set is identical to the vertex set of G. For each edge in G, if cij < cji,
then arc (i, j) is added to A. Otherwise, arc (j, i) is added to A.
2. Create a second directed graph D′ = (V,A′) by, for each arc (i, j) ∈ A, adding
three arcs to A′: one arc (i, j) with cost cij and infinite capacity, one arc (j, i)
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Figure 2.12: A solution to the WPP from Figure 2.11. The dotted edges are added
as part of the flow solution.





capacity two. The third arc is an artificial arc.
3. Solve a min cost flow problem on D′, with demands calculated in the same
way as in the DCPP on DG.
4. Construct an Eulerian directed graph D′′ = (V,A′′) in the following way. If,
in the flow solution, there is 0 flow along the arc (j, i)′, then add 1 +xij copies
of arc (i, j) to A′′. Otherwise, add 1 + xji copies of arc (j, i) to A
′′. The Euler
circuit on this directed graph is an optimal solution to the WPP on G.
2.5.4.2 Algorithm of Benavent et al.
The second algorithm for the WPP from Benavent et al. [11] is an improvement
over Win’s original algorithm. It anticipates the results of the min cost flow problem
that produces the optimal windy tour. Edge costs are modified before the matching
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Algorithm 6 WPP Heuristic Solver
1: procedure Win’s Algorithm(g)
2: Vmatching ← V
3: Ematching ← ∅
4: for vi ∈ Vodd do
5: for vj ∈ Vodd do
6: Add eij to Ematching with c
matching







9: Gmatching = (Vmatching, Ematching)
10: Solve a min cost matching on Gmatching
11: Add a copy of each edge in the matching to G
12: Vflow ← V
13: Aflow ← ∅
14: for Windy edge wij ∈ E do
15: Let corigij < c
orig
ji
16: Add aij to Aflow with cost cij
17: Add aji to Aflow with cost cji
18: Add an artificial aji to Aflow with cost
cji − cij
2
and flow capacity 2
19: end for
20: Gflow = (Vflow, Aflow)
21: Solve a min cost flow on Gflow
22: Vans ← V
23: Aans ← ∅
24: for Windy edge wij ∈ E do
25: if flow along aij = 0 then
26: Add x+ 1 copies of aij to Aans
27: else
28: Add x+ 1 copies of aji to Aans
29: end if
30: end for
31: Gans = (Vans, Aans)
32: Return Hierholzers(Gans)
33: end procedure
Table 2.9: Outline of Win’s heuristic [8] for the WPP.
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is solved to produce an Eulerian undirected graph. Pseudocode for this algorithm
is given in Table 2.10.
1. Given the original windy graph G = (V,E), calculate the average edge cost




(i,j)∈E cij + cji). Now, consider edge set
E1 = (i, j) ∈ E : {|cij − cji|} > K(Ca). Let E2 = E\E1.
2. Construct a directed graph GdR = (V,A
′) where, for each e ∈ E, add two
arcs in A′, (i, j) with cost cij and infinite capacity, and (j, i) with cost cji and




and a capacity of two.
3. Solve a min cost flow problem with demands given by a reduced graph G′ =
(V,A). The reduced graph contains an arc (i, j) for each edge (i, j) ∈ E1. We
assume cij < cji so that the arcs in A are in a cheaper direction.
4. Compile a list L of edges such that e ∈ E1 and, in the flow solution, there is
positive flow across the corresponding (non-artificial) arcs. Also, e ∈ E2 and,
in the flow solution, there is at least a flow of two across its corresponding
(non-artificial) arcs.
5. For each edge e ∈ L, set the cost to 0 in the original graph. Compute the
min cost matching, as in Win’s algorithm. Restore costs to the costs in the
original graph. Proceed as in Win’s algorithm.
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2.5.5 Directed Rural Postman Problem











xa = 0 , ∀i ∈ V (2.21)
∑
{a∈A:taa∈S 63hea}




xa ∈ Z0+ (2.23)
The objective function (2.19) is the cost of the tour. Constraint (2.20) enforces
traversal of required arcs. Constraint (2.21) enforces the path to be a circuit. Con-
straint (2.22) eliminates subtours. Constraint (2.23) imposes integrality.
2.5.5.1 Christofides’s Algorithm
Christofides’s algorithm [23] simplifies the original graph by discarding the
unrequired nodes and arcs and connecting the required connected components of
the graph. A min cost flow problem is solved over the remaining graph to obtain a
feasible solution to the DRPP.
1. Given the input graph G = (V,AR ∪ANR), define the vertex set VR to be the
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set of nodes that have at least one required arc incident. Consider the graph
GR = (VR, AR). We form a complete graph G
′ = (VR, AR ∪AS) by connecting
all vertices in VR with arcs (i, j) that have cost equal to the shortest path in
G between node i and node j. These costs are finite because the graph is
strongly connected. The added arcs are in the set AS. Remove from G
′ any
arc (i, j) ∈ AS that has cost cij = cik + ckj for some k ∈ VR and is a duplicate
of an arc in AR.
2. Starting with the directed graph G′, collapse each connected required compo-
nent into a node. Solve the shortest spanning arborescence (SSA) problem on
this collapsed graph. Add arcs found in the SSA to a set Tta to indicate that
the SSA was rooted in the connected component ta.
3. Solve a min cost flow on the graph G′ with demands calculated as out-degree
minus in-degree relative to the arc set AR ∪ Tta where every arc has infinite
capacity. Let fij be the amount of flow through arc (i, j) in the flow solution.
Add fij copies of arc (i, j) to an arc set F . The final feasible solution graph
is given by GS = (VR, AR ∪ Tta ∪ F ).
We repeat the algorithm with k different SSAs where k is the number of
required components of the simplified graph G′. The SSA requires a choice of root
node. We solve using each node in the collapsed graph as the root, and choose the
best solution. This process is depicted in Figures 2.13 and 2.14. Pseudocode for
this algorithm is given in Table 2.11.
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Algorithm 7 WPP Heuristic Solver
1: procedure Benavent et al.’s H1 Heuristic(g)
2: Ca ← avg. cost of traversal in G
3: E1 ← ∅
4: E2 ← ∅
5: for Windy edge wij ∈ E do
6: if |cij − cji| > K ∗ Ca then
7: Add w to E1
8: else
9: Add w to E2
10: end if
11: end for
12: A′ = ∅
13: for Windy edge wij ∈ E do
14: Let corigij < c
orig
ji
15: Add aij to Aflow with cost cij
16: Add aji to Aflow with cost cji
17: if wij ∈ E1 then
18: Add an artificial aji to Aflow with cost
cji − cij
2
and flow capacity 2
19: end if
20: end for
21: GdR = (V,A
′)
22: Solve a min cost flow problem on GdR
23: L← ∅
24: for Windy edge wij ∈ E do
25: if wij ∈ E1 and flow(aij) + flow(aji) > 0 then
26: Add wij to L
27: end if
28: if wij ∈ E2 and flow(aij) + flow(aji) > 1 then
29: Add wij to L
30: end if
31: end for
32: for Windy edge wij ∈ L do
33: Set cij = cji = 0
34: end for
35: Perform avg. min cost matching over G
36: Add a copy of each edge included in the matching
37: Reset all costs back to original
38: Construct the optimal windy circuit on G
39: end procedure
Table 2.10: Outline of the heuristic by Benavent et al. [11] for the WPP.
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Algorithm 8 DRPP Heuristic Solver
1: procedure ChristofidesDRPPSolver(g, AR)
2: GR ← (V,AR)
3: C = C1, C2, ... =connected components of GR
4: VArb ← ∅
5: AArb ← ∅
6: for Component ci ∈ C do
7: Add vi to VArb
8: end for
9: for Arc aij ∈ A do
10: if vi ∈ Ci and vj ∈ Cj and i 6= j then
11: Add aij to AArb
12: end if
13: end for
14: GArb = (VArb, AArb)
15: Solve a Minimum Spanning Arborescence over GArb
16: for Arc a ∈ MSA do
17: Set a to required in G
18: end for
19: Solve a DCPP over G where supplies and demands given by GR
20: Return Hierholzers(G)
21: end procedure
Table 2.11: Outline of Christofides’s heuristic [23] for the DRPP.
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Figure 2.13: An instance of the DRPP. Solid arcs are required (our solution must
traverse them at least once), while dotted arcs are not.
Figure 2.14: The solution to the DRPP on the graph from Figure 2.13. Node 7 has
been deleted because of the graph simplification. However, c34 will be increased to
c37 + c74, and the same change will be made to c43.
2.5.6 Windy Rural Postman Problem













xe− = 0, ∀v ∈ V (2.25)
xe+ + xe− ≥ 1,∀e ∈ ER (2.26)∑
i∈S,j∈V \S
xij ≥ 1,∀S required cut-sets (2.27)
xe+ , xe− ∈ Z0+,∀e ∈ E (2.28)
The formulation of the WRPP is similar to the formulation of the WPP. The
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only difference is that constraint (2.26) is enforced for the required edges and not on
the entire edge set. The variables xe+ and xe− are the number of times an edge e is
traversed in the forward and reverse direction, respectively. The objective function
given by (2.24) is the cost of the tour. Constraint (2.27) eliminates subtours, where
required cut-sets are edge cut-sets between the required connected components of
the graph. Constraint (2.25) enforces symmetry for each vertex, while constraints
(2.26) and (2.28) are the traversal and integrality requirements.
2.5.6.1 Algorithms from Benavent et al.
The procedures from Benavent et al. [11] are identical to their counterparts for
solving the WPP. WRPP1 corresponds to Win’s algorithm except that a minimum
spanning tree problem must be solved in order to connect the required components
of the graph. Pseudocode for this algorithm is given in Table 2.12. The procedure
for this follows.
1. Compute the connected components C1, C2, C3, ..., of the graph GR,
2. Construct the graph GC where the vertex set VC contains one vertex for each
connected component in GR.
3. Complete GC by adding edges eij with costs cij = min (cavg(spij), cavg(spji)).
4. Solve the minimum spanning tree (MST) problem on GC .
5. If eij was included in the MST, then set each edge in the shortest path repre-
sented by eij to be required.
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Algorithm 9 WRPP Heuristic Solver
1: procedure Benavent’s H1(g, ER)
2: GR ← (V,ER)
3: C = C1, C2, ... =connected components of GR
4: VMST ← ∅
5: EMST ← ∅
6: for Component ci ∈ C do
7: Add vi to VMST
8: end for
9: for Windy edge eij ∈ E do
10: if vi ∈ Ci and vj ∈ Cj and i 6= j then
11: Add eij to EMST with cij = min (cavg(spij), cavg(spji)
12: end if
13: end for
14: GMST = (VMST , AMST )
15: Solve a Minimum Spanning Tree over GMST
16: for Windy edge e ∈ MST do
17: Set e to required in G
18: end for
19: Solve a WPP over G where degree is determined in GR
20: Return Hierholzers(G)
21: end procedure
Table 2.12: Outline of Benavent et al.’s H1 heuristic [11] for the WRPP.
2.6 Results
We present runtimes for the solvers in the library. All tests were performed
on a MacBook Air (August 2012) with an i5-3427u processor. We use publicly
available test instances modeled on real street networks that are posted at http:
//www.uv.es/corberan/instancias.htm. These instances are grouped into sets of
24 with each set having a fixed |V | ∈ {500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000} for a total of 120
instances and varying |E| up to 9085. Our library contains a parser for the format
that outputs a graph object that is used as input to our solvers.
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Figures 2.15-2.18 give the runtimes in milliseconds (ms) for each of the solvers
in the library. Figure 2.15 shows results for the UCPP solver. Figure 2.16 shows
results for the DCPP solver. Figure 2.17 compares the runtimes for the two MCPP
solvers. Yaoyuenyong’s heuristic is shown in red and it is clear that the improved
objective values require large runtimes. For the largest instances, the runtimes were
less than 20 minutes. Frederickson’s were less than two minutes. Figure 2.18 shows
the runtimes for the WPP solver. Runtime was increased by trying to modify the
solution in anticipation of the optimal Euler circuit calculation. The jump in the
runtimes at about 5000 links is due to the set of test instances containing two groups.
The set of smaller instances reaches a maximum of 6000 links, while the set of larger
instances ranges from 5000 to 9000 links.
For the UCPP and DCPP, we use a graph generator that randomly produces
a graph with a specified density, number of vertices, and connectedness (Boolean)
as inputs. Most of the work involves producing the solution to the flow or matching
problem induced by the original graph. In order to solve the min cost matching
problem, we use the publicly available, efficient C++ implementation of the Blossom
algorithm presented by Kolmogorov [19]. To call this code from Java, we use a simple
function wrapper, with the Java Native Interface, to communicate cross-platform.
This may explain why the UCPP solver’s performance on smaller problem instances
does not monotonically increase with problem size. For small instances, the overhead
of calling the function rather than the function itself dominates the runtime.
To validate the quality of the results, we replicated the objective function val-
ues in each paper that introduced the methods using the same benchmark instances.
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Figure 2.15: Runtimes (ms) for our implementation of the DCPP exact solver to
generate the optimal solution.
Figure 2.16: Runtimes (ms) for our implementation of the UCPP exact solver to
generate the optimal solution.
Figure 2.17: Runtimes (ms) for our implementation of Frederickson’s algorithm [6]
in blue and Yaoyuenyong’s algorithm [7] in red for the MCPP instances.
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Figure 2.18: Runtimes (ms) for our implementation of Win’s algorithm [8] in blue
and Benavent et al.’s algorithm [11] in red for the WPP instances.
For the DCPP and UCPP, the papers did not report computational results. How-
ever, because these are exact procedures, we compare the results of our solver to the
objective function values obtained by the IP formulation given earlier (equations
2.1-2.4, and 2.5-2.7 for the DCPP and UCPP, respectively). The formulations were
solved using Gurobi. For the MCPP, Yaoyuenyong [7] presented a set of benchmark
instances and computational results for Frederickson’s heuristic and the SAPH. We
replicated these results. For the WPP and WRPP, Benavent et al. [11] did not
present results on individual instances. They instead reported deviation from the
optimal solution averaged over the set of Albaida-Madrigueras test instances [24].
We reproduced this average deviation over the same set of test instances. Benavent
et al. [11] described an extension of Win’s heuristic for the WPP that applies to
the WRPP. For instances where all edges are required, the two heuristics are the
same. Therefore, we use the averages reported by Benavent et al. for this procedure
to validate Win’s heuristic. For the DRPP, we replicated the results presented by
Campos and Savall [10] that gives a comparison of several DRPP heuristics.
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We also include a suite of tests using the JUnit framework [25] to provide
coverage of most non-trivial functions. JUnit is one of several testing frameworks
that provides Java coders the ability to write a set of test routines. Tests contain
several assert statements that compare the output of the test with an expected
value. The test is said to fail if the assertion is false. For the code covered by the
tests (logic paths executed by the test subroutines), running these tests whenever
the code is modified allows the coder to isolate changes that caused the tests to
fail. Many popular integrated development environments have plug-ins that allow
for tests written using JUnit to be run for continuous integration, automatically
alerting the coder as soon as the violating change is made without a manual run of
the tests. These tests give potential contributers an easy way to validate changes
without having to be familiar with parts of the code that they did not write. Users of
the library may also examine these tests as additional documentation of the intended
use of each function.
2.7 Conclusions
We implemented a suite of solvers for well-known arc routing problems and
presented computational results on several sets of benchmark instances. For the
UCPP and DCPP, we provided exact solvers. For the MCPP, WPP, DRPP, and
WRPP, we provided heuristic solvers. We implemented and discussed the underlying
code architecture. We demonstrated its flexibility in accommodating a variety of
graph types and problem features. The code is released under the MIT License
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and is available at github.com/olibear/ArcRoutingLibrary. We plan to extend the
architecture in future work, including problems with alternative objective functions
and multiple vehicles.
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Chapter 3: An Open Source Desktop Application for Generating Arc
Routing Benchmark Instances
3.1 Introduction
Arc routing problems date back to the well-known Königsberg bridges problem
[26, 27]. Both from a theoretical and a practical point of view, research interest in
this area has increased dramatically over the last decade or so. This is, perhaps,
best evidenced by the comprehensive 2014 volume by Corberán and Laporte [28],
the detailed annotated bibliographies of 2010 and 2017 [29,30], and the two recent,
international conferences dedicated to the study of arc routing problems held in
Copenhagen (2013) and Lisbon (2016). In Figure 3.1, we see how the number of arc
routing publications has grown since 2000.
Optimization algorithms and heuristic procedures for arc routing problems
often use benchmark instances to validate and demonstrate performance [31–35].
Ideally, these benchmark instances try to capture the features of real-world street
networks encountered in practice. Typically, benchmark instances are artificially
generated and only approximate real-world networks [36]. In Figure 3.2, we show
the two types of networks used in the literature: a real-world, GIS-based network
and a random network.
Open street maps (OSM) is an open-source, user-driven map database that
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Figure 3.1: The number of articles on “arc routing” by year according to Google
Scholar (May 20, 2017).
allows software developers to query it for map data [37]. A variety of geographic
information systems (GISs) are built using OSM [38–41]. We develop a software
tool called OAR Bench (Open-source Arc Routing Benchmark Instances Generator)
that allows users to generate arc routing instances directly from map data taken
from OSM. OAR Bench gives the user the ability to edit the generated instances
by hand, or by using configurable parameters. The instances can be exported for
use by researchers. In addition, OAR Bench has a visualization capability that can
produce images of routes overlaid on the instance.
3.2 Literature Review
There are two primary approaches to generating benchmark instances in the
routing literature: (1) GIS-based network generation, and (2) random network gen-
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Figure 3.2: Three GIS-based benchmark instances developed by Kiilerich et al. [42]
are shown in (a). The instances adhere strictly to a grid structure. Three partitions
of a random network from Constantino et al. [43] are shown in (b).
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Figure 3.3: Generating a GIS-based instance. In (a), nodes are overlaid on a map
of a neighborhood. In (b), nodes are connected according to the topology of the
streets in the underlying neighborhood.
eration. In GIS-based network generation, an actual street network is used for the
underlying graph. Additional problem features (e.g., which edges require service,
service times, vehicle capacities, fleet characteristics, depot locations, etc.) are then
overlaid on the network to create an instance. To generate multiple instances of
different sizes from the same network, subsections of the network can be used. Ex-
amples of GIS-based network generation are given in [36, 44, 45]. In Figure 3.3, we
show the process for generating a GIS-based instance. The structure of the GIS-
based instance is very similar to the actual network encountered in practice. Good
performance on the GIS-based instances should provide compelling evidence that a
solution procedure might be useful in practice. However, it may be time consuming
to get the required data to generate many instances, and to make sure that congru-
ence with the actual street network is not lost when editing an instance or including
additional problem features.
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Figure 3.4: Generating a random instance. In (a), a 5x5 grid of nodes is randomly
connected to adjacent nodes. In (b), the network from (a) is perturbed by randomly
displacing some of the nodes.
In random network generation, the underlying graph is generated according
to a common network model (e.g., Manhattan [46], Erdos-Renyi [47], Barabasi-
Albert [48]). Examples of random network instances are given in [49,50]. In Figure
3.4, we show the process for generating a random instance. With random instance
generation, a large number of instances can be generated very quickly and easily
in many sizes with different problem features. However, performance on these in-
stances may not provide meaningful insight into real-world performance if there
are significant differences between a random instance and the street network that
practitioners encounter.
We point out that there are three well-known sets of randomly generated
benchmark instances in the arc-routing literature: (1) kshs set in Kiuchi et al. [51],
(2) lpr set in [52], and (3) gdb set in Golden et al. [53]. These three sets of instances
are randomly generated. The six instances in kshs are based on complete networks
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and have 15 edges and six to 10 nodes. The 15 instances (five small, medium, and
large instances) in lpr are based on sparse networks and have 28 to 401 nodes and
52 to 1056 edges. The 23 instances in gdb are based on sparse networks and have
seven to 27 nodes and 11 to 55 edges.
There are four well-known sets of instances which are based on real networks:
(1) egl set in Eglese et al. [54], (2) egl-large set in Brandão and Eglese [55], (3) bmcv
set in [56], and (4) bccm set in Benavent et al. [57]. The 24 instances in egl and
10 instances in egl-large are based on the streets of Lancashire, England. The egl
instances have 77 to 140 nodes and 98 to 190 edges. The egl-large instances have
255 nodes and 375 edges. The 100 instances in bmcv are based on the streets of
Belgium and have 26 to 97 nodes and 35 to 140 edges. The 34 instances in bccm are
based on the streets of Valencia, Spain and have 24 to 50 nodes and 34 to 97 edges.
For all of these instances, edge costs are based on the length of the streets.
The project by Zeni et al. [36], called VRP Bench, is relevant to our work. The
authors use the Brazilian city of Artur Nogueira to produce benchmark instances
for a multiobjective problem involving contributions from average route length and
route imbalance. The underlying street network is extracted manually to mitigate
issues with missing data. The density of required edges is a function of several vari-
ables including distance to the city center, type of road, and zoning (i.e., whether a
road contains commercial, industrial, or residential buildings). One hundred bench-
mark instances with 1,000 to 10,000 delivery points were generated. The authors
note that, in many cases where manual extraction of the network is not tractable
due to the large amount of manual effort required, open-source map systems like
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OSM can help automate the process of generating instances.
3.3 The OAR Bench Tool
OAR Bench is a desktop application that we developed using a combination of
Javascript (JS), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), and Cascading Stylesheets
(CSS). Our code is combined and packaged using NodeWebkit Javascript [58] and
has a portable browser that uses the same layout engine that powers Google Chrome
and Apple Safari. This browser allows our application to be easily compatible with
all major operating systems. Software dependencies are minimized. Our code is
simplified by avoiding browser-specific tuning. The JS, HTML, and CSS software
stack are standard technologies used in web development. They offer many visual-
ization libraries that are well-suited for GIS. The visualization libraries that we use
are listed in Table 3.1.
Leaflet is a Javascript library that enables interactive, tiled maps to be em-
bedded within Javascript applications [60]. Users can navigate and zoom with a
simple click-and-drag interface. Imagery is downloaded according to an on-demand
streaming model where only tiles within, or near the edges of the frame, are re-
quested to reduce the amount of data that has to be transmitted. An example of
the Leaflet interface is shown in Figure 3.5. Leaflet allows a user to specify and
preview a geographic bounding box that contains the street network used to create
the instances.
Data-Driven Documents (d3) [61] is a widely used data visualization library
for Javascript. d3 supports a variety of animations and presentation formats in-
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The framework that enables the use of web develop-
ment technologies to be used to create a local desktop
application. This grants Javascript the ability to run
additional modules, and packages a lightweight web
browser with the code that makes the tool portable
across the major operating systems.
[59]
Leaflet Provides the map interface for selecting the geographic





Works with Leaflet to provide an overlay on the map
of the queried region. This overlay appears when the
user queries the map database for a size estimate.
[61]
Cytoscape Provides the graph visualization interface in the refin-
ment phase of the tool, where streets are selected to
require or not require service.
[62]
jQuery Provides document object model (DOM) parsing and
more compact object referencing.
[63]
(Twitter) Bootstrap Provides the user interface (UI) components for the
navigation menus in the tool.
[64]
qTip Provides the popup functionality used to display street
properties when the user clicks on an edge on the Cy-
toscape canvas.
[65]
Vex Provides the UI for inputting percentages used when
randomizing the required streets in the instance.
[66]
Alertify Provides notification functionality to convey error
messages and status updates.
[67]
Table 3.1: Libraries used in OAR Bench.
cluding charts, tables, and graphs by providing a unified framework to bind data
to established object models in a way that simplifies data reuse. For example, data
can be stored in Javascript data structures, and then visualized as an HTML ta-
ble or a scalable vector graphic (SVG) histogram without having to write custom
HTML and SVG that would otherwise be required. A d3 powered graphic is shown
in Figure 3.6. In the context of OAR Bench, we use d3 to render an SVG overlay
of the streets that will be exported on top of the Leaflet map.
Cytoscape is an interactive graph visualization capability that contains native
support for click-and-drag navigation, selection of nodes and edges, some basic graph
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Figure 3.5: A map application that uses Leaflet to visualize the population densities
of each state in the United States [68].
Figure 3.6: An interactive graphic powered by d3 from The New York Times website
on May 17, 2012 [69]. The graphic depicts the value of a tech company prior to its
IPO.
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Figure 3.7: A map of the Tokyo railway system recreated using Cytoscape [76].
algorithms (e.g., shortest path, connected components), and a variety of styling op-
tions [62]. Cytoscape is available as a standalone application and a Javascript library.
Cytoscape is primarily used in biological work [70–73] and in other applications such
as the study of authorship networks and networks with semantic data [74, 75]. A
visualization of the Tokyo metro map produced by Cytoscape is shown in Figure
3.7. In OAR Bench, we use Cytoscape as the engine that powers the interface used
to modify and refine the raw street network.
We use several common Javascript utility libraries to ease coding and improve
usability including jQuery [63], Bootstrap [64], qTip [65], vex [66], and alertify [67].
In our work, jQuery enables less verbose object referencing, while Bootstrap, qTip,
and vex provide various elements of the UI. Alertify provides functionality to enable
the pop-up notifications and system alerts.
We use two phases to produce an arc routing instance in OAR Bench: (1) gen-
erate phase, (2) refine phase. In the generate phase, the user specifies a geographic
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bounding box using the Leaflet map interface. The user has the option to consider
the entire region contained within the frame or to specify a subset of the region.
After this area is selected, the user can query the Open Street Maps database and
then have the selected street network overlaid on the map. This allows the user
to preview the selection before confirming it. After the user is satisfied with the
selection, street data may be exported to a Javascript Object Notation (JSON) file
that will be used in the second phase.
In the refine phase, the user can load the street network into a Cytoscape
canvas and make manual edits to the instance. The user may remove nodes and
edges in the graph, mark certain nodes as depots, and select edges to be marked as
requiring service. In order to expedite and simplify the process of marking required
edges, we allow the user to specify what percentage of the streets are required based
on the metadata contained in the JSON file exported from the generate phase. This
metadata includes the priority of the street (e.g., primary for highways, secondary
for major roads and thoroughfares, tertiary for local streets) for use in problem
variants where critical infrastructure must be serviced before local roads ( [77–79]),
the speed limit for determining traversal times, whether or not the street is one way,
and what types of buildings are located on the street (which we call the zone of the
street). For example, the user could generate instances that have 30% of residential
streets, 10% of tertiary streets, and 50% of streets that aren’t labeled with priority
data. In addition, the user could specify that 20% of commercial streets and 30%
of streets on university campuses be required.
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3.4 Example Instances and Usage
In this section, we describe several ways to use OAR Bench to generate test
instances. In the first example, we consider a package delivery scenario. We use this
example to follow the OAR Bench workflow. In the second example, we generate
two related instances, where one instance has a subset of the streets removed to
model an event such as a natural disaster that has edges in a portion of the network
unavailable for use. In addition, the user wishes to customize the original OSM
database request made in the first phase and not include streets with a priority less
than tertiary. In the third example, there is a complex demand profile that combines
all of the metadata options. For a detailed example of generating an instance based
on a portion of the streets of Amsterdam, see Appendix C.
In the first example, we describe the process of generating a street network by
manually specifying the streets that are required and exporting an instance. The
process begins with the user in the Generate tab of OAR Bench with the embedded
Leaflet map. The UI is shown in Figure 3.8. At the top right of the map, the user
can toggle between satellite imagery and street map tiles. We show satellite imagery
in Figure 3.8.
In order to generate the street network file, the user must specify the geo-
graphic region of interest. By default, the entire area on the screen is designated as
the region of interest. The user may zoom and pan to bring the desired area onto the
screen. If the user wants to specify a different bounding box (e.g., with a different
aspect ratio), the button on the left of the map allows the user to select a subset
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Figure 3.8: The OAR Bench UI for the network generation phase. The Leaflet
map pane is used to select the geographic region that provides the underlying street
network. Satellite imagery and a cleaner street map layer are available.
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Figure 3.9: The user can query OSM for a subset of the visible area by specifying a
bounding box.
of the region displayed on screen. This is shown in Figure 3.9. At any time in the
Generate page, the user can estimate the size of the instance that would result from
exporting the instance with the current settings. Estimating the instance size (i.e.,
number of edges) overlays the streets that would be exported on top of the Leaflet
map, as shown in Figure 3.10. In the context of OAR Bench, each node represents
an intersection and edges are the street segments that join them (i.e., a single street
is usually represented by many edges).
After the network has been exported, the user has the option of using the file
and specifying instance details (e.g., which streets are required, where the depot
is located). The file can also be imported into the Display tab of the application.
Like the Leaflet map, the Cytoscape canvas allows zooming and panning. The UI
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Figure 3.10: If the user wants to see which streets are included in the export, and
get a rough estimate of the size of the instance, the database can be queried with
the Estimate Size button. The streets will be overlaid in red on top of the map,
with an estimate of the number of edges.
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Figure 3.11: The OAR Bench UI for the display and refine phase for generating an
instance. A network has been imported from the generation phase. Initially, edges
are colored red to indicate they do not require service.
is shown in Figure 3.11. On this page of the application, the user can select streets
and mark them as required and can select some nodes and mark them as depots.
In addition, there is an Auto-trim button that will remove streets that are not part
of the largest connected component of the graph. Since the network produced in
the Generate tab includes all streets that are contained in the region of interest,
there will be some streets that may not be connected to the rest of the network, and
therefore are unreachable in a routing context. A before trimming view and after
trimming view are shown in Figure 3.12 for a section of a street network. The final
instance can be exported to a text file, where the distance of an edge is proportional
to the length of the street.
In the second example, the user generates several variants of the same instance
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Figure 3.12: The effect of trimming an instance immediately after importing it from
the generate phase is shown. In (a), we see the network from OSM and a zoomed-in
section of the map. In (b), after trimming, all unconnected edges and nodes have
been removed, leaving only a single connected component.
Figure 3.13: Manually selecting and removing a subset of streets. The streets and
nodes in green on the left are removed, resulting in the network on the right.
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where sections of the network have been removed. The removed sections may be
road closures on routing operations or damaged infrastructure following a natural
disaster [80–83]. After the street network is imported into the Display page, the
user can select street segments and nodes and use the Remove Selected Elements
button to delete them. The Auto-trim button can then be used to clean up parts
of the graph that may have become disconnected as a result of removing selected
elements. An example of the removal procedure is shown in Figure 3.13.
In the third example, the user wants the street network to have streets with
only tertiary priority or above. The user would like to specify the percentage of
required streets according to priority, maximum speed, and zone. This example is
very similar to the problem considered in Zeni et al. [36]. To accomplish this, in
the Generate page, the types of streets to include in the exported network can be
specified. By default, all streets are included in the export. However, depending
on the region, the network can include many side streets that are not of interest.
Therefore, OAR Bench allows the user to select streets with particular priorities to
include in the export. An example is shown in Figure 3.14. In the Display page of
OAR Bench, there is an option to randomize the required streets in the network.
Percentages can be specified according to each of the metadata tags (priority, speed
limit, zone) that are embedded in the street network file. For larger instances that
have hundreds or thousands of edges, specifying required edges based on these tags
can be a much faster way of marking streets as required. This process is shown in
Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.14: During the generate phase, there are filters (highlighted in the red box)
that can be set to include or exclude certain types of data from the OSM query.
In (a), all street priorities are checked. Exported streets appear in red. In (b),
unchecking all priorities below secondary excludes those streets from the generated
network. The result of using filters is reflected in the red overlay from estimating
the instance.
Figure 3.15: For medium- and large-size instances, manually specifying streets that
require service can be a tedious process. To mitigate this, OAR Bench has the capa-
bility to randomly assign streets as requiring service according to their properties.
In (a), street priority is used. In (b), the percentage of streets that is required for
each street priority is specified. For example, in the box marked Secondary, we are
requesting that 5% of streets with a priority of secondary be required. It is worth
noting that the percentages do not need to sum to one since they are independent.
In (c), the resulting network with required streets colored black and the rest of the
streets colored red is displayed.
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3.5 Limitations of OAR Bench
OAR Bench has several inherent limitations. First, there can be a large amount
of missing data. All information in the OSM database is contributed by users, so
the database relies on motivated members of the GIS community to populate it.
While most streets and street names are included in the database, especially in
well-populated areas, information about priorities, speed limits, and zoning can be
limited. This means that a large number of streets may have undefined or unknown
fields in the metadata. This limitation is common to most GIS systems that use
free public maps [36].
A second limitation is the scalability of the street network visualization. While
OAR Bench’s display capability has been tuned and is able to handle thousands
of graph elements while still maintaining reasonable performance (i.e., graphical
rendering is fast enough to keep up with panning, zooming, and other interactivity
options), the utility of the visualization can decrease when the network size is large
(approximately greater than 2000 graph elements, where a graph element is a node
or an edge). While the user can zoom in and out, details of the network can become
difficult to see on screen when zoomed out. Filtering mechanisms that allow the user
to toggle the visibility of edges according to their properties, mitigate the second
limitation by decluttering the screen and allowing the user to see the structure of
the network (e.g., where arterial streets are, where different zones are). Network
visualization remains an area of open research, even when graph elements can be
repositioned freely [84–86].
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A third limitation involves finding street networks with specific properties
(other than network size). For example, if the user wants to create instances with a
particular network density, or a particular average degree, the only way to accom-
plish this currently would be to estimate these properties from the map imagery.
The user might want to do this in order to analyze the effect of these properties on
the performance of a solution procedure. However, if the user wants to conduct this
type of analysis, random networks can be generated with the desired characteristics
and, therefore, we feel this is not a significant shortcoming of OAR Bench.
3.6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new software tool (OAR Bench) that generates
arc routing instances from an open-source map database. Our software tool uses
a variety of information about the street including street priority, speed limit, and
street type that allows researchers to tailor the instances to their particular problem.
Our software tool also allows users to manually edit instances to remove sections of
the network, designate nodes as depots, and designate edges as required. With the
capabilities and flexibility of OAR Bench, users can create a wide variety of new
instances that capture features found in real-world street networks. In addition,
users can overlay images of vehicle routes on an instance. This allows users to
quickly diagnose the compactness, contiguity, and separation of routes.
Although OAR Bench was designed specifically for arc routing problems, other
network applications may be able to benefit from using it. For example, the same
output could be used to construct realistic instances for time-dynamic shortest paths
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or network flow problems. Streets with high priority may have more variable traver-
sal times relative to residential or service streets which will never be as well-traveled.
Speed limits can be used to infer more accurate travel times. The visualization and
network editing capabilities can be used to understand the effect of road closures.
In future work, we hope to extend OAR Bench to node routing problems by
including data for building locations found in open-source map databases.
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Chapter 4: A Hybrid Heuristic Procedure for the Windy Rural Post-
man Problem with Time-Dependent Zigzag Service
4.1 Introduction
In arc routing applications, some streets may require service along both sides
of the street. We refer to this as zigzag service and illustrate it in Figure 4.1. In
contrast to servicing each side separately, the vehicle stops more frequently and
incurs a traversal cost, two service costs, and a penalty cost associated with the
slowed travel time required to perform the zigzag service. The tradeoff is that the
vehicle only needs to service the street once on its route. For some streets, the
zigzag service is only possible during the early morning hours when there is very
little traffic. This scenario is modeled by the Windy Rural Postman Problem with
Zigzag Time Windows (WRPPZTW). Time window constraints are present in many
routing applications [87–91]. Typically, these constraints require certain customers
to receive service during a specified time of the day. In this problem, the time of
day restricts the service options that are available to a vehicle. By considering these
additional service options, it is possible to reduce the cost of a route, as shown in
Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2(a) a dashed arc does not require service and the traversal
cost is shown next to the arc. The solid arcs all have a traversal cost of D = 10, a
service cost of S = 5, and a zigzag cost of Z = 12 that includes the service cost and
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Figure 4.1: The zigzag service. The truck is traversing the street from the left to
the right. Typically, the truck would drive on the bottom lane and service the two
houses. However, it now has the option to zigzag and service all four houses during
this traversal. The traversal cost is the sum of the usual traversal cost (cij) and a
specified zigzag cost (zij).
the penalty cost. In Figure 4.2(b), the optimal solution is shown with no zigzagging.
Each of the three streets that require service on both sides incur a cost of 30 (15 per
side). Street (1, 2), (2, 1) has a total cost of 15+5 = 20. In Figure 4.2(c), the optimal
solution is shown when zigzagging is allowed on streets (2, 3) and (3, 4). The cost of
the optimal solution drops from 110 to 97. In Figure 4.2(d), the optimal solution is
shown when the street (0, 1) may be zigzagged only during the first 25 time units of
the planning period. The objective value further decreases to 93. In Figure 4.2(e),
we show that zigzags with time windows can change a route dramatically. When
street (3, 4) has a zigzag option during the first 35 time units of the planning period,
we have a very different route compared to Figure 4.2(d).
Two factors motivate the development of a heuristic. First, we know that
the integer program for the WRPPZTW given in [92] struggles to solve problem
instances with tight time windows. However, tight time windows limit the number
of possible solutions that could be considered by a heuristic method. Furthermore,
after the time windows, the remaining part of the problem is a Windy Rural Post-
man Problem with Zigzags (WRPPZ) and it becomes much more computationally
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Figure 4.2: An example that shows how zigzagging can impact solution quality.
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tractable. In this chpater, we formulate an integer program (IP) that is capable of
producing an exact solution to the WRPPZ quickly. Therefore, we focus on problem
instances where time windows are tight and imposed only during the early portions
of the planning horizon and decompose the problem into two phases. In the first
phase, we use a heuristic method to find a partial route that satisfies the time win-
dows. Then, in the second phase, the partial route from phase one is fixed and used
as input for the IP model. Solving the IP model for the WRPPZ gives a complete
solution. We expect that a heuristic in which the portion of the route occurring
after the zigzag deadline is determined optimally should be effective.
In Section 2, we formally define the WRPPZTW. In Section 3, we provide
a brief review of the relevant literature. In Section 4, we present our heuristic,
including a new scalable formulation for the WRPPZ that is used in the second
phase of our heuristic. In Section 5, we present computational results comparing
the solution quality and computing time of our heuristic to the results from the
branch-and-cut procedure described in [92]. In Section 6, we summarize our work,
provide concluding remarks, and give directions for future work.
4.2 Problem Definition
The WRPPZTW is defined on a street network G = (V,E), where V is the
set of vertices vi and E is the set of edges eij. The cost of traversing eij is given
by cij. The graph is windy, so cij 6= cji, in general. The subset ER ⊆ E contains
edges that require service. A required edge requires service in at least one direction.
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Therefore, it may be the case that eij ∈ ER and eji 6∈ ER. Each required edge
has one of three possible zigzag states: (1) zigzag required, (2) zigzag optional,
or (3) zigzag prohibited. These three states are shown in Figure 4.3. In Figure
4.3(a), if a vehicle traverses the street in both directions on its route, it must service
all customers along both sides of the street in one traversal. In Figure 4.3(b), we
need to determine whether the street receives zigzag service or two-pass service.
In Figure 4.3(c), zigzag service is not possible. A vehicle must traverse the street
once in each direction (not necessarily in immediate succession) in order to service
customers along the route. In Figure 4.3(d), each street that allows zigzag service
(either zigzag required or zigzag optional) may have a time window. Outside of a
time window, a vehicle must service customers on each side of the street separately.
Every required edge (regardless of zigzag state) has a service time sij that is incurred
only when a vehicle services a street. A required edge may have different service
times sij and sji for each direction that requires service.
If zigzagging is not possible for a given street, then each required direction
must be serviced separately. That is, if there are customers on both sides of the
street, the service vehicle must traverse the street at least once in each direction. If
zigzagging is required, then, even if a route has a vehicle that traverses the street in
both directions, it must incur the zigzag cost when servicing the street. If the street
is zigzag optional, then we must decide whether a vehicle services customers on the
street with two-pass service or with zigzag service.
If it is possible to zigzag an edge, there is a time window twij = twji = [aij, bij]
associated with the edge, where aij is the earliest time and bij is the latest time
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that a vehicle may zigzag this edge. Setting aij = 0 and bij = M , where M is
arbitrarily large, indicates that there is no time window on an edge. In this chapter,
we consider time windows with aij = 0. This reflects the real-world environment in
which zigzagging could only happen in the early morning. A zigzag optional edge
has a zigzag cost zij that is incurred if the edge is zigzagged. We include service costs
in the zigzag costs so that zij = sij + sji + penaltyij, where penaltyij > 0 represents
any additional time required for the vehicle to perform the zigzag service. The
cost of servicing both sides of a street via zigzagging in the direction from i to j
is then cij + zij. A feasible solution to the WRPPZTW is a route r through G
that services all required edges and satisfies the zigzag time windows. The optimal
solution minimizes the sum of the traversal costs, service costs, and zigzag costs. A
summary of our notation is given in Table 1.
4.3 Literature Review
The WRPPZTW combines several classes of network optimization problems:
arc routing problems; problems with time windows, and problems with a zigzag
service option.
There is an extensive literature on arc routing problems. Edmonds and John-
son [93] described one of the first, and most fundamental problems in arc routing,
namely the Chinese postman problem (CPP). In the CPP, all streets in an undi-
rected network require service. There are no further restrictions such as time win-
dows, vehicle capacities, and service costs. The authors presented analytic results
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Figure 4.3: In the WRPPZTW, a street that requires service in both directions falls
into one of three categories: (a) zigzag required, (b) zigzag optional, or (c) zigzag
prohibited. In addition, zigzag optional streets may have a time window twij outside




G Graph over which the problem is solved
V Vertex set of G
E Edge set of G




eij Edge from vertex i to vertex j
twij Time window for edge eij; only valid for
edges that allow zigzag service
aij Start time associated with twij
bij End time associated with twij
cij Traversal (deadhead) cost to traverse edge eij
zij Zigzag cost to service edge eij; only valid for
edges that allow zigzag service
sij Cost for servicing customers without zigzag-
ging while traversing the edge eij from i to
j
Table 4.1: Notation for the WRPPZTW
and developed an exact, polynomial-time solution algorithm.
An NP-hard generalization of the CPP is the Windy Rural Postman Problem
(WRPP). The WRPP was introduced by Benavent et al. [94] and does not include
service time or the possibility of zigzag service. The authors formulated the problem
as an integer program, characterized the polyhedron, and presented heuristics for
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problem instances with thousands of nodes.
Christofides et al. [95] and Baker [96] are two of the first papers to describe
time windows in network scheduling problems. The authors presented branch-and-
bound procedures for the makespan problem with time windows. Savelsbergh et
al. [97] showed that finding a feasible solution to the traveling salesman problem is
NP-hard when time windows are considered. Golden and Assad [98], Solomon and
Desrosiers [99], and Bräysy and Gendreau [100, 101] provided surveys of solution
techniques for the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW).
Time windows were first applied to arc routing problems by Bodin and Kursh
[88]. The time windows accounted for parking regulations in street sweeping. The
authors developed a cluster-first, route-second heuristic, and a route-first, cluster-
second heuristic that solved a subproblem for each set of parking constraints. Eglese
[90] considered a capacitated vehicle routing problem with multiple depots, and sev-
eral classes of streets with common time window constraints (e.g., requiring service
within the first two hours of the planning horizon). He provided a cluster-first, route-
second procedure within a simulated annealing framework. Aminu and Eglese [102]
considered more general time constraints for the CPP in subsequent work. The
authors developed a constraint programming approach based on a transformation
into a node routing problem given by Pearn et. al. [103]. Reghioui et al. [104]
studied the capacitated arc routing problem with time windows (CARPTW). They
developed a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) heuristic for
the CARPTW.
Arc routing problems with the zigzag service option are relatively new in the
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literature. Irnich [105] considered postman problems where zigzag service is added
to an undirected problem. A mixed integer program (MIP) modeled the problem.
Irnich [106] presented a neighborhood search heuristic for a rural variant of a post-
man problem with zigzag service. We are aware of only one paper that considers
the WRPPZTW. Nossack et al. [92] presented a MIP for the WRPPZTW by trans-
forming the problem into a node routing problem. They used a branch-and-cut
procedure to solve instances with 10 to 20 vertices.
Our method is based on a greedy push forward insertion heuristic (PFIH)
introduced by Solomon [107] for VRPs with time windows. A PFIH procedure is
similar to a savings-based initialization procedure. However, for each insertion at
a position i, PFIH considers the effect on all customers at position r > i, checking
for both feasibility and reductions in wait times. Cardoso et al. [108] presented an
adapted PFIH that included an additional distance term and time term in the push
first insertion cost.
4.4 Heuristic for the WRPPZTW
Our heuristic uses a push forward insertion method. In the first phase, we
construct an ordering of the required edges in the graph. This order is assigned by
giving a priority cost to each required edge based on its position relative to the depot.
Next, a partial WRPP route is constructed by performing cheapest insertion, using
the priority costs to determine the order of insertion. Finally, in the second phase,
an integer program for the WRPPZ (without time windows) is used to complete
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the route. In Figure 4.4, we outline the structure of our heuristic. The two solid
arcs from the depot to the seed customer in the solution are determined by the
initialization procedure. The three solid arcs form the initial partial route. This
partial route is used to fix variables in the integer program for the WRPPZ that
determines the remainder of the route (shown as dashed edges).
To begin the route, a seed street is chosen from the set of zigzaggable edges
with time windows. The partial route v0 − eseed − v0 is formed where eseed is a
randomly chosen seed customer, and v0 is the depot. By varying the seed, we can
generate many initial solutions. Then, each required edge that has a zigzag option
and a time window is assigned a score according to the following function:
PFIHScore(eij) = −αd(eij, v0) + γΘij
d(eij, v0)
360
, (i, j) ∈ ER (4.1)
where d is the shortest path distance function, and Θij is the angle in degrees between
the depot and each customer on edge eij. Taking into account the angle and the
shortest path distance between the depot and an edge eij, the endpoint that has a
smaller shortest path distance is used. The parameters α and γ are tunable and,
without loss of generality, sum to one. They assign relative importance to each cost
component. A general version of the push first insertion method was introduced by
Solomon [107]. The general procedure contains two terms that involve the beginning
time and end time for each time window. In our problem, the beginning time and
end time are the same for each time window, i.e., twij = [a, b], so we drop them.
The α term gives higher priority to edges that are closer to the depot. The γ
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term establishes a sweep ordering to the edges in order to take advantage of the
approximately 2D geometry of a street network. For our heuristic, we use α = .7
and γ = .3. These two values were empirically derived for a VRP variant with time
windows [109].
Next, cheapest insertion is performed using this ordering. At each iteration
of the insertion, the unrouted edge with the smallest score is selected for insertion
into the route. During an insertion, it is possible that the inserted edge’s time
window is obeyed, but the insertion displaces another edge later in the route and
may cause an infeasibility with respect to a time window. These moves are removed
from consideration. If no feasible moves are available, the edge is removed and we
consider the next edge in the ordering. When the insertion procedure is completed,
we have a partial feasible solution. In Appendix A, we show how the partial route
initialization procedure works.
Finally, we formulate a new integer program (IP) for the WRPPZ. This IP
solves for the portion of the route after all edges with time windows are serviced
(see Figure 4.4). Our new IP, which is different from a version of the IP in [92], is
needed to scale to problem instances with hundreds of nodes. Our IP is given in
Section 4.1.
Our heuristic generates many initial partial solutions by varying the seed street
used during the insertion phase of initialization, and runs for a fixed number of
iterations. We select the best full solution generated by our heuristic as the final
solution. In our procedure, all partial solutions are generated. However, only the
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Figure 4.4: An example that shows the structure of our heuristic. The triangular
node represents the depot. The circled edge is selected as the seed customer.
five partial routes with the largest value of
z(p)
dh(p)
are turned into full routes, where
z(p) is the amount of time spent zigzagging and dh(p) is the amount of time spent
deadheading for partial route p. Our explanation of this restriction is given in
Section 5.
4.4.1 Integer Programming Formulation
In this section, we present an integer programming formulation (IP1) for the
windy rural postman problem with zigzag options. Let Gorig = {V,E} be the orig-
inal WRPPZTW graph. Then, we construct a graph GIP = (V IP , A,MR, AR,M).
V IP is the set of vertices that is identical to V . A is the set of all arcs obtained
by generating two arcs (i, j) and (j, i) for an edge (i, j) ∈ E. MR is the set of arcs
(i, j) and (j, i) that are generated for an edge (i, j) that you must zigzag (i.e., you
only need to travel once in either direction). AR is the set of arcs you cannot zigzag
(i.e., you have to travel in required directions). M is the set of arcs where two arcs
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((i, j) and (j, i)) are generated for one zigzag optional edge (i, j) (i.e., you have to
decide to travel once or twice to serve customers). We have three decision variables:
(1) yij is the number of times we traverse arc (i, j), (2) xij is 1 if arc (i, j) is served
with a normal traversal, 0 otherwise, and (3) zzij is 1 if edge i, j is zigzagged from i
to j, 0 otherwise. For input data, cij is the traversal, or deadhead, cost of arc (i, j),
sij is the service cost of arc (i, j), and mij is the extra cost if we zigzag edge (i, j)
in the direction from i to j. The extra cost is calculated by mij = zij − sij, where
zij is the zigzag cost as it was defined in Table 4.1. Note that this is different from
penaltyij from earlier in the chapter, since mij depends on the direction the street





















yji = 0 ∀i ∈ V (4.3)
xij ≤ yij ∀(i, j) ∈MR ∪M ∪AR (4.4)
xij = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ AR (4.5)
zzij + zzji = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈MR and i < j (4.6)
zzij ≤ xij ∀(i, j) ∈MR ∪M (4.7)
zzij + zzji ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈M and i < j (4.8)
xij + xji + zzij + zzji = 2 ∀(i, j) ∈MR ∪M, (4.9)
and i < j
yij ∈ R+ ∀(i, j) ∈ A (4.10)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈MR ∪M ∪AR (4.11)
zzij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈MR ∪M (4.12)
The objective function (4.1) minimizes the total cost, which is the sum of
traversal cost, service cost and zigzag cost. Constraints (4.2) ensure connectivity.
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Constraints (4.3) serve as flow balance constraints, that is, whenever a vehicle visits
a node, it must leave it. In constraints (4.4), for a serviced arc, the number of
traversals is at least 1. Constraints (4.5) and (4.6) ensure that required arcs are
traversed and zigzag required edges are zigzagged. Constraints (4.7) ensure that
if we zigzag a zigzag optional edge in the direction from i to j, then we should
account for the service cost as well. In constraints (4.8), if we zigzag a zigzag
optional segment, then we only need to zigzag it once. In constraints (4.9), for
each street that allows zigzag service, we either zigzag or serve it by traveling both
directions. Constraints (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) taken together express the concept
of a zigzag optional street segment. Constraints (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) specify
nonnegativity and integer restrictions.
4.5 Computational Results
We denote our procedure by HYBRID and apply it to the most difficult test
instances given by Nossack et al. [92]. Each of the 25 instances has 20 vertices,
a different number of edges, and is based on a street network. For these small
instances, the underlying graph is a subset of this real street network. We present
results for HYBRID on successively larger instances. An instance, with 350 edges
uses the entire street network that the smaller instances are based on. We used a
MacBook Air (2012), running locally with 1 GB of memory allocated for the heap,
and coded HYBRID in Java. Except for the IP solution, we used the architecture






























1 1 1 3065.2 43.43 3103.2 5.90 .135 3065.2 0.00 1.24
1 2 1 3231.6 1800.00 3275.6 4.65 .002 3096.2 4.37 5.79
1 3 1 3414.4 1800.00 3413.2 4.45 .002 3061.0 11.54 11.51
1 4 1 3403.4 1800.00 3412.4 6.14 .003 3089.9 10.15 10.44
1 5 1 3548.3 1800.00 3552.6 8.63 .004 3090.9 14.79 14.94
2 1 1 3067.6 0.71 3173.6 0.84 1.18 3067.6 0.00 3.46
2 2 1 3123.6 3.14 3183.2 1.82 .580 3123.6 0.00 1.91
2 3 1 3499.8 1800.00 3538.2 3.42 .002 3248.5 7.73 8.92
2 4 1 3422.4 1800.00 3454.0 3.79 .002 3240.0 5.63 6.60
2 5 1 3573.2 1800.00 3607.4 5.06 .002 3241.2 10.24 11.30
3 1 1 3483.0 6.89 3483.0 0.88 .128 3483.0 0.00 0.00
3 2 1 3677.0 1800.00 3702.4 2.60 .001 3544.3 3.74 4.46
3 3 1 3637.4 1800.00 3730.2 3.41 .002 3542.5 2.68 5.30
3 4 1 3894.8 1800.00 3921.8 6.78 .003 3598.0 8.25 9.00
3 5 1 3902.0 1800.00 3997.0 7.95 .004 3595.0 8.54 11.19
4 1 1 3067.6 0.51 3194.0 0.83 1.63 3067.6 0.00 4.12
4 2 1 3100.2 4.65 3209.6 2.60 .559 3100.2 0.00 3.52
4 3 1 3343.4 1800.00 3432.2 2.55 .001 3240.4 3.18 5.92
4 4 1 3531.6 1800.00 3565.8 5.29 .003 3226.1 9.47 10.53
4 5 1 3573.2 1800.00 3607.4 5.06 .003 3241.2 10.24 11.30
5 1 1 2806.8 89.05 2813.0 1.69 .019 2806.8 0.00 0.22
5 2 1 2854.8 1800.00 2886.8 3.40 .002 2829.1 0.91 2.04
5 3 1 3032.8 1800.00 2979.8 4.30 .002 2820.5 7.53 5.65
5 4 1 2966.2 1800.00 3042.4 5.07 .003 2831.2 4.77 7.46
5 5 1 3108.8 1800.00 3108.8 5.86 .003 2820.6 10.22 10.22
Average 0.171 5.36 6.68
Table 4.2: Comparing solutions produced by BNC and HYBRID.
(without time windows), we used CPLEX 12.6.0.
We focus on test instances with relatively tight time windows. In practice, the
zigzag portion of the planning horizon is small, so these instances reflect this situa-
tion. Furthermore, the exact approach for the WRPPZTW proposed by Nossack et
al. [92] (denoted by BNC) struggles on these instances. Therefore, HYBRID may
be useful in solving these types of problems.
In Table 4.2, we present a computational comparison between HYBRID and
BNC. Each row corresponds to a single test instance. The 25 test instances are
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taken from Nossack et al. [92]. Each instance has 20 nodes. The number of edges
varies in each instance. For each instance that BNC ran for 1800 seconds, the
objective value corresponds to the best solution found by the exact approach. Ob-
jective values are given in columns 2 and 4, with the corresponding run times (in
seconds) in columns 3 and 5 for HYBRID and BNC, respectively. Objective values
in columns 2 and 4 are raw values. Times given in columns 3 and 5 are in seconds.




)%. Column 7 lists the percentage of time
HYBRID took relative to BNC, 100(
tHY BRID
tBNC
)%. We also develop a lower bound
for each instance by solving a test instance with no time restrictions on the zigzag
service options using our IP formulation. A second lower bound for each instance is
given by the dual lower bound produced by the BNC procedure. We use the tighter
of these two bounds in Table 4.2. These instances have tight time windows, so it
is unlikely that these lower bounds are very tight. In columns 7, 8, and 9 of Table
4.2, we present our results. On average, HYBRID produces solutions with objective
values that are 6.70% above the lower bound.
On average, HYBRID produces solutions with objective values that are 1.16%
greater than the BNC solutions with the largest deviation (4.12%) on test instance
4 1 1. HYBRID produces better solutions than BNC on three test instances. HY-
BRID takes less than 10 seconds on all 25 test instances. BNC is able to solve only
seven test instances in less than 30 minutes. On two instances, HYBRID is slower
than BNC (both methods produce solutions in less than one second).
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In Table 4.3, we present run times for larger test instances that we generated
to demonstrate scalability. We generate 10 instances for 12 different n × n grids,
where n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25. These test instances have a square
grid street network, where the traversal and service costs are randomly generated
between 1 and 35 independently, with uniform probability. Each street requires
service with probability 0.5. The required streets can be zigzagged with probability
0.5. The streets that can be zigzagged are assigned a time window with probability
0.75. The end of the time window is 350 (or 10 times the maximum traversal cost)
for the 10 × 10 and smaller instances. The end of the time window is 700 (or 20
times the maximum traversal cost) for the 20 × 20 and larger instances. The end
times were chosen to ensure that the enough of the graph is still reachable within
the zigzag horizon. Zigzag costs are 1.3 times the sum of the service costs. Each
row in Table 4.3 contains values that are averages over the 10 instances. The row
in italics shows results for the full data set (which the 20 vertex test instances were
based on) provided by RouteSmart Technologies, Inc. This results in 121 instances
in this set. The first column contains the number of edges in the street network. The
second column contains the average total time required to solve the instances. The
third column contains the average number of seed customers. The fourth column
contains the average time required to complete each partial solution via the solution
of the IP for the WRPPZ. The fifth column shows the average deviation from the
lower bound. For the full data set, HYBRID finishes in 96 seconds. Scaling to
larger instances will require large run times with HYBRID. This motivates a further
performance improvement for HYBRID.
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40 4.90 3.7 1.32 28.52
60 7.36 7.5 1.02 29.88
84 9.95 10.7 0.93 27.48
112 16.85 13.4 1.25 27.83
144 20.28 18.0 1.12 31.52
180 19.42 17.8 1.11 29.41
350 96.12 38.2 2.02 22.33
760 657.81 116.6 5.56 30.27
840 910.30 130.8 6.94 29.98
924 1362.10 149.1 9.28 30.08
1012 2160.94 159.5 13.79 29.17
1104 2536.84 174.9 14.67 29.58
1200 2152.13 188.5 11.31 29.66
Table 4.3: HYBRID’s performance on larger test instances. Row in italics is the full
data set from RouteSmart.
Initially, we generated partial solutions using every edge that can be zigzagged
with a time window. We completed all of them using the IP formulation of WRPPZ
and produced the route with the lowest cost. While this approach is capable of
solving the full size problem in less than 100 seconds, the scaling appears to be
O(m2). On the largest instances, HYBRID takes more than 40 minutes on average
to complete a run. This is due to an increase in the number of seeds and in the
time it takes for the IP to complete each of the routes. We investigated a variety
of partial route metrics in an attempt to retain solution quality while decreasing
the number of seeds (and therefore IP evaluations) that are needed. In nearly every
instance, we find that the partial route that produced the lowest cost completed
route scored below average on the metric
z(p)
dh(p)
, where z(p) denotes the amount
of time spent zigzagging and dh denotes the amount of time spent deadheading on
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Figure 4.5: Scaling results for HYBRID (in black) and the Top Five strategy (in
red) for the larger test instances.
the partial route p. We analyzed the effect of restricting our search based on this
metric, (for example, completing only the five partial routes with the largest value
of this ratio; we call this the Top Five strategy).
We display the results in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5, each point is an average
of 10 instances with the same grid structure and different costs, required edges, and
zigzag time windows. The black points and quadratic curve show the run times for
HYBRID without the Top Five strategy. The orange points and line show the run
times after applying the Top Five strategy. The equation and R2 value for each
least squares model are shown on the figure. The run time incorporates increases
due to the time to solve the IP, and the number of seed solutions (each seed solution
requires an IP to solve). We are able to maintain good quality solutions while
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eliminating the growth of the number of seed customers as a contributing factor to
the computational complexity of the heuristic. The resulting complexity is linear.
A comparison between the solution quality produced by completing every route,
and completing only the top five partial routes is given in Table 4.4 for the small
instances.
Table 4.5 contains a comparison for the larger instances. The run times re-
sulted from generating Figure 4.5. The right-most column shows the percent increase
in objective value as a result of using the Top Five strategy. On these 121 instances
(10 for each of the non-italicized rows, plus the one used to generate the small in-
stances), the difference between the solution quality produced by the two strategies
is less than 0.5% on average.
4.6 Conclusions
We presented a heuristic for solving the WRPPZTW that incorporates a new
formulation for the WRPPZ capable of scaling to hundreds of nodes. We bench-
marked our heuristic against exact approaches on a set of test instances. We demon-
strated that our heuristic is scalable to large instances.
In future work, we want to generalize the instances to include time windows
that do not necessarily start at the beginning of the planning horizon and to include
time windows with different start and end times. In addition, we would like to more
accurately quantify the quality of our solutions by finding a tighter lower bounding










1 1 1 1.24 1.24 0.00
1 2 1 1.36 1.36 0.00
1 3 1 -0.04 -0.04 0.00
1 4 1 0.26 0.78 0.52
1 5 1 0.12 0.99 0.87
2 1 1 3.45 3.45 0.00
2 2 1 1.92 1.92 0.00
2 3 1 1.11 1.11 0.00
2 4 1 0.93 0.93 0.00
2 5 1 0.95 2.25 1.30
3 1 1 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 2 1 0.69 0.69 0.00
3 3 1 2.55 2.55 0.00
3 4 1 0.69 0.69 0.00
3 5 1 2.43 3.40 0.97
4 1 1 4.12 4.12 0.00
4 2 1 3.52 3.52 0.00
4 3 1 2.65 2.65 0.00
4 4 1 0.96 2.28 1.32
4 5 1 0.95 2.25 1.30
5 1 1 0.22 0.22 0.00
5 2 1 1.12 1.12 0.00
5 3 1 -1.74 -1.74 0.00
5 4 1 2.57 2.57 0.00
5 5 1 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average 1.28 1.53 0.25
Table 4.4: Comparing HYBRID with full solution for every seed customer to HY-
BRID with completing only top five partial routes on the small test instances.
known a priori.
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40 4.90 2.80 0.00
60 7.36 4.13 0.87
84 9.95 5.88 0.50
112 16.85 6.39 0.47
144 20.28 8.45 0.82
180 19.42 8.23 0.68
350 96.12 43.80 0.25
760 657.81 143.27 0.38
840 910.30 179.42 0.30
924 1362.10 205.22 0.3
1012 2160.94 358.10 0.36
1104 2536.84 388.69 0.34
1200 2152.13 438.30 0.33
Average 0.45
Table 4.5: HYBRID’s performance with and without the Top Five strategy on larger
test instances. Row in italics is the full data set from RouteSmart Inc.
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Chapter 5: Partitioning a Street Network into Compact, Balanced,
and Visually Appealing Routes
5.1 Introduction
In routing vehicles, one dimension that has received little attention in the
literature is the aesthetic quality of a set of routes. Several practitioners [111] have
pointed out that the visual appeal of a proposed set of routes can have a strong
influence on the willingness of a client to accept or reject a specific routing plan. In
Figure 5.1, we show examples of visually appealing and unappealing routes.
It is difficult to investigate visual preferences in a quantitatively rigorous man-
ner, given the subjective nature of personal preferences. However, there are two rea-
sons why we believe the investigation is a worthwhile pursuit. First, it is likely that
visual preferences provide intuition into how operational complexities in producing
the routes are addressed in practice. For example, routes in which each driver has
one geographically distinct area of responsibility can be desirable in those situations
where the routing plan is followed periodically. This type of plan ensures driver
familiarity with the neighborhoods that are served. Last-minute adjustments to
a route can be made without significantly disturbing the routes of other drivers.
Second, the visual preferences can serve as a source for new metrics that can help




Figure 5.1: The network in (a) has visually appealing routes in which regions of
service are compact and separated. Edge color corresponds to a specific route. We
see that edges with the same color are clustered together and do not overlap. A set
of visually unappealing routes is shown in (b). The routes overlap significantly and
each visits vertices and edges that are spread throughout the graph. Panels (c) and
(d) are zoomed in views of the circled area in (a) and (b), respectively.
may be used as alternatives to, or penalties in, the overall objective function.
In this chapter, we consider the Min-Max K Windy Rural Postman Problem
(MMKWRPP). In the MMKWRPP, a homogeneous, fixed number of uncapacitated
vehicles must traverse a predefined set of required edges in a graph with asymmetric
travel costs. We select three properties of visually appealing routes (compactness,
contiguity, geographic separation) and develop a new metric that takes all three
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into account. We develop a cluster-first, route-second heuristic for the MMKWRPP.
Computational results show that our heuristic performs favorably with respect to
all of the visual metrics.
5.2 Problem Description and Terminology
The MMKWRPP has an underlying graph G = (V,E) where V denotes the
set of vertices and E is the set of edges. The graph is windy because its edges are
undirected and the traversal costs are asymmetric. An edge is denoted by e = (i, j),
where i, j ∈ V and has cost cij. This asymmetry models problems in which traversal
in one direction may be much more difficult (e.g., rush hour traffic or plowing inclined
streets [118]). We denote the set of edges that require service as ER ⊆ E. A path
through the graph is an ordered list of edges {eij, ejk, ekl}. The path is a cycle if it
begins and ends at the same vertex. A problem instance must specify the number
of vehicles available in the fleet (denoted by K).
A feasible solution to the MMKWRPP is a set of cycles (routes)R = {r1, r2, ...},
where each route begins and ends at a designated vertex (depot) such that there
are not more than K routes (|R| ≤ K). Each edge that requires service must be
traversed by at least one vehicle (ER ⊆ ∪r∈R edges(r), where edges(r) denotes the
set of edges traversed in r). The objective is to minimize z = maxr∈R cost(r) where
cost(r) is the total cost of route r. An example is shown in Figure 5.2.
Windy graphs can model undirected, directed, and mixed graphs as special
cases because an arc (i, j) with cost caij can be represented as an edge (i, j) with cij =
caij and cji > M where M is arbitrarily large. This allows solution techniques for arc
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Figure 5.2: An MMKWRPP instance and a feasible solution. Highlighted edges
require service. Solid edges are traversed in the solution by one of the vehicles.
Dashed edges are available for traversal but are never used in this solution. The
three numbered loops form the three routes in this solution.
routing problems on windy graphs to be generalized to problems with other types of
underlying networks. As shown in Figure 5.3, the MMKWRPP is a generalization of
many arc routing problems (e.g., the Chinese Postman Problem, the Rural Postman
Problem, and min-max K variants with undirected, directed, mixed, and windy
graphs). The MMKWRPP does not contain any application-specific constraints
(e.g., time windows, turn penalties, etc.). Therefore, the problem serves as a basis
for more specialized variants.
5.3 Literature Review
The MMKWRPP was introduced by Benavent et al. [119] in 2009. Many of
the solution techniques proposed by the authors in [120, 121] for the MMKWRPP
are derived from insights gained in solving the Windy Rural Postman Problem
(WRPP). An integer programming formulation for the MMKWRPP, several fam-
ilies of valid inequalities, and an exact cutting plane procedure capable of solving
small- to medium-size instances (up to 196 vertices) are given in [94]. In addition,
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Figure 5.3: Arc routing problems that are special cases of the MMKWRPP. Windy
graphs are capable of modeling undirected, directed, and mixed graphs as special
cases because an arc (i, j) with cost caij can be modeled as an edge (i, j) with cij = c
a
ij
and cji > M where M is arbitrarily large. The single-vehicle variants have K = 1.
In the Chinese Postman variants, all edges require service. Only the directed and
undirected Chinese Postman Problems are solvable in polynomial time.
the authors present three construction heuristics. Several construction heuristics are
proposed, along with multi-start and scatter search algorithms in [122]. These pro-
cedures transform a WRPP into a Windy Postman Problem (WPP) which is then
solved using a matching approach similar to the approach in [123]. These procedures
are tested on large problem instances (up to 1,000 vertices). A compact mechanism
for representing routes that is particularly convenient for improvement procedures
is also given in [122]. A route is represented as an ordered list of the required edges,
where it is assumed that shortest paths connect any gaps in the route. In the windy
case, a shortest path problem can be solved over an auxiliary graph to determine
the shortest traversal direction for a specific ordering.
The min-max objective function was first applied to arc routing problems
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in [124], where a heuristic was developed for the Min-Max K Chinese Postman
Problem. This problem was shown to be NP-Hard, and worst-case bounds were
given for the heuristic’s performance. The K Chinese Postman Problem with a
min-sum objective was shown to be solvable in polynomial time [125]. Two heuristic
procedures, as well as computational results are given in [126].
Most relevant to our work in this chapter is the metaheuristic procedure for
the MMKWRPP in [121]. The authors present a route-first, cluster-second approach
that uses the multi-start procedure from [122]. This approach produces initial so-
lutions to the single-vehicle problem that are then split into K distinct routes and
improved. In this splitting procedure, a K-arcs narrowest path (a path with at
most K arcs for which the cost of the largest arc in the path is minimized) is found
through a directed acyclic graph in which the vertices represent the edges in the
original graph that require service (ordered by their appearance in the single-vehicle
solutions). Each arc (i, j) in this path corresponds to a route in the original graph
that services the required edges i + 1, i + 2, ...j, (in that order) and takes shortest
paths between them. In Figure 5.4, we show the auxiliary graph where this path
calculation is performed. In [127], a similar split procedure in a vehicle routing
context is used to assess the fitness of candidates in a genetic algorithm.
A suite of intra-route improvement procedures from [122] is then applied to
the individual routes, followed by a set of inter-route improvement procedures. The
resulting solution is perturbed and a variable neighborhood descent is repeated a
fixed number of times. This is done for a fixed number of solutions (produced by
the multi-start algorithm). The global best solution is returned as the approximate
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Figure 5.4: An auxiliary directed acyclic graph for an ordering of the required edges
in a graph with three required edges. Let the ordering be given by e1, e2, e3. Then,
the costs of the arcs are given by the expressions adjacent to the edges. Vertex 0
is the depot and in, jn are the endpoints of the n
th required edge in the ordering.
Dist(i,j) is the shortest path distance between vertex i and vertex j and ci,j is the
cost of edge (i, j). Both are calculated in the original graph.
Figure 5.5: A graph and its edge-to-vertex dual. The numbers on the edges on the
left correspond to the vertex numbers on the right.
solution.
5.4 Partitioning Heuristic
We develop a cluster-first, route-second heuristic for the MMKWRPP that
produces routes that are compact and separated. A set of routes is compact if each
driver only services customers in a small region of the graph. A set of routes is
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separated if each driver services distinct regions of the graph. In the first stage
of our heuristic, a vertex partitioning algorithm is adapted to partition an edge-
weighted graph into K distinct regions that have approximately equal traversal
cost. The partitions located farther away from the depot are adjusted to be smaller
than those closer to the depot. In the second stage, a separate route is constructed
to service all required edges in each partition. Finally, an improvement procedure
is applied to the routes.
Given a windy graph G = (V,E) (with ER ⊆ E denoting the set of required
edges) and a fixed number of vehicles K available, we construct the edge-to-vertex
dual graph Gd = (V d, Ed). Gd has a vertex vdij for each edge (i, j) in E. Two vertices
in Gd are connected if and only if the edges they represent share an endpoint in G.
This construction is illustrated for a simple graph in Figure 5.5. Next, we seek to
partition the vertices of Gd in such a way that a least-cost cycle through the required
edges in each partition has roughly the same cost as the other partitions. We use
the following cost function for the partitioning scheme.
bij =
{





(1 + bij) ∗ corigij + α ∗
2 ∗min{Dist(0, i),Dist(0, j)}
|ER|
K
+ minReqDist(eij) ∀eij ∈ ER
0 otherwise
(5.2)
where α is a parameter that affects the distance penalty relative to the original edge
cost, and minReqDist(eij) is a function that generates the shortest distance from eij
to any other edge in ER.
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Before describing (5.1) and (5.2) in detail, it is helpful to consider the weakness
of assigning cost eij in the original graph to vertex vij in G
d. In this assignment,
the sum of the edge costs in each partition would be approximately equal. However,
for partitions far from the depot, there is also the cost that is incurred to travel
to and from the service area. Therefore, partitions far from the depot will take
longer to service than those close to the depot. To achieve route balance, we would,
therefore, like partitions farther away from the depot to have fewer customers. In
addition, this cost function does not distinguish between customers and edges that
do not require service. While the sum of the edge costs may be the same, a partition
with few customers can be serviced quickly, and many of the streets may never be
traversed. A more sophisticated cost function would only consider the costs of the
streets that are likely to be included in the routes that service the partitions.
We now describe each of the terms in our modified cost function. The first
term in cnewij penalizes edges in the graph that will have to be traversed multiple
times (deadheaded) in the final solution, where corigij is the original cost of eij in G.
The deadhead algorithm is a preprocessor that identifies edges in the final solution
that will have to be traversed multiple times. The procedure looks for vertices of
degree 1, removes them iteratively, and adds each removed edge to the set produced
by the subroutine. An outline of this procedure is given in Appendix B. The second
term in cnewij penalizes each partition by the distance to the depot. The intuition
is that |ER|/K estimates the number of edges in each partition. The factor of two
incorporates the path to and from the partition. If the number of required edges
in each partition is nearly equal, a value of α near 1 should produce good results.
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Figure 5.6: Cost penalties applied prior to running the partitioning algorithm. All
vertices have the penalty associated with the minReqDist function, so this penalty
is not represented in the figure. The black vertices have an additional cost penalty
proportional to min {Dist(0, i), Dist(0, j)} where the corresponding edge in the
original graph is (i, j). Vertex 7 is both shaded black and surrounded by a square
to reflect that it has an additional multiple of the edge cost since we know that we
are going to have to deadhead it.
Finally, the last term in cnewij penalizes each required edge by the minimum distance
required to reach another required edge (or the depot). After servicing a street, a
vehicle will need to travel at least this distance to continue the route. In Figure
5.6, we show the penalties applied to the vertices building on the example given in
Figure 5.5.
Using these costs, we partition Gd via the open source METIS partitioning
library [128]. We use the gpmetis routine from the library. This algorithm coarsens
a graph iteratively to reduce the complexity of the partitioning problem by collapsing
connected subsets of the vertex set. Once the graph is easy to partition (in our case,
once it has only K vertices), it is then relaxed (iteratively re-expanded) and, at each
step, the partition is refined to achieve a balanced result [129].
This partition corresponds exactly to a labeling of the required edges in the
original graph G, where each receives a label from the set P = 1, 2, ..., K. Let Gp
be the graph identical to G where only the required edges with label p ∈ P are
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required. For example, G1 will have the same number of vertices and connections
as in G, but only the edges in the first partition are required. This correspondence
is shown for a small example in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Then, a heuristic procedure
for the WRPP [122] solves the single-vehicle problem on each of the Gp and these
form the routes in the initial feasible solution. After an initial solution is generated,
a single pass of the improvement procedures from [121] can improve the solution.
These improvement procedures consider a set of customer swaps from one route to
another. In [121], these procedures are only guaranteed to improve performance
with respect to the objective function. Performance can degrade with respect to the
aesthetic metrics. However, we modify these procedures so that moves that degrade
the route overlap index (defined in (5.6)) are not considered. This does not have
a large effect on the objective function value (a less than 1% increase, on average).
The local search procedures are applied one time, as we do not perturb the solution.
Multiple initial solutions are created by varying the value of α.
5.5 Compactness and Separation of Routes
The aesthetic characteristics of a feasible solution are important because com-
pact, distinct, continuous routes allow drivers to become familiar with a particular
neighborhood [117]. A hybrid clustering and greedy-insertion initialization pro-
cedure is developed in [116] to address the objective of maximizing the aesthetic
attractiveness of routes for a commercial waste management company. Solution
techniques that failed to produce appealing routes were rejected by a Dutch trans-
portation consulting company in [115]. A clustering approach to the VRP with time
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Figure 5.7: A vertex partition of the edge-to-vertex dual, and the corresponding
edge partition of the original graph G. Vertices 1 and 6 are in one partition, vertices
2, 3, and 4 are in a second partition, and vertices 5 and 7 are in a third partition.
Figure 5.8: Given the partitioning on the left of Figure 5.7, one graph for each of
the partitions is created in which only the edges in the partition are required, and
all others are marked as unrequired. A single-vehicle WRPP solver is used on each
graph to create a route in the solution to the K-vehicle problem.
windows is proposed in [130] to produce compact routes while generating competi-
tive results with respect to the objective function, although no attempt is made to
quantify the compactness of the resulting routes. Similarly, a K-means approach is
developed in [131] to partition customers in large-scale VRP instances.
This additional requirement has led to the development of several measures
that attempt to formally capture the visual quality of a routing plan. He et al. [131]
use Nh, the number of vertices that belong to more than one route’s convex hull.
Lu and Dessouky [113] propose the crossing length percentage metric. Crossing
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points within the context of a single route are identified. The ratio of the route that
is segmented off by this crossing (summed over all crossing points) is computed.
The authors use this metric to guide an insertion procedure to improve the visual
quality of each route. Poot et al. [115] provide several candidate metrics including
the average number of vertices closer to the center of a route they are not on, the
number of vertices contained in a different route’s convex hull, and the number of
crossings in a tour. Although these measures evaluate candidate solutions, they are
not considered or incorporated during the construction of the routes. Tang and
Miller-Hooks [117] introduce the median of a tour (the vertex that minimizes the
maximum distance to any other vertex on the tour) and give several metrics for
compactness and overlap. They propose the total number of vertices closer to an-
other route’s median (similar to Poot’s measure, but substituting the location of the
median for the geographic center). The authors show that if every vertex is closer
to its route’s median, then their convex hulls will not overlap. They also propose
the average Euclidean distance between a route’s median and its customers. The
authors design a procedure around manually chosen medians, arguing that the use
of human computer interaction can improve solution quality, and avoid unaccept-
able routes. Matis [114] presents three more metrics: one to measure compactness
(COMP), one to measure overlap (DGRB), and a combined, normalized metric of

























AvgDistance and AvgMaxDistance are the average distance between consecutive
customers, and the average distance restricted to the greatest 20% of consecutive
distances, respectively. |Ô| and |O| are the number of customers closer to another
route’s center (of gravity) and the number of customers on the route, respectively.
NC is the number of crossings within a route. The value of VA can be 1; in practice,
its value is usually less than 0.5.
The first set of multi-route metrics were proposed by Constantino et al. in
[112]. The authors give three metrics.






|N | − 1)2 − |N |
(5.6)




a,b served by R Distab
|taskpairs|
(5.7)




|R| is the number of routes. N is the number of vertices in the graph, including the
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depot. (Since we do not perform graph simplifications that remove vertices with no
incident, required edges, we use N to denote the number of vertices with an incident






i is the number of routes a vertex belongs
to, summed over all vertices that have an incident required edge. |taskpairs| =
|tasks| ∗ (|tasks| − |R|)
2|R|2
is the approximate average number of tasks assigned to each
route. CC is the number of connected components of the required edges in the
candidate solution. These three metrics try to capture the separation, compactness,
and contiguity of the routes (where smaller values of the metrics correspond to
distinct, compact routes). The authors present a hybrid IP-heuristic method that
uses the NO metric as part of the objective function.
The literature on political districting provides several compactness metrics
that try to automatically detect gerrymandering. The Reock metric and Schwartzberg
metric are widely used [132]. The Reock metric (5.9) calculates the ratio of the area
enclosed by the perimeter of a partition to the area of the smallest circle that includes
that area. The Schwartzberg metric (5.10) calculates the ratio of the perimeter












In (5.9) and (5.10), D is the polygon defined by the perimeter of the district or
partition under consideration. A(D) is the area of D, renc is the radius of the
smallest circle enclosing D, and P(D) is the length of the perimeter of D. Larger
values of the Reock metric and smaller values of the Schwartzberg metric correspond
to compact districts.
We propose a metric for a graph that lies (approximately) in the coordinate
plane. Our metric tries to address several weaknesses of the other multi-route met-
rics. Our metric is defined as follows. For each route r in R and each vertex vri in
the set of vertices V r visited by route r, let (xi, yi) be the coordinates of vi. Let
convex(r) be the convex hull of the vertices in V r and intersec(H1, H2) be the area











HO captures the geographic overlap between the areas of responsibility of the
drivers. We are motivated by [117] and note that if every endpoint of a required
edge is closest to its own route’s median, then the convex hulls of the routes will not
overlap. Unlike ROI, HO penalizes out-of-place edges the more that they are out-
of-place relative to ideal boundaries. For example, consider a postman who services
customers in the west part of town, except for one customer serviced in the east
part of town. Clearly, this is a more egregious violation than one customer in the
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central part of town. HO combines the desire for non-overlapping and contiguous
routes. Our metric does not consider shape. While ATD penalizes oblong routes
more than square or circular boundaries, HO will not. It is not clear that this sort
of bias is inherent in the compactness that ATD is trying to capture. In Figure 5.9,
we show hull overlap calculations for a small instance.
We note that there are practical considerations and street network topologies
that can be problematic for all of these metrics. For example, choke points (e.g.,
bridges and tunnels) can cause ROI to label all reasonable sets of routes as hav-
ing poor visual quality. In addition, streets that intersect in the plane, but do not
meet at an intersection, can reduce the usefulness of the ROI metric. Obstructions
(e.g., rivers and walls) and variable street density may also cause the best routes
(with respect to the min-max objective and visual appeal) to have significantly over-
lapping convex hulls. Figure 5.10 depicts these scenarios. These considerations can
make it difficult to compare solutions for different instances without some additional
normalization.
However, we believe that these are minor weaknesses that do not degrade the
utility of the metrics for comparing sets of routes for a fixed instance. We also did
not observe these problematic network topologies in any of the test instances, so we
believe it is rare for them to occur in practice. As we shall see in the next section,
the metrics are usually in agreement, which would not be the case if some of the
problematic conditions were present. We advocate using a suite of metrics so that
even when one metric does provide an incorrect assessment, the overall assessment
will still likely be correct.
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Figure 5.9: Hull overlap calculations for a small instance. The two routes are
r1 =(Depot, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Depot) and r2 =(Depot, 4, 6, 7, Depot). The striped
region is the overlap of their two convex hulls. If the overlap was 20% of r1’s convex






Figure 5.10: Three scenarios that cause ROI and HO to misclassify the visual quality
of the routes. Edges and vertices are shaded according to the route they are on,
so one vehicle traverses the gray edges and visits the gray vertices, while the other
visits the black edges and black vertices. If a vertex is visited by multiple vehicles,
the shading is arbitrary. Dotted lines are non-required streets and solid lines are
customers. The ellipsis symbol (...) indicates that an unspecified segment of the
route is located at this position. In (a), ROI will identify this set of routes as
non-overlapping. In (b), ROI will identify this set of routes as overlapping. While
they do overlap, this degree of overlap is inevitable in any solution. In (c), HO will
identify this set of routes as overlapping and visually unappealing when this may
be the visually ideal solution.
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5.6 Computational Results
We present results for two classes of test instances. The first set is based on
real-world street networks retrieved from the Open Street Maps project [15]. In
these instances, the traversal costs are based on actual distances. Each edge is given
an initial cost of the length in meters, and then each direction is assigned a cost
randomly and independently between 95% and 105% of the initial cost (from a uni-
form distribution). One example, based on the street network of Istanbul, Turkey
was shown in Figure 5.1, with our heuristic producing the visually appealing so-
lution and the route-first heuristic producing the alternative solution. There are
eight real-world street networks. Each is named for the city where the network is
located. The second set contains artificially created rectangular instances of various
sizes whose edges have costs uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 (similar to the
first set, each direction’s cost was determined independently). We generate and test
10 artificial, rectangular instances denoted by R1, R2, ..., R10. In Figure 5.11, we
show the routes for R1 produced by our partitioning heuristic (denoted by PAR)
and Benavent et al.’s route-first heuristic (denoted by RF). We create a set of large
test instances using the graph generators in the Open Arc Routing Library [110].
We applied the metaheuristic in [121] and our partitioning heuristic to both sets of
test instances. We report solution quality and results for the ROI and ATD metrics
from [112] as well as our HO metric. It is important to note that there are two
parameters in the procedure in [121] whose values need to be set: (1) number of
initial solutions produced and (2) number of perturbations per solution that are
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performed. Several combinations are tested in [121]. During our computational
experiments, these proposed values led to very long running times for our set of
test instances. In practice, perturbing the solution rarely managed to improve the
current best solution. This is expected because the number of recommended pertur-
bations represented a much larger portion of the search space on the set of smaller
test instances used by the authors in [121]. With this in mind, we limited the search
to generating 10 initial solutions. We performed 10 perturbation iterations for each
solution, so that PAR and RF have approximately the same run time on both sets
of instances.
Recall that PAR has a parameter α that affects the contribution of the distance
term in the costs used to partition the graph. In order to understand the effect of
the value α on the solution quality, PAR solved each instance 100 times. We used




) in the interval 0 to 0.1. This interval corresponds to values of
α from 0 to 5, above which the contribution from the term with α, (in (5.2)) was
approximately equal to the sum of the costs of the edges in the network. For larger
values of α, the contribution from this penalty is greater than the sum of the costs
of the edges in the network, and the balance of the actual required workload is no
longer the primary contributing factor to the rebalanced costs. This is undesirable
because running the heuristic with these values produces a partition that effectively
ignores part of the problem structure. In Figure 5.12, we plot the objective value
for the Auckland, New Zealand instance using 10 vehicles for each value of this
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coefficient.
We created our cost function so that a value of α ≈ 1 should produce optimal
results. However, recall that the cost function approximates the number of required
edges in each partition by the average (|ER|/k) even though we expect partitions
farther from the depot to contain fewer edges than those close to the depot. To
account for these deviations we search with equally spaced values in the interval
[.5, 1.5] in PAR.
In order to validate this choice of parameter space, we used the irace soft-
ware package developed in [133]. This software uses an iterated racing algorithm
to produce optimal or near-optimal input values given a parameterized algorithm.
While these experiments produced different values of α (roughly a value of two when
trained on the rectangular instances and between four and five when trained on the
real street networks), we observed only a very small improvement with respect to
the objective function (on average, less than 0.1%), while the performance with re-
spect to the aesthetic metrics degraded substantially. Therefore, we proceeded with
values of α between .5 and 1.5.
For each of the 18 underlying street networks (eight real-world street networks
and 10 artificial rectangular networks), we generate six problem instances for a
total of 108 test instances. These instances are produced by varying the number
of vehicles available in the fleet (3, 5, 10) and the location of the depot (near the
periphery or the vertex closest to the geographic center of the network). In Tables
5.1 - 5.6, we present results produced by RF and PAR on these instances.
Run times for all six categories of test instances were comparable using a
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Macbook Air (2012) with a 1.8GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor. For the 10,
five, and three vehicle instances, PAR had an average run time of 665, 543, and 507
seconds, respectively. RF had an average run time of 653, 472, and 432 seconds,
respectively. We selected a set of values for α that keeps the run times for PAR and
RF nearly equal. During preliminary testing, increasing the number of values for α
had negligible impact on solution quality.
In Tables 5.1-5.6, the columns labeled n and m give the number of vertices
and edges in the network, respectively. In the RF and PAR columns, we report the
absolute performance for
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(a) A set of five visually appealing routes produced by PAR on the R1
instance (the largest of the rectangular instances). The panels on the
left show each of the routes individually, with black edges requiring
service. The panel on the right shows the five routes on the same
graph. The bold lines show route boundaries for customers assigned
to each route.
(b) A set of five visually unappealing routes produced by RF on the
R1 instance. We point out that the area of the graph serviced by (2)
spans the width of the graph, and overlaps the areas serviced by the
other routes. In the right panel, customers served on route (2) are
shown in red.
Figure 5.11: Routes produced by PAR and RF on the R1 instance.
Benavent et al.’s heuristic [121] and our approach for the min-max objective (Objec-
tive). The scores of RF and PAR on the aesthetic metrics are given by the columns
labeled ROI, ATD, and HO. Values for the aesthetic metrics are produced by (5.6),
(5.7), and (5.8). Lower values indicate more visually appealing solutions. The %
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Figure 5.12: Plot of the partitioning approach’s performance for different values of
the coefficient of the distance term for the Auckland instance with 10 vehicles. The
depot is located on the periphery of the graph. Despite the oscillations, it is clear
that there is an optimal search range centered around 0.033. This general shape is
typical of instances where the depot is far from the geographic center of the graph.
Deviation column gives the relative performance of the two heuristics. This per-
centage is generated by 100(P − R)/R where P is the performance of PAR and R
is the performance of RF.
Each table provides results for a particular instance profile (a fixed depot
location and fleet size). Over all instance profiles, PAR performs the best on the 18
instances with the smallest fleet size (k = 3) and with the depot located centrally.
In Table 5.1, for this profile, PAR has a deviation of less than 1% on average
with respect to the objective function. PAR produces the smallest values of ROI and
ATD on all 18 instances, and HO on 17 instances with RF producing the smallest
value of HO on one instance (San Francisco). On average, PAR outperforms RF,
by 63% on ROI, by 17% on ATD, and by 56% on HO.
On average, the results across all four metrics for the five-vehicle instances with
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a central depot location (Table 5.2) are within 10% of the results for the three-vehicle
instances (i.e., PAR outperforms RF by 20.8% in the five-vehicle case as opposed
to 16.9% in the three-vehicle case, and similarly with the other three metrics). The
solutions produced by PAR outperform RF with respect to the min-max objective,
by 0.03% on average. Again, RF does better than PAR on HO for the San Francisco
instance. This is due to the improvement procedures moving a few customers to
routes whose region of responsibility is relatively far from the displaced customers.
The difference between RF and PAR on HO is larger in the case with more vehicles
because HO is measured as a percentage, and the areas of responsibility are smaller
when more vehicles cover the same street network.
With the central 10-vehicle instances (Table 5.3), the effect of increasing the
fleet size begins to become apparent. PAR is consistently at least 2% worse than
the min-max objective performance of RF and averages 4% worse for this profile.
The difference in the performance of PAR as compared to RF on HO decreases from
55.8% (with three vehicles) to 46.3% (with five vehicles) to 30.5% better (with 10
vehicles). For ATD, we observe the opposite trend, with PAR’s advantage growing
with fleet size from 17% (with three vehicles) to 20.8% (with five vehicles) to 27%
better (with 10 vehicles). PAR outperforms RF by approximately 70% on ROI
regardless of fleet size.
For those instances where the depot is located near the edge of the network
(Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6), we see that instances with larger fleet size cause PAR to
perform less favorably than RF. The longer travel distances to and from each of the
partitions means that RF has more opportunities to exploit shortcuts throughout
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the graph than PAR. For each additional vehicle, there is a roughly 1.1% increase
(Figure 5.15) in the difference between RF and PAR with respect to the min-max
objective (0.7% for three vehicles, 4.7% for five vehicles, and 9.1% for 10 vehicles,
on average). Similar trends for ATD and HO hold as in the central depot case.
For ATD, each additional vehicle brings a 2.6% increase in PAR’s advantage while,
for HO, it decreases by 3.2%. As the fleet size increases, and PAR’s compactness
advantage (as measured by ATD) increases, RF’s advantage in geographic overlap
(as measured by HO) is due to the fact that each hull is larger, decreasing the
percentage of overlap. Finally, for ROI, PAR again holds a consistent advantage of
80% over RF regardless of fleet size (89.1% for three vehicles, 82.6% for five vehicles,
and 80.9% for 10 vehicles).
On average, over all instances based on real street networks, RF outperforms
PAR with respect to the min-max objective by 2.36%. PAR outperforms RF by
81.7% on ROI, 22.9% on ATD, and 26.8% on HO. For the rectangular instances,
RF is better than PAR by 4.38% on the min-max objective. PAR is better than RF
by 72.7% on ROI, by 29.6% on ATD, and
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Table 5.1: Solution Quality for Centered Depot Instances with Three Vehicles
RF PAR % Deviation
Instance n m Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO
San Francisco, CA 703 840 13402 .871 1344.36 .184 13696 .174 1198.89 .189 2.2 -80.0 -10.8 3.2
Washington D.C. 593 663 11296 1.611 1553.97 .165 11694 .157 1337.22 .116 3.5 -90.1 -13.9 -29.2
London, UK 855 1004 8511 1.388 943.42 .728 8631 .261 746.84 .301 1.4 -81.1 -20.8 -58.5
Istanbul, TR 693 865 12061 2.329 878.75 .702 12074 .614 770.34 .309 0.1 -73.6 -12.3 -55.8
Perth, AU 532 592 8994 .702 1036.41 .324 9191 .167 823.43 .204 2.2 -76.1 -20.5 -36.9
Auckland, NZ 1209 1297 19817 1.456 1655.70 .408 19844 .132 1599.28 .155 0.1 -90.9 -3.4 -61.9
Helsinki, FI 1310 1540 10183 1.090 882.89 .837 10259 .235 666.47 .394 0.7 -78.4 -24.5 -52.8
Vienna, AT 506 586 4915 1.353 740.64 .521 4886 .169 579.60 .234 -0.5 -87.5 -21.7 -54.9
R1 576 1104 1237 1.451 84.46 .740 1251 .580 66.206 .243 1.1 -60.0 -21.6 -67.0
R2 529 1012 1079 1.618 79.560 .901 1086 .580 61.660 .262 .64 -64.1 -22.4 -70.9
R3 484 924 1021 1.550 68.002 .696 1001 .633 58.830 1.76 -1.9 -59.1 -13.4 -74.7
R4 441 840 949 .861 60.668 .244 954 .530 58.708 .215 .52 -38.4 -3.2 -11.7
R5 400 760 807 1.786 65.908 .872 821 .385 51.339 .227 1.7 -78.4 -22.1 -73.8
R6 361 684 737 1.033 60.214 .683 733 .442 51.541 .245 -.54 -57.1 -14.4 -64.1
R7 324 612 708 1.498 61.262 .821 708 .345 48.594 .204 0.0 -76.9 -20.6 -75.1
R8 289 544 566 1.444 51.362 .645 578 .453 44.500 .216 2.1 -68.5 -13.3 -84.6
R9 256 480 504 1.357 57.157 1.025 511 .394 41.052 .157 1.3 -70.9 -28.1 -84.6
R10 225 420 467 1.365 47.644 .736 460 .470 39.065 .231 -1.4 -65.5 -18.0 -68.6
Average .73 -63.2 -16.9 -55.8
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Table 5.2: Solution Quality for Centered Depot Instances with Five Vehicles
RF PAR % Deviation
Instance n m Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO
San Francisco, CA 703 840 8772 .936 1108.72 .354 9012 .2722 1047.97 .542 2.7 -70.9 -5.4 53.3
Washington D.C. 593 663 7770 1.535 1204.31 .626 7684 .258 1020.80 .424 -1.1 -83.1 -15.2 -32.1
London, UK 855 1004 5484 1.291 755.77 .711 5522 .215 548.23 .499 0.6 -83.3 -27.4 -29.7
Istanbul, TR 693 865 7680 2.777 822.70 1.129 7655 .495 528.67 .574 -0.3 -82.1 -35.7 -49.0
Perth, AU 532 592 6112 1.485 830.07 .706 5921 .117 767.16 .488 -3.1 -92.1 -7.5 -30.8
Auckland, NZ 1209 1297 12711 1.879 1548.49 .911 12629 .142 1305.25 .223 -0.6 -92.4 -15.7 -75.4
Helsinki, FI 1310 1540 6373 1.419 677.10 .790 6467 .238 627.51 .758 1.4 -83.1 -7.3 -4.0
Vienna, AT 506 586 3362 1.741 597.24 .924 3171 .138 429.64 .353 -5.7 -92.0 -28.0 -61.7
R1 576 1104 767 1.190 62.707 1.028 777 .595 50.409 .357 1.3 -50 -19.6 -65.2
R2 529 1012 677 1.699 68.423 1.155 674 .429 45.885 .328 -.43 -74.7 -32.9 -71.5
R3 484 924 636 1.482 54.942 .940 639 .389 43.717 .347 .47 -73.5 -20.4 -63.0
R4 441 840 595 1.512 54.402 .868 608 .600 45.135 .421 2.2 -60.2 -17.0 -51.4
R5 400 760 510 1.761 51.830 1.091 523 .491 39.548 .371 2.5 -72.0 -23.6 -65.9
R6 361 684 463 1.358 50.857 1.149 471 .388 38.288 .340 1.7 -71.4 -24.8 -70.3
R7 324 612 446 1.099 45.943 .604 452 .718 37.698 .437 1.3 -34.6 -17.9 -27.6
R8 289 544 372 1.805 48.718 1.270 379 .409 33.137 .420 1.8 -77.3 -31.9 -66.8
R9 256 480 326 1.199 42.596 .941 325 .561 32.308 .442 -.30 -53.1 -24.3 -52.9
R10 225 420 309 1.260 38.084 .928 293 .356 30.201 2.75 -5.1 -71.7 -20.6 -70.3
Average -.03 -73.2 -20.8 -46.3
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Table 5.3: Solution Quality for Centered Depot Instances with 10 Vehicles
RF PAR % Deviation
Instance n m Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO
San Francisco, CA 703 840 5221 1.650 996.48 1.197 5944 .200 788.78 .895 13.8 -87.8 -20.8 -25.2
Washington D.C. 593 663 6329 1.302 1132.48 1.161 6329 .186 682.37 .572 0 -85.6 -39.7 -50.6
London, UK 855 1004 3274 1.631 571.28 1.222 3352 .207 401.95 .989 2.4 -87.3 -29.6 -19.0
Istanbul, TR 693 865 4403 2.809 631.47 1.770 4577 .666 434.81 1.27 3.9 -76.2 -31.1 -28.0
Perth, AU 532 592 3600 1.497 632.78 1.035 3638 .109 471.25 1.052 1.1 -92.7 -25.5 1.6
Auckland, NZ 1209 1297 7345 2.160 1315.97 1.201 7850 .124 961.61 .846 6.8 -94.2 -26.9 -29.5
Helsinki, FI 1310 1540 3508 1.599 553.96 1.866 3625 .360 505.93 1.356 3.3 -77.4 -8.6 -27.3
Vienna, AT 506 586 1985 1.570 469.58 1.019 2094 .154 345.41 .759 5.4 -90.1 -26.4 -25.5
R1 576 1104 436 1.687 52.822 1.653 464 .524 36.452 .844 6.4 -68.9 -30.9 -48.9
R2 529 1012 373 1.392 45.977 1.459 388 .470 33.586 .931 4.0 -66.1 -26.9 -36.1
R3 484 924 353 1.555 41.231 1.232 370 .414 32.355 .918 4.8 -73.3 -21.5 -25.4
R4 441 840 334 1.496 42.678 1.114 353 .455 32.750 .910 5.6 -69.5 -23.2 -18.3
R5 400 760 290 1.624 38.634 1.385 305 .606 .28.655 .950 5.1 -62.6 -25.8 -31.4
R6 361 684 271 1.540 40.142 1.496 277 .505 28.627 .935 2.2 -67.1 -28.6 -37.4
R7 324 612 259 1.650 36.492 1.405 269 .512 26.527 .967 3.8 -68.9 -27.3 -31.1
R8 289 544 216 1.781 36.880 1.639 220 .441 24.151 .766 1.8 -75.1 -34.5 -53.2
R9 256 480 193 1.304 31.286 1.546 201 .396 22.666 1.120 4.1 -69.5 -27.5 -27.5
R10 225 420 180 1.169 31.066 1.448 188 .410 21.364 .964 4.4 -64.9 -31.2 -33.4
Average 4.4 -76.5 -27.0 -30.3
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Table 5.4: Solution Quality for Edge Depot Instances with Three Vehicles
RF PAR % Deviation
Instance n m Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO
San Francisco, CA 703 840 14658 1.162 1413.46 .762 14657 .319 1237.06 .593 0.0 -72.5 -12.4 -22.2
Washington D.C. 593 663 13417 2.495 1826.16 .692 14060 .126 1370.28 .625 4.8 -94.9 -24.9 -9.7
London, UK 855 1004 100774 1.834 6062.21 1.943 101985 .157 5263.20 1.916 1.2 -91.4 -13.1 -1.4
Istanbul, TR 693 865 12039 3.071 975.54 .969 12094 .511 685.19 .306 0.4 -83.3 -29.7 -68.3
Perth, AU 532 592 9936 1.637 1146.78 .780 10031 .100 832.50 .341 0.9 -93.8 -27.4 -56.2
Auckland, NZ 1209 1297 21043 2.714 1974.675 .919 20686 .044 1474.30 .347 -1.6 -98.3 -25.3 -62.1
Helsinki, FI 1310 1540 10572 2.287 786.30 .963 10720 .256 669.59 .731 1.4 -88.7 -14.8 -24.0
Vienna, AT 506 586 5334 1.793 799.83 .927 5256 .169 549.12 .350 -1.4 -90.5 -31.3 -62.1
R1 576 1104 1293 2.582 90.292 1.140 1295 .406 67.577 .652 .15 -84.2 -25.1 -42.9
R2 529 1012 1120 2.443 89.538 1.482 1146 .549 61.994 .746 2.3 -77.5 -30.7 -49.6
R3 484 924 1078 2.278 70.247 .824 1077 .474 58.438 .785 -.09 -79.1 -16.8 -4.7
R4 441 840 983 2.451 80.789 1.384 1029 .463 59.075 .882 4.6 -81.1 -26.8 -36.2
R5 400 760 828 2.101 73.852 1.068 856 .385 53.067 .717 3.4 -81.6 -28.1 -32.9
R6 361 684 763 1.734 69.635 1.162 804 .406 50.789 1.013 5.3 -76.5 -27.0 -12.7
R7 324 612 728 2.190 64.192 1.135 780 .538 49.139 .771 7.1 -75.4 -27.0 -12.7
R8 289 544 617 2.063 61.582 1.385 644 .371 42.695 .882 4.3 -82.0 -30.6 -36.2
R9 256 480 534 1.707 57.671 1.106 565 .700 45.705 .800 5.8 -58.9 -20.7 -27.6
R10 225 420 497 1.224 51.627 1.112 523 .329 40.274 .752 5.2 -73.0 -21.9 -32.3
Average .71 -89.1 -22.4 -38.3
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Table 5.5: Solution Quality for Edge Depot Instances with Five Vehicles
RF PAR % Deviation
Instance n m Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO
San Francisco, CA 703 840 9444 1.923 1291.42 1.285 10503 .238 1072.13 .930 11.2 -87.6 -17.0 -27.6
Washington D.C. 593 663 9957 2.551 1836.37 1.000 10519 .221 1152.04 1.320 5.6 -91.3 -37.2 31.9
London, UK 855 1004 65097 1.766 5534.69 3.659 65937 .138 4247.41 3.918 1.3 -92.1 -23.2 7.1
Istanbul, TR 693 865 7461 2.822 760.75 1.200 7825 .555 570.10 .622 2.4 -80.3 -25.0 -48.2
Perth, AU 532 592 6886 2.072 940.74 1.236 6895 .234 754.90 1.152 0.1 -88.6 -19.7 -6.8
Auckland, NZ 1209 1297 14053 2.436 1720.00 1.364 13601 .090 1215.47 .840 -3.2 -96.2 -29.3 -38.4
Helsinki, FI 1310 1540 6806 1.883 729.76 1.327 6833 .288 619.77 .875 0.4 -84.6 -15.0 -34.1
Vienna, AT 506 586 3364 1.187 535.65 .824 3551 .217 430.11 .830 5.5 -81.6 -19.7 0.7
R1 576 1104 833 3.060 81.936 2.232 870 .527 49.017 1.352 4.4 -82.7 -40.1 -39.3
R2 529 1012 735 2.539 70.492 1.978 775 .482 47.565 1.535 5.4 -80.9 -32.5 -22.3
R3 484 924 688 2.668 75.445 2.339 735 .426 44.238 1.668 6.8 -84.0 -41.3 -28.6
R4 441 840 648 2.558 69.623 2.359 694 .523 45.843 1.595 7.0 -79.5 -34.1 -32.3
R5 400 760 567 2.703 61.473 1.892 597 .430 40.702 1.507 5.2 -84.0 -33.7 -20.3
R6 361 684 511 2.329 64.217 2.036 555 .603 39.474 1.502 8.6 -74.0 -38.5 -26.2
R7 324 612 504 2.535 54.606 1.987 545 .650 37.524 1.768 8.1 -74.3 -31.2 -11.0
R8 289 544 417 2.575 53.663 2.081 427 .481 32.781 1.328 2.3 -81.3 -38.9 -36.1
R9 256 480 382 2.399 53.366 2.077 404 .638 32.660 1.297 5.7 -73.4 -38.8 -37.5
R10 225 420 344 1.726 48.749 1.738 370 .493 31.203 1.213 7.5 -71.4 -35.9 -30.1
Average 4.7 -82.6 -30.6 -22.1
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Table 5.6: Solution Quality for Edge Depot Instances with 10 Vehicles
RF PAR % Deviation
Instance n m Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO Objective ROI ATD HO
San Francisco, CA 703 840 6086 2.156 1026.72 2.319 6993 .219 881.76 2.35 14.9 -9.0 -14.1 1.3
Washington D.C. 593 663 9446 3.150 1745.94 2.142 9446 .155 654.25 2.50 0 -95.0 -62.5 16.8
London, UK 855 1004 38986 2.261 4839.18 7.904 42003 .207 3470.18 7.898 7.7 -90.8 -28.2 -0.1
Istanbul, TR 693 865 4483 2.792 655.57 2.056 4577 .540 437.92 1.083 2.1 -80.6 -33.1 -47.3
Perth, AU 532 592 4653 2.306 846.17 2.623 4704 .142 529.20 2.392 1.1 -93.8 -37.4 -8.8
Auckland, NZ 1209 1297 8745 3.248 1612.48 2.277 9211 .138 1102.37 1.845 5.3 -95.7 -31.6 -18.9
Helsinki, FI 1310 1540 4013 2.123 607.46 2.541 4279 .346 514.17 2.333 6.6 -83.6 -15.3 -8.2
Vienna, AT 506 586 2338 1.725 481.73 2.196 2492 .165 311.655 1.65 6.5 -90.3 -35.3 -24.7
R1 576 1104 506 3.641 72.713 3.890 543 .600 35.985 3.070 7.3 -83.5 -50.5 -21.0
R2 529 1012 447 2.895 65.440 3.674 484 .490 33.997 2.965 8.2 -83.0 -48.0 -19.3
R3 484 924 427 3.007 60.911 3.916 474 .611 33.827 4.030 11.0 -79.6 -44.4 2.9
R4 441 840 403 3.100 62.293 3.898 446 .520 32.924 3.234 10.6 -83.2 -47.1 -17.0
R5 400 760 355 3.237 58.904 3.412 391 .537 30.053 3.005 10.1 -83.3 -48.9 -11.9
R6 361 684 320 2.803 55.315 3.692 373 .541 28.309 3.503 16.5 -80.6 -48.8 -5.1
R7 324 612 319 3.652 54.247 4.643 354 .462 27.790 3.195 10.9 -87.3 -48.7 -31.1
R8 289 544 272 2.852 48.756 4.134 312 .508 24.153 2.986 14.7 -82.1 -51.4 -27.7
R9 256 480 251 2.367 47.416 3.286 288 .496 23.317 2.575 14.7 -79.0 -50.8 -21.6
R10 225 420 230 2.232 46.049 3.276 266 .516 22.869 3.339 15.6 -76.8 -50.3 1.9
Average 9.11 -80.9 -41.4 -13.3
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by 38.6% on HO. This suggests that PAR would be preferable to use on those
instances where planners place a value on the aesthetic quality of their routes.
Over all the instances, the results produced by RF are better than those pro-
duced by PAR on the min-max objective. PAR produces better results on the
separation and compactness metrics. In Figures 5.13 and 5.14, we show why this is
the case. In the solutions produced by RF, adjacent edges are serviced by different
vehicles frequently. This causes an increase in ROI since the common endpoint will
be counted multiple times. In addition, each route contains edges that are spread
out through the graph leading to a suboptimal ATD. Contrast this situation to
Figure 5.14 which shows the partition for the same instance used to generate the
solution in PAR.
We see that partitions farther from the depot (in the bottom left corner) are
noticeably smaller than those close to the depot. Also, there is almost no route
overlap between service zones.
In Figures 5.15-5.18, we summarize the relationship between fleet size and the
four recorded metrics (i.e., the objective function and the three aesthetic metrics).
We see two important trends in the results. First, the difference between the two
heuristics appears to grow linearly as a function of the fleet size. We suspect this is
the case because, for each trip to and from a partition of the graph, PAR prevents
the route from servicing customers who may lie on or close to the path. Since
there are 2k paths for a fleet size of k (one to the partition, and one returning for
each route) we expect that this disadvantage will increase linearly. Second, we see
that the line for the centrally located depots is completely beneath the line for the
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peripherally located depots. The routes to and from the depot will be longer relative
to the sizes of the partitions (or the average load of each vehicle) and, therefore,
will lead to a greater difference in the objective function values. It is worth noting
that these differences are not seen in the aesthetic metrics because they are already
normalized to adjust for the number of routes.
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we developed a cluster-first, route-second heuristic (PAR) for
solving the MMKWRPP. PAR produced routes with very appealing visual quali-
ties with only a small increase in the objective function (about 3% on average) as
compared to the route-first heuristic (RF).
In the future, it would be interesting to incorporate the aesthetic metrics into
the construction or improvement of the routes directly, rather than just measure it
in the analysis of the performance of the algorithms. In particular, an approach that
includes aesthetic metrics in the calculation of savings to constrain moves made in
the improvement and perturbation phases of a traditional algorithm would avoid
the computational burden of repeatedly evaluating route-structure metrics (ROI is
O(n), ATD is O(n2)). For ROI and ATD, individual moves only have local effects
on the value of these two metrics and marginal costs can be used. The next step
would be to incorporate these aesthetic measures in a multiobjective function that
could be tuned to express the relative preferences of the planner.
Although we have proposed a method for generating routes that conform to the
notions of quality in the aesthetic metrics, it is not clear that these metrics actually
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Figure 5.13: One of the solutions generated by RF. Each color corresponds to a
single route in the solution. Required edges are colored according to which route
services them. Although edges that are not required are not depicted, the underlying
network is the filled-in grid. The circled areas violate some of the visual qualities of
a good route. For example, multiple trucks are servicing a small, compact region of
the network. The list on the right specifies which routes service customers in each
of the circled regions.
Figure 5.14: The partition for one solution produced by PAR. Each area enclosed by
the bold lines corresponds to a single route in the solution. Each vehicle is assigned
the customers in one of these regions.
capture the intuitions they were designed to represent. Each metric has a central
motivating principle. However, for a given visual quality, there are obviously many
ways of attempting to measure it (e.g., ROI and HO for non-overlapping routes).
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Figure 5.15: Average objective value deviation plotted against the fleet size of the
problem instance. Averages are calculated over the 18 instances shown in Tables
5.1 - 5.6. The equation for the trend line is displayed along with its R2 value.
Figure 5.16: Average ROI deviation plotted against the fleet size of the problem
instance.
Since the goal is to create routes that would be implemented by a distribution
manager, it would be helpful to see how well these metrics match the evaluations of
managers. It would be worthwhile to conduct a survey of managers to investigate
which metrics correspond to their subjective evaluations of different routing plans.
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Figure 5.17: Average ATD deviation plotted against the fleet size of the problem
instance.
Figure 5.18: Average HO deviation plotted against the fleet size of the problem
instance.
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Chapter 6: Aesthetic Considerations for the Min-Max K-Windy Ru-
ral Postman Problem
6.1 Introduction
Classical routing problems, with objective functions based only on costs or
travel distances, produce solutions that are good with respect to the length of the
routes but may not be visually appealing. The aesthetic quality of routes is a
feature of route planning that is important in the real world since clients sometimes
reject optimal solutions provided by optimization algorithms because “they don’t
look nice”. Several practitioners [111] have pointed out that the visual appeal of a
proposed set of routes can have a strong influence on the willingness of a client to
accept or reject a specific routing plan. Then we could ask: Is it possible to obtain
near-optimal solutions that look nicer? And, what is a “nice looking” solution?
For example, in Figure 6.1, we show examples of visually appealing and unap-
pealing routes. The network in (a) has visually appealing routes in which regions of
service are compact and separated. Edge color corresponds to a specific route. We
see that edges of the same color are clustered together and do not overlap. A set
of visually unappealing routes is shown in (b). The routes overlap significantly and
each visits nodes and edges that are spread throughout the graph. Panels (c) and




Figure 6.1: Examples of visually appealing and unappealing routes
For Arc Routing Problems, these issues have received relatively little atten-
tion in the literature. With respect to visually appealing routes, the most important
contribution in the context of this work is due to Constantino et al. [112], where
the authors develop several aesthetic metrics, which they refer to as “nice” solution
measures. They then study the Mixed Capacitated Arc Routing Problem (MCARP)
and two additional variants. The first one is the Non-Overlapping MCARP (NOM-
CARP), where the objective function is to minimize the aesthetic metric value. The
second is the Bounded Overlapping MCARP (BCARP), where a hard constraint
puts a threshold on the maximum aesthetic metric value of feasible solutions, and
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the min-max objective function is used. A MIP and heuristic approach are developed
for solving the BCARP.
Most relevant to our work in this chapter is the procedure for the the Min-
Max K-vehicles Windy Rural Postman Problem (MMKWRPP) in [134]. Given
a windy graph with a subset of required edges, the MMKWRPP seeks to find a
set of K routes such that each required edge is traversed by at least one vehicle
and the cost of the route with maximum cost is minimized. The heuristic in [134]
uses an iterative coarsening graph partitioning algorithm from the METIS graph
partitioning library [128, 129] to determine the customers assigned to each vehicle.
METIS is an open source C library for graph or mesh partitioning released by
the University of Minnesota. Since the algorithms contained in the library produce
partitions of equal weight, we create a weighting function that will result in balanced
routes. The weighting function used as input to the partitioning algorithm takes
into account distance from the depot, distance from other customers, and known
deadheading requirements. Customers farther from the depot receive higher weights
because it is anticipated that servicing them will incur more deadheading. The
approach produces initial solutions by using the WRPP heuristic from [122] to route
each of the partitions. A set of local search operators is then used to improve the
solution by moving customers both between routes and by swapping their position
within a route. In order to preserve the visual appeal of the solution, weights and
thresholds are used during the improvement phase to prevent significant degradation
of the aesthetic quality of the routes.
In this chapter, we consider the MMKWRPP and we study several ways of
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incorporating aesthetic measures in the problem. We study this problem because it
is a very general arc routing problem. Unlike [134], we consider a model in which
both visual quality and cost are included in the objective function. This is the
reason why we call the problem the “Multi-Objective Aesthetic MMKWRPP”.
Multi-objective optimization is an active field of research, especially for op-
erations research applications like sensor networks [135–137], where the competing
objectives are often unrelated, (e.g., coverage, energy consumption of the sensor
topology, and network lifetime). Multiple objective functions have also received
increased attention in recent years for vehicle routing problems [138, 139], often to
explore the tradeoff between cost, fleet size, deviation from a steady plan, route
balance, etc. [140,141] and to handle variants with time windows [141–143].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we
present the pure MMKWRPP and an integer programming formulation for it. We
review several different aesthetic metrics used in the literature and we focus on two
of them particularly suitable for our problem. In Section 6.2, we propose different
formulations incorporating these aesthetic measures to the MMKWRPP and we
check these models on a set of small-size randomly generated instances. From that
discussion, we select a model with a bi-objective function corresponding to what
we call the Multi-Objective Aesthetic MMKWRPP. In Section 6.3, we describe a
heuristic algorithm that aims to produce visually appealing MMKWRPP solutions
of good quality. The computational results presented in Section 6.4 prove that the
heuristic obtains quite good solutions on the set of small instances compared with
the exact algorithm and we present its performance on a set of large-size instances
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taken from benchmark instances for the MMKWRPP. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.5.
6.2 The Problem
The Min-Max K-vehicles Windy RPP can be defined as follows. Let G =
(V,E) be an undirected and connected graph, where V is the set of vertices and
E the set of edges. Let cij, cji be the two traversal costs associated with each edge
(i, j) ∈ E, one for each direction of traversal, and ER ⊂ E a set of edges that must
be served (required edges). We denote the depot by v1 ∈ V , and let K be a fixed
number of vehicles. The goal is to find a set of K routes (closed walks starting and
ending at the depot) such that each required edge is traversed by at least one vehicle
and the cost of the route with maximum cost is minimized.
The MMKWRPP was first studied in [119,144], where a polyhedral study was
presented and a branch-and-cut algorithm capable of solving instances with up to
50 vertices, 100 edges, and 4 vehicles was proposed. Later, in [120], a branch-price-
and-cut algorithm solving instances with up to 6 vehicles was presented. Both exact
algorithms make use of a metaheuristic algorithm that had been described in [121].
The MMKWRPP (see [119]) can be formulated with the following variables:
• for each edge e = (i, j) ∈ E, the variables xkij, xkji represent the number of
times edge e is traversed by vehicle k from i to j or from j to i, respectively,
• for each required edge e ∈ ER, variable yke takes value 1 if edge e is serviced
by the vehicle k and 0 otherwise, and
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• a variable z representing the cost of the maximum cost route.
Given a subset S ⊆ V , we denote E(S) = {(i, j) ∈ E : i ∈ S, j ∈ S}, ER(S) =
























≤ z ∀k=1, . . . , K (6.1)
K∑
k=1
yke = 1, ∀e∈ER (6.2)
xkij + x
k
ji ≥ yke ∀e = (i, j)∈ER and ∀k=1, . . . , K (6.3)∑
(i,j)∈δ(i)
(xkij − xkji) = 0, ∀i∈V and ∀k=1, . . . , K (6.4)
xk(δ(S)) ≥ 2yke , ∀S⊂V \{1}, ∀e∈ER(S), ∀k=1, . . . , K (6.5)
xkij, x
k
ji ≥ 0 and integer ∀(i, j) ∈ E, ∀k=1, . . . , K (6.6)
yke ∈ {0, 1} ∀e∈ER ∀k=1, . . . , K. (6.7)
Inequalities (6.1) imply that the maximum cost vehicle route is minimized.
Equations (6.2) ensure that each required edge is serviced by exactly one vehicle
and traversing inequalities (6.3) force a vehicle to traverse the edges it services.
Symmetry equations (6.4) force each vehicle route to be symmetric, while connec-
tivity inequalities (6.5) ensure that each vehicle route connects the edges it services
and the depot.
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As noted in the introduction, solutions for the above model can be unsatisfac-
tory in terms of aesthetic criteria. With the goal of improving the solutions from
an aesthetic point of view, we will incorporate some constraints to the previous
formulation or modify its objective function.
Several metrics have been proposed for measuring the visual quality of a route.
A summary of these measures is given in Table 6.1. Most of these metrics em-
phasize several key attributes of aesthetically appealing routes. They encourage
non-overlapping, compact, contiguous routes. Together, these properties tend to
produce plans that are both efficient (in terms of distance) and driver-friendly, and
allow last-minute adjustments (cancellations or urgent service calls which require
an online response) to be made without significantly disturbing the routes or the
drivers.
Of all the metrics shown in Table 6.1, in this chapter we consider two of them.
The first one is the Routes Overlapping Index (ROI), proposed by Constantino et
al. [112], which counts the number of nodes that are visited by more than one route:
ROI =





|V | − 1)2 − |V |
, (6.8)






i , where n
k
i takes value 1 if vertex
i belongs to route k. . The second measure we will study, also proposed in [112], is







e1,e2∈ER served by k de1e2
|taskpairs|
, (6.9)




Nh Number of vertices in the convex hull of multiple routes
[115,131]
CLP The crossing length percentage. Crossing points within the context of a single route
are identified. Each crossing point divides the route into two cycles. The minimum
length of the two is defined as the crossing length of the crossing point. The CLP is
the sum of the crossing lengths divided by the length of the route.
[113]
Ao Average number of outliers on a route, where outlier is defined as vertices closer to
the center of a route they are not on.
[115]
Nm Number of vertices closer to another route’s median (the vertex that minimizes the





where AvgDistance and AvgMaxDistance are the average distance
between consecutive customers, and the average distance restricted to the greatest








− 1, where |Ô| and |O| are the number of customers closer to another
route’s center (of gravity) and the number of customers on the route, respectively.













, where NC is the number of crossings within a route. [114]






|V | − 1)2 − |V |
, where K is the number of





i , where n
k
i takes value 1 if vertex i belongs to route k.
[112]




a,b served by k Distab
|taskpairs|
, where |taskpairs| =
|ER| ∗ (|ER| −K)
2K
is the approximate average number of tasks assigned to each route.
[112]
CI The connectivity index.
CC
K
, where CC is the number of connected components of
the required edges in the candidate solution.
[112]








convex(k) is the convex hull of the vertices in route k and intersec(H1, H2) is the
area of the intersection between hulls H1 and H2.
[134]
Table 6.1: Metrics for assessing the visual quality of routes.
required edges e1 and e2, and |taskpairs| =
|ER| ∗ (|ER| −K)
2K
is an estimate of the
average number of pairs of required edges in a single route.
The measures in Table 6.1 fall into several categories. The first category uses
convex hulls to measure route overlap. A second uses proximity to route centers (i.e.,
medians or geographic centers) to measure compactness. However, there are clear
instances where aesthetically good routes can perform poorly according to these
measures (e.g., routes that are nested circles). ROI does not have this problem. A
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third category uses route crossings (places where a route intersects with itself) to
assess visual quality. These measures are better-suited to node routing applications
where travel between nodes is abstracted as straight lines between nodes. Since we
are interested in solving problems over street networks, these crossings can depend
on how the (potentially same) network is represented. For example, simplifications
which do not change distances or connectivity can change the number or location
of crossings. The last category uses deadheading time to measure compactness. We
select one of these to study (ATD).
In the following section, we study several ways of incorporating these ROI and
ATD metrics to the previous formulation of the MMKWRPP.
6.3 Incorporating Aesthetic Metrics
A metric similar to the ROI can be incorporated into the formulation as follows.
Let VR be the set of vertices in V \ {v1} incident with a required edge, and let
VNR = V \ {VR ∪{v1}}. For each i ∈ V \ {v1}, k = 1, . . . , K, we define the variables
wki =

1 if vertex i is visited by route k,
0 otherwise,
and add the following constraints to the formulation:
wki ≤ xk(δ+(i)) ≤Mwki , ∀i ∈ V \ {v1}, k = 1, . . . , K.
We also define, ∀i ∈ VNR, the variable w̄i as the number of routes that visit






wki − 1 ∀i ∈ VNR.










Note that RO = NO − |V | is proportional to the ROI defined in (6.8). We
have incorporated the RO measure to the MMKWRPP formulation in three different
ways, producing three different models that will be called M1, M2, and M3.
Model M1 incorporates the following constraint:
RO ≤ ROcrit,
where ROcrit is the maximum number of overlapping vertices that we allow the
solution to contain. In order to decide the value of ROcrit for a given instance, we
solve the MMKWRPP, calculate the number of overlapping vertices in the optimal
solution, and divide this number by 2. If model M1 is infeasible for this value of
ROcrit, we increase it iteratively until a feasible solution is obtained.
In Model M2 we change the objective function to
min RO
and add the following constraint to the formulation
z ≤ (1 + pz)zopt,
where zopt is the length of the longest route in the optimal MMKWRPP solution
and 0 ≤ pz ≤ 1 is a parameter representing the maximum increase allowed for z.
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Model M3 uses a multi-objective function:
min αz + (1− α) RO zopt
ROcrit
where zopt and ROcrit are calculated as in models M2 and M1, respectively, and
α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter. Note that if the values of z and RO are similar to zopt and
ROcrit, respectively, then both terms in the objective function are of comparable
magnitude and therefore α represents the relative weight of each objective.
After some computational tests, we observed that:
• The aesthetic quality of the solutions of Model M1 depends strongly on the
value of ROcrit and obtaining an appropriate value is not trivial.
• While zopt for Model M2 is easy to obtain for small and medium size instances
(we can solve the MMKWRPP efficiently), this model was harder to solve
than the other models.
Therefore we chose to work with model M3.
In order to evaluate the effect of α, we have used model M3 to solve an instance
based on part of the street network of Paris, with 2, 3, and 4 vehicles. This Paris
instance has 83 vertices and 86 edges, 44 of which are required. Table 6.2 shows
the values of z and RO obtained with different values of α with the branch-and-cut
algorithm described in [144] and adapted to model M3. All of the values, except the
ones marked with an asterisk, correspond to optimal solutions.
The case α = 1 corresponds to the pure MMKWRPP objective and does not
take into account the value of RO. Whereas the opposite case, α = 0, produces
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K=2 K=3 K=4
α Z RO Z RO Z RO
1 2245 3 1651 15 1403* 23*
0.99 2245 2 1651 13 1403* 16*
0.9 2245 2 1767 5 1413 15
0.75 2472 1 1767 5 1413 15
0.5 2472 1 2245 2 1767 6
0.25 3926 0 2245 2 2245 3
0.1 3926 0 3926 1 2245 3
0.01 3926 0 3926 1 3926 2
0 4595 0 4121 1 5097 2
Table 6.2: Effect of parameter α on Paris instance
solutions with very low values of RO but at the expense of very long routes. Note
that optimizing only the RO value (i.e., α = 0) is not very meaningful from a
practical perspective. This is because any solution that only uses a single vehicle will
completely avoid overlap. Furthermore, there is no incentive to minimize the length
of this route because it has no impact on RO. While we ensure that every vehicle
is used, this does not help avoid the issue. For example, if there are two vehicles,
a solution where one vehicle services a single customer and the other services every
other customer is likely to minimize RO, regardless of how many other customers
there are. Figure 6.2 provides a concrete example of this. The route of each vehicle
is depicted with a different color. Solid lines represent arcs that are served, while
dotted lines are arcs traversed in deadheading. It shows an optimal solution to the
Paris instance with a fleet size of 2 when α = 0. The routes are very unbalanced
(one costs 570, another costs 4595). In addition, the longer route is not the least




































































































































































































































Figure 6.2: Optimal solution of Paris instance with K = 2 and α = 0
no contribution of cost to the objective function, this inefficiency does not affect the
quality of the solution.
If we consider, for example, the case with three vehicles, we can see that the
length of the longest route varies from 1651, when α = 1, to 4121, when α = 0
and we only minimize the number of overlapping vertices. Note that the solutions
in these cases are dominated by other solutions obtained with different values of
α. In between these extreme values, we can find solutions with a better balance
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Figure 6.3: Pareto front of Paris instance with RO
between the maximum length and the routes overlapping that could be considered
more appealing from a practical point of view.
The effect of α in the optimal solution can also be appreciated on the Pareto
fronts depicted in Figure 6.3. Each point on the curve represents a solution for
which it is impossible to improve either objective (z or RO) without decreasing
performance with respect to the other.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(d) α = 0.01
Figure 6.4: Optimal solutions of Paris instance with K = 3 and different values of
α
vehicles and four different values of α. As before, the route of each vehicle is depicted
with a different color. Solid lines represent arcs that are served, while dotted lines are
arcs traversed in deadheading. The solution corresponding to α = 0.99 has RO=13
and the lengths of the three routes are 1651, 1638, and 1527. When α = 0.9, RO=5
and the lengths are 1767, 1604, and 1585. For α = 0.5 we have RO=2 and lengths
2245, 1723, and 570. Finally, for α = 0.01, RO=1 and the lengths are 3926, 570, and
229. As expected, the lower the value of RO, the greater the length of the longest
route (which causes the routes to be more unbalanced).
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However, this expression is not linear. In order to linearize it, we need to add
more variables and constraints to the formulation. For each pair of required edges





, tke1e2 ≤ y
k
e2
, and tke1e2 ≥ y
k
e1
+ yke2 − 1.











Note that this implies adding |K||ER|2 variables and 3|K||ER|2 constraints to
the ILP. Therefore, the problem becomes harder to solve than the one using the RO
metric. Hence, we have studied the use of the ATD metric only in a multi-objective
model similar to model M3, with the objective function
min αz + (1− α)ATD zopt
ATDest
,
where ATDest is an estimate of ATD obtained from the solution of the MMKWRPP.
As with RO, in order to evaluate the effect of α in the multi-objective model
with the ATD metric, we have solved an instance based on part of the street network
of San Francisco, with 2, 3, and 4 vehicles. This San Francisco instance has 52
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K=2 K=3 K=4
α Z ATD Z ATD Z ATD
1 1824 103.74 1243 93.78 1031* 92.14*
0.99 1824 103.74 1243 90.70 1031 89.67
0.9 1824 103.74 1243 90.70 1031 89.67
0.75 1876 91.08 1243 90.70 1031 89.67
0.5 1876 91.08 1243 90.70 1135 71.14
0.25 1876 91.08 1326 85.62 1155 69.22
0.1 1876 91.08 2073 77.75 1248 67.17
0.01 1876 91.08 2073 77.75 1406 66.10
0 4151 91.08 5722 77.75 7824 66.10
Table 6.3: Effect of parameter α on San Francisco instance
vertices and 55 edges, 29 of which are required. The values of z and ATD obtained
are shown in Table 6.3. All of the values, except the one marked with an asterisk,
correspond to optimal solutions. Figure 6.5 shows the associated Pareto fronts. As
with the RO metric, the solutions corresponding to the extreme values of α are
dominated.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the effect of α in the San Francisco instance. The solution
associated with α = 0.99 has ATD=89.67 and route lengths 1031, 1016, 1013, and
991, while the one corresponding to α = 0.01 has ATD=66.10 and lengths 1406,
1178, 825, and 716. Note that the routes obtained with α = 0.01 seem to be more
compact since they serve edges that are closer to each other.
It is interesting to note that the RO value of the solution with α = 0.01 is 10,
while the RO of the other one, which has a bigger ATD, is 9. Therefore, we decided
to compare the visual effect of these two metrics. After observing the solutions
obtained for several instances, we noticed that the difference in the effect of RO and
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Figure 6.5: Pareto front of San Francisco instance with ATD
ATD was influenced by the topology of the instance graphs. Therefore, we decided
to study this effect on instances based on a grid graph and generated as follows: V
is defined by all the vertices in a r × s grid and the depot is chosen among them
randomly. E contains all the edges joining adjacent vertices in the grid (vertically
and horizontally), and some “diagonal” edges randomly chosen. The cost of each
edge is calculated as the Euclidean distance between its endnodes multiplied by a





































































































































































































































































































(b) α = 0.01
Figure 6.6: Optimal solutions of San Francisco instance with K = 4 and different
values of α
as required with probability p ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}. Table 6.4 gives the characteristics
of the generated instances, where, for example, the instance Grid 7 4 3 has been
generated on a 7× 4 grid and p = 0.3.
After comparing the solutions obtained using both RO and ATD, we observed
that the two metrics produced solutions that are different but it was not possible
to conclude that one metric is better than the other with respect to aesthetic con-
siderations. See Figure 6.7, for example. In this figure, the routes of the solution
obtained considering the RO metric do not overlap, while the arcs serviced by the
routes in the other solution define a more compact region (although the full routes,
including deadheading, are not very compact). The solution on the left has RO=7,
ATD=134.9, and route lengths 1980 (blue), 1484 (red), and 2008 (green), while the
one on the right has RO=15, ATD=91.4, and route lengths 2005 (blue), 1963 (red),
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Instance |V | |E| |ER|
Grid 5 5 3 25 50 24
Grid 5 5 5 25 50 30
Grid 5 5 7 25 50 38
Grid 6 5 3 30 63 25
Grid 6 5 5 30 63 34
Grid 6 5 7 30 63 45
Grid 7 4 3 28 57 24
Grid 7 4 5 28 57 32
Grid 7 4 7 28 57 41
Grid 7 6 3 42 94 34
Grid 7 6 5 42 94 48
Grid 7 6 7 42 94 65
Table 6.4: Characteristics of the Grid instances
and 1987 (green). It should be clear that both solutions are aesthetically appealing.
6.4 Heuristic
We now review the heuristic from Lum et al. [134] and describe the modifica-
tions used to improve its performance on the multi-objective problem. This heuristic
assigns a score to each customer according to the following formula:
bij =






(1 + bij) ∗ cij + α ∗
2 ∗min{Dist(0, i),Dist(0, j)}
|ER|
K
+ minReqDist(i, j) ∀(i, j) ∈ ER
0 otherwise
(6.11)
where α is a parameter that affects the distance penalty relative to the original edge
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5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24
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Figure 6.7: RO (left) vs ATD (right) solutions for the instance Grid 7 4 5 with
α = 0.75
cost, and minReqDist((i, j)) is a function that generates the shortest distance from
(i, j) to any other edge in ER.
The first term in cnewij penalizes edges in the graph that will have to be traversed
multiple times (deadheaded) in the final solution, where cij is the original cost of
(i, j) in G. The deadhead algorithm is a preprocessor that identifies edges in the
final solution that will have to be traversed multiple times. The second term in cnewij
penalizes each partition by the distance to the depot. The intuition is that |ER|/K
estimates the number of edges in each partition. The factor of two incorporates the
path to and from the partition. If the number of required edges in each partition is
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nearly equal, a value of α near 1 should produce good results. Finally, the last term
in cnewij penalizes each required edge by the minimum distance required to reach
another required edge (or the depot). After servicing a street, a vehicle will need to
travel at least this distance to continue the route.
The METIS graph partitioning open source software is then used to assign
customers to vehicle routes. A heuristic from Benavent et al. for the single vehicle
WRPP [122] is then used to determine the route of each vehicle. The routes are
then improved using three single route improvement procedures, as well as three
multi-route improvement procedures organized according to a procedure outlined
in [121]. The improvement procedures swap strings of customers and determine the
optimal direction of traversal for each of the customers.
We now explain the changes made to the algorithm to improve its performance
for the multi-objective problem. The first modification is to the multi-route improve-
ment procedures. Previously, moves were made based on a cost savings calculation
that only included the effect on the min-max objective function and, therefore, it
was appropriate to only consider moving customers from the longest route onto oth-
ers. (Every other move would have a savings of zero). In the multi-objective setting,
we alter the procedures to consider the weighted multi-objective function and now
consider moves between all pairs of routes.
The second modification we make adds a perturbation procedure to the im-
provement phase of the heuristic. Once we have completed an iteration of local











), where Rk is the set of vertices visited by vehicle k in the current work-
ing solution. This is simply the center of mass if each node on the route is a point
mass. A new set of route centers is calculated by rotating each point by a fixed
angle. Each customer is then assigned to the new center point closest to it and the
local search operators are executed to improve this solution. This loop is repeated
for a fixed number of iterations (10, in our case). The angle of rotation is chosen
so that each center makes a full rotation in the course of the improvement phase
(i.e., 36 degrees). This is depicted in Figure 6.8. The route rotation perturbation
procedure operates directly on the geographic centers of the routes. The figure is
an example of a two-vehicle problem. The solid roads connect customers assigned
to one route, and the dotted roads connect customers assigned to the second route.
Before each rotation, the centers of each route are computed (depicted by the stars).
These are rotated and customers are reassigned to the closest center.
This second modification is inspired by the work of Tang and Miller-Hooks,
who introduce the median of a tour (the vertex that minimizes the maximum dis-
tance to any other vertex on the tour) and give several metrics for compactness and
overlap [117]. They propose the total number of vertices closer to another route’s
median (similar to Poot’s measure [115], but substituting the location of the me-
dian for the geographic center). The authors show that if every node is closer to
its route’s median than any of the other medians, then their convex hulls will not
overlap. An example is shown in Figure 6.9. In (a), there are three routes. The
red vertices are the medians of each route. Every vertex is closer to its own route
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Figure 6.8: The route rotation perturbation procedure.
median than any of the other medians. The convex hulls of the routes do not overlap
at all. In (b), the two white vertices are closer to the median of another route. The
convex hulls of the routes are overlapping. We take this as a proxy for a set of routes
having good aesthetic qualities.
Figure 6.9: An example illustrating the result of Tang and Miller-Hooks [117].
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6.5 Computational Results
In this section we present some results for both the exact and heuristic meth-
ods. We first compare results using RO versus ATD in the objective function of the
exact approach. We show that using RO allows us to solve more instances and get
closer to optimality, when we cannot solve the problem exactly. Then, we compare
the heuristic approach to the exact approach on a series of smaller test instances.
Finally, we show the scalability of the heuristic approach by solving a series of large
test instances.
Table 6.5 shows the results obtained with the branch-and-cut algorithms for
Model M3 with RO and with ATD on the set of randomly generated instances
described in Table 6.4. The results associated with instances of the same size have
been grouped together and shown in each block of the table. Each row corresponds
to a different value of α ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.99} and gives the number
of optimal solutions found out of three and the average gap of the unsolved instances
for the two models and for two, three, and four vehicles. The exact algorithm was
coded in C++ and ran on a Intel i7-4770 machine with 32GB RAM using Cplex
12.6. The time limit was set to two hours.
We can observe that almost all the instances with two vehicles have been solved
to optimality with both models, as well as many of the instances with three vehicles
associated with the small and medium size instances. This is not the case with four
vehicles, where the branch-and-cut algorithms have not been able to solve medium
and large size instances optimally. The tendency that branch-and-cut algorithms
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K=2 K=3 K=4
RO ATD RO ATD RO ATD
Inst. α Opt Gap Opt Gap Opt Gap Opt Gap Opt Gap Opt Gap
0.01 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 9.3 3 - 2 35.7
0.1 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 11.9 3 - 2 43.2
0.25 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 17.6 1 2.0 2 33.3
5 5 0.5 3 - 3 - 2 1.5 2 12.9 1 12.3 2 29.4
0.75 3 - 3 - 2 2.6 2 6.3 0 9.1 1 9.2
0.9 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 3.4 1 5.6 2 7.0
0.99 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 0.3 2 0.3 2 0.4
0.01 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 27.7 2 3.8 2 53.9
0.1 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 22.5 2 5.0 2 42.5
0.25 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 24.3 1 5.7 1 26.1
7 4 0.5 3 - 3 - 2 3.7 2 15.4 0 9.8 1 16.9
0.75 3 - 3 - 1 5.5 2 5.4 0 7.6 1 11.0
0.9 3 - 3 - 1 3.9 3 - 0 6.8 1 6.6
0.99 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 - 1 5.3 2 6.4
0.01 3 - 3 - 2 3.6 1 22.9 0 3.6 1 55.3
0.1 3 - 3 - 2 2.8 1 19.8 0 7.6 1 44.9
0.25 3 - 3 - 2 10.2 1 20.0 0 11.6 1 42.0
6 5 0.5 3 - 3 - 2 9.0 1 14.0 0 14.5 1 26.8
0.75 3 - 3 - 1 5.1 2 6.3 0 12.8 1 15.2
0.9 3 - 3 - 1 3.6 2 2.8 0 6.4 2 7.6
0.99 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 3.2 2 2.0
0.01 1 2.4 3 - 0 3.4 0 51.7 0 21.3 0 72.4
0.1 3 - 3 - 0 4.2 0 50.2 0 12.7 0 62.5
0.25 3 - 2 5.6 0 7.2 0 42.4 0 14.5 0 57.0
7 6 0.5 3 - 2 4.4 0 8.7 0 28.4 0 24.5 0 36.5
0.75 3 - 2 2.9 0 10.6 0 16.8 0 20.2 0 21.9
0.9 3 - 2 2.2 1 11.0 1 8.5 0 18.9 0 11.4
0.99 3 - 2 0.3 1 2.2 1 1.2 0 10.6 1 6.3




alfa Z RO ATD Time Z RO ATD Time
5 5
0.01 2607.7 0.3 122.9 2.2 2485.7 4.0 113.0 6.9
0.1 2607.7 0.3 122.9 2.3 2361.7 3.3 113.4 8.6
0.25 2607.7 0.3 122.9 2.8 2288.3 3.0 114.2 15.7
0.5 2607.7 0.3 122.9 4.1 2288.3 3.3 114.2 16.5
0.75 2360.0 1.0 116.8 6.2 2288.3 3.0 114.2 21.6
0.9 2298.3 1.3 114.3 8.9 2194.7 5.3 150.5 33.5
0.99 2185.0 6.0 179.2 8.6 2180.7 8.7 178.7 37.2
7 4
0.01 3121.7 0.3 180.8 9.9 2597.7 3.7 118.9 5.5
0.1 3121.7 0.3 180.8 4.4 2597.7 4.3 118.9 7.4
0.25 3121.7 0.3 180.8 3.3 2514.0 4.0 119.8 10.5
0.5 2768.7 1.0 153.8 12.0 2459.3 4.0 121.3 19.8
0.75 2429.0 1.7 125.8 12.2 2410.0 5.7 129.4 41.5
0.9 2429.0 1.7 125.8 19.4 2405.3 6.7 132.2 90.8
0.99 2395.7 4.7 162.4 17.9 2390.3 7.3 158.8 136.0
6 5
0.01 3232.7 0.3 182.6 7.6 2745.3 5.3 131.2 18.9
0.1 3232.7 0.3 182.6 7.0 2726.7 5.3 131.3 36.0
0.25 3232.7 0.3 182.6 8.9 2560.0 4.3 133.5 54.4
0.5 2688.0 1.0 157.1 19.9 2449.0 4.0 138.7 93.4
0.75 2570.7 1.3 148.2 35.4 2434.0 4.7 142.3 75.2
0.9 2453.3 2.0 147.5 25.2 2404.7 5.7 155.4 89.9
0.99 2398.3 4.3 166.3 18.4 2394.3 6.7 175.4 82.9
Table 6.6: Comparison of multi-objective models with RO and ATD for optimally
solved Grid instances with K=2
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tend to have difficulty handling larger fleet sizes is commonly observed [145, 146],
and seen for the MMKWRPP without any aesthetic considerations [119]. It is
interesting to note that, while branch-and-cut for model M3 with ATD solves a few
more instances to optimality than with RO (155 against 151), the average gaps for
the unsolved instances are much greater for the ATD measure. Observe also that the
instances seem to be easier for extreme values of α than for the intermediate ones,
which are the ones that balance the length of the longest route and the aesthetic
measures.
In order to compare the different results obtained with RO and ATD measures
on optimal solutions, in Table 6.6 we report the detailed results for the instances
for which the optimal solution was found by both models for all the values of α.
Columns 3 to 6 give the obtained values for z, RO, and ATD of the optimal solution
obtained with the model with RO, as well as the CPU time. Similarly, columns 7 to
10 report the corresponding values for the model with ATD. Note that there seems
to be a relation between the values of z and ATD, since both values decrease when
α increases in the model with RO (except for the extreme case with α = 0.99). This
behavior, however, does not seem to occur with the value of RO in the model with
ATD. Regarding the values of α, it seems that values 0.75 and 0.9 are preferable
to obtain a good balance between z and RO in the first model, while 0.25 and
0.5 could be good options for the second model. We would like to point out that
the solutions of both models for the same value of α are, in general, not directly
comparable, because of the scale factor contained in the corresponding objective
functions. Finally, the computing times are considerably lower for the model with
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RO. From here on, we work with model M3, including the RO measure, since we
have been more successful computationally with the RO measure.
In order to evaluate the computational performance of the exact algorithm for
the model using the RO measure and assess the quality of the heuristic solution
procedure, we tested them first on 12 benchmark instances; nine of these are based
on larger test instances used in [134] which come from real street networks. For each
network, we varied the fleet size between two and four. In addition, we included
three test instances generated as the grid instances described in Section 3. The size
of these instances ranges from 30 to 83 nodes, with approximately the same number
of edges. Problem size, both in terms of network size and fleet size is limited to
ensure that the exact procedure was able to solve the problem for a variety of
parameter values in under the two-hour threshold allotted, at least in most cases.
The test platform was a Macbook Air (2012). The heuristic was coded in Java,
running locally with 1 GB of heap space allocated.
In Table 6.7, we compare the exact and the heuristic approaches in terms of z
and RO (the values of ATD are also given for information purposes). Since this is
a multi-objective optimization, there is no unique optimal solution to the problem.
Therefore, we compare the heuristic solution with the solution on the Pareto front
that has the next best RO value. For example, if the heuristic produced a solution
with an RO value of 5, and there were non-dominated solutions with RO values of
3 and 6, the comparison would be between the heuristic solution and the optimal
solution with RO=3. A graphical explanation is given in Figure 6.10. We begin with
the heuristic solution indicated by the blue dot. All exact solutions with greater
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Exact Heuristic Difference
Instance K z RO ATD Time z RO ATD Time Gap z(%) RO ATD(%)
Paris 2 2245 2 187.8 2 2245 3 194.1 24 0 1 3.33
Paris 3 1651 15 157.0 235 1651 15 153.2 24 0 0 -2.44
Paris 4 1403 16 127.3 4531 1410 21 132.3 33 0.5 5 3.93
SF 2 1824 2 110.5 5 1824 3 126.0 18 0 1 14.01
SF 3 1243 2 95.0 6 1243 5 101.6 14 0 3 6.92
SF 4 1031 4 92.4 370 1031 7 97.4 13 0 3 5.40
Ist 2 1713 1 137.8 86 1746 5 152.6 30 4.0 4 10.74
Ist 3 1193 8 139.9 1683 1236 13 139.7 41 3.5 5 -0.17
Ist 4 989 20 134.0 7200 1006 23 106.9 54 1.7 3 -20.23
8 8 5 2 4905 2 271.2 7200 5093 9 276.4 110 3.7 7 1.93
7 6 3 3 2012 4 211.0 938 2195 13 226.1 3 8.3 9 7.18
6 5 3 3 1503 6 132.9 78 1618 14 148.9 15 1.5 8 12.04
Table 6.7: Comparison between the solutions provided by the exact and the heuristic
procedures
RO values are disregarded. Then, we select the remaining exact solution with the
best RO value. Therefore, if the black dots are non-dominated solutions we have
computed using the exact procedure, then the one labeled “Closest Exact Solution”
would be our point of comparison.
Note that the difference in the min-max objective value of the solutions cor-
responding to the extreme values of α can be large. If we calculate the deviation
between the optimal α = 0 solution (only the min-max objective) and the optimal
α = 1 solution (only the RO objective), the difference is 48.68% averaged over the
12 instances in Table 6.7. This indicates that it can be very costly to improve the
visual quality of the routes and that there are non-dominated solutions that would
be unacceptable in practice. The deviation in the RO value between the extremes
on these 12 instances is, on average, 7.69%, but the effect on the visual quality of
the routes depends strongly on the instance.
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Figure 6.10: The solution on the Pareto front we compare to our heuristic solution.
On average, the heuristic is able to come within 2.07% of the objective value
and has a RO 3.8 higher than the closest exact solution. For the instances based
on the Paris and San Francisco street networks, we are almost always able to find
a solution with the same objective value and a RO that averages about 2.2 higher.
These instances have more sparsely connected topologies and, therefore, may be
easier for a heuristic procedure to partition well. For the instances based on the
Istanbul and artificial street networks, we average 4.03% higher with respect to the
min-max objective function and 5.5 higher on RO. The Istanbul instance is quite
similar to a grid, and, so, it is not surprising that performance is alike on these
instances.
It may initially seem like the solutions produced by the heuristic have poor
visual quality, because the RO is always higher (significantly in some cases). How-
ever, recall that we defined the “closest” exact solution to be the solution along the
Pareto front which has the next lowest RO value compared to the heuristic solution.
This means that the heuristic will always produce a set of routes with a higher RO
value. Later, in Table 6.8, we compare performance of the heuristic to the α = 1
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(i.e., pure min-max objective function) optimal solution and see that the heuristic
consistently produces routes with lower RO. Our goal is to show that the heuristic
is able to strike a balance between the two competing objective functions.
Note that we discuss absolute RO values instead of percentages for two reasons.
First, we believe there is a nonlinear relationship between RO and the visual quality
of a solution. For example, for medium and large sized instances, a solution with
RO of 1 is not twice as visually appealing as a solution with RO of 2; both will be
visually appealing solutions. Second, RO values are typically small integers (at least,
in the instances we examined). This means that, if we express the difference in RO
as a percentage, one additional node of overlap in a small instance will correspond
to a much higher percentage than one in a large instance, which does not seem
reasonable.
For the two-vehicle instances, the heuristic is slower than the exact procedure,
but we can see that with four vehicles the heuristic is much faster. In most cases,
the runtime of both solution procedures increases as a function of fleet size. We
anticipate this trend to continue for larger fleet sizes. However, the heuristic com-
puted a solution to the San Francisco instance with four vehicles faster than for the
same instance with three vehicles. This is because improvement procedures which
swap customers between routes occupy the vast majority of the computations for
the heuristic ( > 90%). Therefore, if these procedures converged very quickly to a
local optimum, then this would explain the anomaly.
In addition, we conducted two additional sets of computational experiments to
demonstrate the quality and scalability of the solutions produced by the heuristic.
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Exact Heuristic Difference
Instance K z RO ATD Time z RO ATD Time Gap z(%) RO ATD(%)
40 3 6 1 2 4667 10 330.4 53 4896 4 257.2 24 4.90 -6 -22.15
40 3 6 1 3 3265 10 248.8 396 3596 5 208.8 19 10.13 -5 -16.10
40 3 6 1 4 2685 18 243.3 4177 2837 10 198.6 25 5.66 -8 -18.37
40 3 7 3 2 3990 5 349.7 8 4099 4 302.4 8 2.73 -1 -13.53
40 3 7 3 3 2760 2 176.4 6 2851 5 213.8 13 3.29 3 21.20
40 3 7 3 4 2296 10 230.0 359 2511 9 231.1 23 9.36 -1 0.48
40 3 7 5 2 4050 4 313.2 13 4100 1 342.6 8 1.23 -3 9.39
40 3 7 5 3 3007 10 260.0 27 3227 7 217.2 14 7.31 -3 -16.47
40 3 7 5 4 2673 12 216.9 669 2810 7 215.5 25 5.12 -5 -0.67
40 3 8 2 2 4003 9 369.2 18 4042 1 324.4 8 0.97 -8 -12.16
40 3 8 2 3 3007 11 351.7 109 3289 5 348.2 13 9.37 -6 -1.00
40 3 8 2 4 2639 18 342.1 514 2770 5 195.5 20 4.96 -13 -42.83
40 3 8 4 2 4317 9 426.2 30 4700 2 344.5 8 8.87 -7 -19.18
40 3 8 4 3 3153 11 343.1 81 3406 8 297.6 13 8.02 -3 -13.26
40 3 8 4 4 2809 18 280.7 160 2927 9 352.0 20 4.20 -9 25.40
45 3 7 1 2 4179 0 296.0 6 4236 1 315.5 9 1.36 1 6.60
45 3 7 1 3 2921 3 239.1 143 3109 2 241.6 15 6.43 -1 1.05
45 3 7 1 4 2311 9 212.5 1345 2503 8 225.9 23 8.30 -1 6.31
45 3 7 5 2 4295 8 360.6 27 4535 1 320.4 8 5.58 -7 -11.15
45 3 7 5 3 3222 13 261.0 112 3314 5 265.0 14 2.85 -8 1.50
45 3 7 5 4 2708 20 336.2 2073 2900 9 223.2 35 7.09 -11 -33.61
45 3 8 2 2 3726 5 306.2 20 3766 0 260.1 10 1.07 -5 -15.07
45 3 8 2 3 2758 12 282.1 61 2951 6 314.3 18 6.99 -6 11.39
45 3 8 2 4 2461 17 271.9 3139 2617 9 230.8 22 6.33 -8 -15.13
45 3 8 3 2 3837 8 294.0 27 3870 3 303.4 10 0.86 -5 3.21
45 3 8 3 3 2754 8 276.0 3619 2783 2 179.8 16 1.05 -6 -34.84
45 3 8 3 4 2141 11 152.7 4309 2314 6 195.5 22 8.08 -5 27.97
45 3 8 4 2 4163 0 265.9 227 4163 0 282.9 8 0.00 0 6.39
45 3 8 4 3 2937 14 359.9 189 3228 9 300.7 16 9.90 -5 -16.46
45 3 8 4 4 2443 15 270.9 7200 2610 3 199.5 21 6.83 -12 -26.36
50 3 7 2 2 4731 5 298.3 7 4960 4 297.2 9 4.84 -1 -0.39
50 3 7 2 3 3385 8 253.6 7200 3551 7 232.1 17 4.90 -1 -8.46
50 3 7 2 4 2704 15 277.5 7200 2925 16 179.0 25 8.17 1 -35.49
50 3 7 4 2 3954 5 303.9 10 4131 2 260.0 11 4.47 -3 -14.45
50 3 7 4 3 2868 12 295.8 937 3055 2 227.5 17 6.52 -10 -23.11
50 3 7 4 4 2390 20 245.0 4371 2749 6 292.3 25 15.02 -14 19.31
Table 6.8: Comparison between the solutions provided by the exact and the heuristic
procedures
The first set of experiments involved a set of 20 slightly larger street networks
containing between 100 and 200 edges (and between 40 and 60 required edges).
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Exact Heuristic Difference
Instance K z RO ATD Time z RO ATD Time Gap z(%) RO ATD(%)
50 3 8 5 2 4047 4 384.6 13 4181 2 350.5 10 3.31 -2 -8.85
50 3 8 5 3 3066 10 247.5 2179 3108 3 224.0 15 1.36 -7 -9.53
50 3 8 5 4 2457 10 225.9 6840 2558 7 245.7 22 4.11 -3 8.78
50 3 9 1 2 4679 7 368.3 18 5017 2 355.5 9 7.22 -5 -3.47
50 3 9 1 3 3459 11 341.7 833 3715 5 257.0 16 7.40 -6 -24.77
50 3 9 1 4 2846 15 254.2 4313 3016 6 262.2 22 5.97 -9 3.14
50 3 9 3 2 4059 9 408.6 25 4598 4 333.0 11 13.27 -5 -18.49
50 3 9 3 3 3111 12 266.2 4992 3453 6 259.2 18 10.99 -6 -2.62
50 3 9 3 4 2690 16 253.4 6636 2878 12 249.0 22 6.98 -4 -1.72
55 3 7 5 2 4359 2 334.9 17 4405 2 272.2 10 1.05 0 -18.71
55 3 7 5 3 3102 15 266.1 2171 3433 6 254.7 18 10.67 -9 -4.29
55 3 7 5 4 2519 15 309.6 3807 2827 7 184.4 24 12.22 -8 -40.44
55 3 8 1 2 4803 6 326.9 59 5050 4 297.5 12 5.14 -2 -9.01
55 3 8 1 3 3358 10 292.5 7200 3471 5 263.9 22 3.36 -5 -9.77
55 3 8 1 4 2692 14 232.6 7200 2893 9 205.9 24 7.46 -5 -11.46
55 3 8 2 2 4249 5 320.6 121 4691 4 260.8 12 10.40 -1 -18.66
55 3 8 2 3 3036 11 298.0 577 3396 9 234.4 24 11.85 -2 -21.34
55 3 8 2 4 2488 14 271.1 7200 2816 9 220.6 27 13.18 -5 -18.61
55 3 9 4 2 4082 11 291.6 75 4284 3 334.8 12 4.94 -8 14.83
55 3 9 4 3 3060 12 284.6 798 3445 5 325.8 20 12.58 -7 14.46
55 3 9 4 4 2651 19 258.2 2982 2893 10 256.4 30 9.12 -9 -0.68
55 3 10 3 2 4746 7 340.5 80 5021 4 307.4 11 5.79 -3 -9.71
55 3 10 3 3 3406 7 315.5 7200 3687 7 268.4 17 8.25 0 -14.92
55 3 10 3 4 2840 21 343.5 7200 3120 8 189.3 25 9.85 -13 -44.88
Table 6.8: Comparison between the solutions provided by the exact and the heuristic
procedures (continued).
While the exact approach that takes RO into account would take a prohibitively
long amount of time to run, we can use an exact approach from [144] to solve the
problem with a purely min-max objective function and compare the results. For each
of the 20 street networks, we solved the problem with fleet size varying between two
and four vehicles for a total of 60 test instances. The results are presented in Table
6.8. On average, the heuristic produces a solution with an objective value that is
6.5% above the optimal value, or the upper bound found by the exact procedure
after 7200 seconds. However, these solutions have an RO value that is 5.1 lower
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on average than the solutions produced by the exact procedure. To put this into
context, the heuristic produces solutions that have approximately half as much
overlap, on average.
The second set of experiments involved a set of 15 large street networks con-
taining between 300 and 620 edges (and between 100 and 400 required edges). We
vary the fleet size between two and five for these networks, for a total of 60 instances.
Neither exact approach is capable of solving these instances within several hours,
so these experiments are intended only to demonstrate the ability of the heuristic
to solve instances of this size. The results are contained in Table 6.9. Again, in
some cases, run time decreases with increased fleet size. As before, we believe this is
due to the improvement procedures converging quickly on a local optimum. For the
smallest instances of this set, the heuristic is capable of finishing in under a minute,
while for the most complex instances (i.e., the instances with the largest number
of required edges and vehicles), it requires over 40 minutes. The time required is
approximately quadratic in the number of required edges. Since the improvement
phase of the heuristic only considers moves between required edges, the total number
of edges in the network has relatively little effect on the run time. For example, the
15 10 5 1 network has 358 edges while the 200 3 24 1 network has 615 edges. How-
ever, both instances have approximately the same number of required edges, (180
and 185, respectively), and so they require approximately the same amount of time
to solve. This reinforces the observation that the improvement phase dominates the
run time of the heuristic.
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6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we developed and compared several IP formulations for solving
the Aesthetic MMKWRPP. We have studied two aesthetic measures, RO and ATD,
and we have tried three different models that incorporate these measures. The
best results are obtained by including the aesthetic measures in a multi-objective
function. When comparing the solutions obtained with RO and ATD visually, RO
seems to provide “nicer” solutions. Several random instances have been generated
and a branch-and-cut algorithm has been tested to solve the multi-objective problem
with the aesthetic measures. Finally, we extended an existing cluster first, route
second heuristic for the MMKWRPP and showed it to be competitive with solutions
on the Pareto front. We demonstrated that this modified heuristic is capable of
scaling to problem instances with hundreds of nodes.
In our heuristic, we found that an effective perturbation strategy for retaining
the visual appeal of a set of routes was to operate directly on the center points of
the routes and to reassign customers based on the proximity of these center points.
While we identified a simple way of incorporating these into a heuristic that was
sufficient for our set of test instances, it would be interesting to see this approach
used in the context of a more sophisticated metaheuristic and validated on larger
test instances.
In addition, while we can see that optimizing for RO alone can often lead to a
solution that is very unbalanced, in many cases it’s not clear which solution on the
Pareto front is the best or most preferable. It is also not clear whether or not all
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of them are consistently acceptable in the opinion of typical distribution managers.
If it is possible to gain further insight into the considerations they use to determine
the overall quality of a route, it may be possible to narrow the search.
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Instance |V | |E| |ER| K z RO Time(scs)
100 3 8 1 100 311 105 2 6912 2 46
100 3 8 1 100 311 105 3 5177 17 54
100 3 8 1 100 311 105 4 4107 17 55
100 3 8 1 100 311 105 5 3566 18 74
100 3 8 2 100 310 111 2 7234 3 40
100 3 8 2 100 310 111 3 5150 7 46
100 3 8 2 100 310 111 4 4078 16 62
100 3 8 2 100 310 111 5 3427 15 60
150 3 11 2 150 467 160 2 9408 6 93
150 3 11 2 150 467 160 3 6443 12 137
150 3 11 2 150 467 160 4 5085 18 164
150 3 11 2 150 467 160 5 4505 27 189
150 3 7 1 150 465 177 2 9403 5 132
150 3 7 1 150 465 177 3 6675 14 132
150 3 7 1 150 465 177 4 5283 14 177
150 3 7 1 150 465 177 5 4482 25 219
15 10 3 1 150 358 136 2 7430 3 61
15 10 3 1 150 358 136 3 5381 10 67
15 10 3 1 150 358 136 4 4323 17 97
15 10 3 1 150 358 136 5 3576 13 135
15 10 5 1 150 358 180 2 8946 5 95
15 10 5 1 150 358 180 3 6105 10 156
15 10 5 1 150 358 180 4 4957 22 175
15 10 5 1 150 358 180 5 4217 22 130
15 10 7 1 150 358 258 2 11821 17 424
15 10 7 1 150 358 258 3 8564 19 324
15 10 7 1 150 358 258 4 6518 30 364
15 10 7 1 150 358 258 5 5409 37 716
15 15 3 1 225 550 204 2 11266 7 199
15 15 3 1 225 550 204 3 8225 12 277
15 15 3 1 225 550 204 4 6764 19 482
15 15 3 1 225 550 204 5 5810 19 473
15 15 5 1 225 550 270 2 13062 6 349
15 15 5 1 225 550 270 3 9028 13 372
15 15 5 1 225 550 270 4 6906 14 751
15 15 5 1 225 550 270 5 5771 30 732
15 15 7 1 225 550 396 2 17817 21 1406
15 15 7 1 225 550 396 3 12591 36 970
15 15 7 1 225 550 396 4 9854 33 2726
15 15 7 1 225 550 396 5 8066 54 2618
Table 6.9: Results of the heuristic on a set of larger instances.
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Instance |V | |E| |ER| K z RO Time(scs)
200 3 16 2 200 616 207 2 9792 7 168
200 3 16 2 200 616 207 3 6939 15 250
200 3 16 2 200 616 207 4 5271 15 246
200 3 16 2 200 616 207 5 4449 26 362
200 3 24 1 200 615 185 2 9659 3 138
200 3 24 1 200 615 185 3 6693 5 149
200 3 24 1 200 615 185 4 5308 12 189
200 3 24 1 200 615 185 5 4462 27 206
20 10 3 1 200 484 178 2 7610 6 129
20 10 3 1 200 484 178 3 5406 5 160
20 10 3 1 200 484 178 4 4368 11 294
20 10 3 1 200 484 178 5 3708 14 261
20 10 5 1 200 484 247 2 8790 5 258
20 10 5 1 200 484 247 3 6167 11 315
20 10 5 1 200 484 247 4 4664 21 596
20 10 5 1 200 484 247 5 3896 23 486
20 10 7 1 200 484 353 2 11698 8 588
20 10 7 1 200 484 353 3 7999 16 1145
20 10 7 1 200 484 353 4 6180 37 1452
20 10 7 1 200 484 353 5 5120 36 2245
Table 6.9: Results of the heuristic on a set of larger instances (continued).
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
In this dissertation, we developed two software tools for solving and generating
arc routing problems. The first tool (OAR Lib) is a library of solvers and heuristics
for standard arc routing problems that can be used as a standalone system, or
can be used to develop algorithms for more complex problems. The second tool
(OAR Bench) is a GIS tool that enables users to quickly generate test instances
that accurately reflect the structural properties of real-world street networks. OAR
Lib and OAR Bench are available for use by the research community. In addition,
the source code is open for both tools.
We modeled and developed heuristics for two arc routing problem variants.
The first variant is the Windy Rural Postman Problem with Zigzag Time Windows.
Here, a time-constrained secondary service mode was used to serve customers on
both sides of the street. The second variant is the Min-MaxK Windy Rural Postman
Problem. In this variant, we constructed routes for a set of K vehicles, where the
objective function was the cost of the longest route. This objective measured route
balance as well as cost which, in practice, reduces unbalanced driving assignments.
For both variants, we developed simple, scalable heuristics that provided comparable
solution quality to existing procedures.
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Finally, we used the Min-Max K Windy Rural Postman Problem to investigate
alternative measures of route quality that take into account the aesthetic properties
of the vehicle routes. In practice, properties such as compactness and overlap are
important to assess the quality of proposed routes. For example, non-overlapping
routes allow drivers to become familiar with the streets in a particular region and
allow them to handle last-minute changes to customer stops on a route. We intro-
duced overlapping convex hulls to measure the degree of route overlap. Our heuristic
for the MMKWRPP performed favorably with respect to these metrics compared
to an existing procedure. In addition, we considered a multiobjective formulation of





Appendix A: Partial route formation example
We provide an example that shows how the initial partial routes are formed
during the initialization phase of our heuristic. In Figure A.1, we show the street
network, with three zigzag optional street segments that must be zigzagged before
time 40. Dotted single edges do not require service. Dotted double edges with
two arrows have a zigzag option. In this instance, all edges with a zigzag option
have a time window shown by the clock that begins at time 0 and ends at time 40.
The traversal cost, service cost, and zigzag cost are cij, sij, and zij, respectively. In
Figure A.2, we apply our heuristic to the instance given in Figure A.1. In this case,
segment (3, 4) is selected as the seed customer. Segment (7, 8) is the first customer
to be selected for insertion based on the PFIH score. We select the street with the
lowest score to insert. However, this insertion would cause the seed customer to be
visited outside of its time window, so the insertion is not made. After the insertion in
Figure A.2 fails, segment (0, 1) is considered for insertion. In Figure A.3, we show its
successful insertion. The route that results has a cost of 6+4+5+3+3+8 = 29 < 40,
so the partial route is feasible, and the insertion is made. In Figure A.4, we show
the final partial route 0− (zigzag)− 1− 2− 3− (zigzag)− 4.
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Figure A.1: A WRPPZTW instance.
Figure A.2: First attempted insertion by our heuristic fails.
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Figure A.3: Second attempted insertion.
Figure A.4: Final partial route.
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Appendix B: Deadhead Preprocessor
Algorithm 10 Preprocessing function deadhead
Input: The graph G = (V,E), and ER ⊆ E.
Output: A set of edges Edh ⊆ ER that must be deadheaded in the final solution.
1: continue = true
2: Initialize Edh = {}
3: while continue do
4: Echeck = ER\Edh
5: continue = false
6: for e = (i, j) in Echeck do
7: if degree(i) = 1 OR degree(j) = 1 then
8: add e to Edh
9: continue = true





Appendix C: Detailed Example Using OAR Bench
In this appendix, we show how to use OAR Bench to generate an instance.
Suppose we want to generate an instance based on a portion of the street network
of the city of Amsterdam. In Figure C.1, we show the screen when OAR Bench is
first opened. The search bar on the map is used to find Amsterdam. The result
of the search is shown in Figure C.2. We then zoom in so that the portion of the
street network that we want is onscreen. In Figure C.3, after clicking the Estimate
Instance Size button, the streets found in the OSM database are drawn on the map
in red. The green notification box displays how many edges were returned. After
clicking the Generate Instance button, the street network is saved to a file. In Figure
C.4, we switch the Display tab and load the network. This network has 1034 nodes
and 1396 edges. We use the Auto Trim procedure to delete disconnected nodes and
edges. The network after Auto Trim is shown in Figure C.5; it has 992 nodes and
1353 edges. Notice that a cluster of streets in the top right have been eliminated
from the network. Finally, we use the Randomize button to set some of the streets
as required. In Figure C.6, the interface that specifies the probability that an edge
is required depending on its priority is shown. The final instance is shown in Figure
C.7. The final instance can be exported as a text file (Figure C.8) that can be parsed
by a solver and exchanged freely among researchers.
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Figure C.1: Map search
Figure C.2: Map centered on the city of Amsterdam
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Figure C.3: Instance estimated
Figure C.4: Importing the Amsterdam instance
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Figure C.5: Network after applying the Auto Trim procedure
Figure C.6: Randomizing required streets by type of street
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Figure C.7: Amsterdam instance after randomization. Black edges are required; red
edges are not required.
Figure C.8: Text file of the Amsterdam instance
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